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This is the final report of the Fiber Optic Control System Integration (FOCSI) Program summarizing
the integration, testing, and operation of the Electro-Optic Architecture (EOA) and optic sensors
delivered by McDonnell Douglas Aerospace-East (MDA-E) to NASA-Dryden for flight testing.
2. PROGRAM OVERVIEW
The optical sensing system consists of ten optical sensors of various optical sensing technologies
and one EOA to decode the ten sensors and convert the optic signals to electric signals which are
sent to NASA's data acquisition system. One of the challenges in this program was to have one EOA
decode as many different sensing technologies as feasible to advance a tittle explored area of
technology. The approach until now is one EOA for each type of sensing technology which has the
benefit of providing tailored decoding for that sensor resulting in excellent results. That is not a
viable approach in the space limited and weight conscious aircraft environment because each sensor
type needs a separate EOA. A single EOA for all sensors not only saves space and weight, it is the
vehicle management system (VMS) concept of one processing area which can handle multiple tasks,
and VMS systems are already the systems of choice for the next generation of military aircraft.
3. SUMMARY
The performance of the EOA and sensors is good considering one EOA decodes a several types of
sensors which vary widely in their optic characteristics, however, the performance of the EOA is
poor when comparing the EOA and sensor performance to the traditional electrical aircraft sensors.
The performance of the EOA and digital sensors is very close to the performance of the traditional
sensors while the performance of the EOA and analog and time rate of decay (TRD) sensors is very
far from the performance of the traditional sensors.
The EOA and digital sensors produce consistent and stable results. EOA decoding of digital sensors
is little affected by noise, is able to overcome some variations in optical code plates, and is not
affected by temperature, altitude, or vibration.
The EOA and analog sensors produce rioisy and varied results. EOA decoding of analog sensors
is sensitive to variations in power levels, is sensitive to noise, is sensitive to some variations in code
plates, and is sensitive to EOA temperature. Analog decoding is not affected by altitude or vibration.
The EOA and TRD sensors produce noisy results due to a poor optic source.
The EOA falls to meet the electromagnetic interference (EMI) emission limits due to spikes in the
data, but the EOA is not an EMI threat to the aircraft since the data outages are few and the majority
of the outages are small.
4. OPTIC TEST RESULTS
4.1. EOA CCD Array and TRD Sources and Receivers
The optic test results reflect the mixed success and failure of EOA performance. The data in Table 1
shows that the sources and receivers of EOA #1 and EOA #2 had only minor differences in optic
performance. However, EOA #2 does perform better than EOA #1 as explained in section 4.1.1.3.
4.1.1. EOA CCD Array Source
4.1.1.1. Specification Failures
The power spectral density failure results in sensor return signals that are lower than expected which
can cause problems depending upon the receiver range. Fortunately, the CCD array receiver is able
to receivelowerpowersignalsthanoriginally expected,however,signalsin the lowerpartof the
receiverbandwidthareaffectedbyreceivernoise.Thesesignalsalsohavelessresolutionwhenfed
to ananalogto digital converterthansignalsin theupperportionof thereceiverrangedueto the
internalworkingsof theCCD array.For sensorswith high insertionloss,thefailureof thesource
to meetpowerspectraldensityrequirementsresultsin adegradedability to decodethesensors
Thewavelengthrangefailureis duetothefailureto meetthepowerspectraldensityrequirements.
Themaximumpowerof thesourcespectrumis within thecorrectwavelengthrange,however,this
testrecordsthewavelengthrangecoveredby thespecmamwhich meetsor exceedstheminimum
power spectraldensity.This is notaseriousfailure.
Theexcitationoff leakageallowedfailuremayresultcorruptedsensorsignals.TheareaCCDarray
requiresthesourceto beoff whenit shiftsout its information,otherwise,the optic signalswill be
excitingtheCCDarrayastheinformationin thearrayisbeingmovedthroughthearray.Theleakage
failure of thesourceisnotseriousfor tworeasons:thesourcesonly failedby0.9dBand2.0dB,and :
the method of measurement. Since the source is pulsed, an optic to electric converter had to be use
to compare the source on and offlevels. This converter had a large gain which may have introduced
an error causing the leakage to appear greater than actual.
The required rise and fall time failures are due to the resolution of the oscilloscope. During the test,
different resolutions resulted in different rise and fall times. As the resolution increased, the rise and
fall times decreased. The resolution could not be made small enough to accurately measure the rise
and fall times.
4.1.1.2. Specification Successes
These successes contribute greatly to successful sensor decoding. Meeting power variation with
wavelength prevents a sensor signal which covers too much of the receiver range thus allowing the
receiver dynamic range to vary with temperature and still receive the entire sensor signal. Meeting
power variation with time prevents a sensor signal which varies too much and exceeds the receiver
range. The power variation with time was observed to be very slow which is important to properly
decode analog sensors since the effects of the source must be removed. A slowly varying source
ensures that the source spectrum which the processor uses to condition the sensor signal is the same
spectrum which excited the sensor.
Meeting repeatability creates sensor signals which consistently fall within a certain receiver power
range. This allows consistent sensor decoding since it minimizes the effects of the receiver having
better resolution at the higher power levels than at the lower power level. It also helps to keep the
sensor signal in the range of the receiver at all times.
4.1.1.3. Performance Notes
The performance of the CCD array source and receiver in decoding the analog and digital sensors
differs between the EOAs. EOA #2 is able to decode more sensors than EOA #1 because of a slightly
different placement of an optical block which is used to reduce optical reflections. The optical block
is placed near the 900nm wavelength for both EOAs, but the optical block in EOA #2 is closer to
the shorter wavelengths. Because of the shape of the power spectrum, the position of the optical
block causes EOA #2 to have a smaller power variation over wavelength, a higher power spectral
density, and more power at the 900nm wavelength. These differences allow EOA #2 to better decode
sensors which vary to the extremes within their optical specifications.
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4.1.2. EOA TRD Source
The peak power and wavelength range failures cause much difficulty in decoding the temperature
TRD sensor. The failure to meet the minimum peak power results in a weak sensor signal which
is more susceptible to corruption by the source because the source fmls wavelength range. The
source wavelengths overlap the sensor signal wavelengths so the source corrupts the sensor signal.
The peak power of source spectrum is from 650nm to 700nm, but the source has significant power
extending to 1000nm. The sensor signal range is from 700nm to 900rim.
The source modulation depth could not be measured since the power level of the source could not
be adjusted. The small source variation during normal operation aids sensor decoding because it
helps provide a consistent sensor signal.
4.1.3. EOA CCD Array Receiver
The expected and actual results of these tests are in different units so the results are limited in value.
The CCD receiver display relates power levels to CCD array pixel values instead of dBm, and a pixel
value cannot be translated to dBm. The difference between pixel values, however, can be converted
to dB so the range was calculated by this method. The calculated range is only good for room
temperature since the noise and saturation levels change with temperature.
4.1.4. EOA TRD Receiver
These tests are not possible since there is no source power level adjustment or display.
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EOA #1 and EOA #2 (Test results are the same)
CCD array pixel value of 910 (actual value from sen-
sor displays)
CCD array pixel value of 30 (value obtained from
Litton)
29.5 dB (This is the calculated range, and it only ap-
plies at room temperature.)
WDM TRD RECEIVER - Tests not possible: no source adjustment or receiver display.




The optic sensor test results reflect the mixed success and failure of the sensors performance. In
general, the digital and time rate of decay(TRD) sensors performed well, but the analog sensors
performed poorly. The data in Table 2, Table 3, Table 4, and Table 5 shows the large variance in
the code plate characteristics of similar sensors. Large differences even occur between the same
sensors. These differences point to problems in the manufacturing process of the code plates.
4.2.1. Digital Sensors
The digital sensors meet most of the specifications, and the specifications which are not met did not
prevent the EOA from decoding the sensors. However, those failures increased the difficulty of
decoding the sensors. The sensor decoding algorithms had to be modified for the sensors with the
worst optic failures so the EOA could decode them. Digital sensor data is in Table 2 and Table 3.
The contrast ratio failures of 5dB and below are the failures which make decoding the sensors
difficult. The sensors with failures of 5dB or less - rudder 1, leading edge flap (LEF) 43 and 45,
and power lever control (PLC) 1 - needed their decoding algorithms fine tuned to their optic
spectrum in order for the EOA to be able to decode them. (The algorithm for PLC 1 was never
revised because the optic code plate was found to be out of alignment, and it needed to be fixed before
changing the algorithm. PLC 1 was not repaired.) Contrast ratio failures between 5dB and 6dB did
not affect the ability of the EOA to decode those sensors.
The insertion loss failure of LEF 43 contributes to effects of its contrast ratio failure. The high
insertion loss causes the sensor signal to be near the receiver noise level so the sensor signal is easily
corrupted by receiver noise.
The wavelength range results for all of the sensors meet the specified range of 750nm to 900nm.
The channel width failures are either not large enough to effect sensor decoding or the widths of the
channels are not an important factor in sensor decoding because the results of the channel width test
do not correlate with the ability of the EOA to decode the sensors.
The guardband width results are not important. After most of the testing was completed, Litton
revised their sensors' interface control documents and eliminated the specification for guardband
width. This is permissible since the results do not correlate with the ability of the EOA to decode
the sensors, and the locations of the guardbands in the sensor spectrums are not clear and were






DIGITAL SENSORS INSERTION LOSS CONTRAST
(dB) RATIO (dB)
SPEC. MEAS- P/F SPEC. MEAS- P/F
URED URED
Stabilator 1 < 24.0 21.0 P > 6.0 6.8 P
Stabilator 2 < 24.0 16.6 P > 6.0 9.0 P
Rudder 1 < 24.0 17.1 P > 6.0 3.1 F
Rudder 2 _<24.0 17.6 P _>6.0 6.6 P
Rudder Pedal 1 < 24.0 17.2 P > 6.0 8.2 P
Rudder Pedal 2 < 24.0 21.7 P _> 6.0 5.4 F
Power Lever Control 1 < 24.0 22.5 P > 6.0 4.8 F
Power Lever Control 2 < 24.0 19.0 P > 6.0 5.9 F
Leading Edge Flap 43 < 28.0 29.4 F > 6.0 5.4 F
























Power Lever Control 1
Power Lever Control 2
Leading Edge Flap 43





SPEC. Smallest Largest P/F
12 8.5 +/- 0.5 8.0 8.8 P
12 8.5 +/- 0.5 8.0 8.8 P
13 8.5 +/- 0.5 8.0 8.8 P
13 8.5 +/- 0.5 7.6 8.4 F
13 8.5 +/- 0.5 7.6 8.8 F
13 8.5 +/- 0.5 7.8 8.8 F
15 8.5 +/- 0.5 7.2 9.2 F
15 8.5 +/- 0.5 7.6 9.2 F
13 8.5 +/- 0.9 7.6 9.6 P















Optic Test Results for Digital Sensors (part 2 of 2)
Table 3
4.2.2. Analog Sensors
The analog sensors meet most of the specifications, and the specifications which were not met only
slightly increased the difficulty of decoding the sensors. The fact that the analog sensors are noisy
when decoded is mostly due to the EOA, however, the sensor dynamic range factors into the
problem. Analog sensor data is in Table 4 and Table 5.
The reference integrity failures slightly increase the noise of the sensors during decoding, but they
do not account for the poor integration test results. The pitch stick sensors will be used as an
example. Pitch Stick 1 passes the reference integrity test by a large margin while Pitch Stick 2 fails
the test by a significant margin, however, Pitch Stick 1 only performs slightly better than Pitch Stick2
in the integration tests in Table 10. The integration data contains the effects of internal EOA noise
as well as the reference integrity failure effects, and the amount of noise attributed to each cannot
be determined.
The dynamic range results are good, however, there are problems concerning dynamic range which
include the variations between sensors. The specification of>7.5dB is half of the original interface
control document value of 15dB. Reducing the dynamic range reduces the signal to noise ratio thus
creating noisier sensor decoding. Even though the pressure sensor exceeds the specified dynamic
range, the range is so small that the sensor value is greatly affected by small amounts of noise in the
EOA decoding process. The pressure sensor vendor does not have this problem since they have an
EOA and decoding algorithm tailored to the sensor.
The dynamic range variations between sensors resulting from an inability to produce a repeatable
analog code plate is another problem affecting the sensor decoding. The trailing edge flap and nose
wheel steering sensors' analog code plates were made the same yet the dynamic range varies widely.
As a result, the EOA decoding algorithms were modified to work with the dynamic range of a
specific sensor. This would not be necessary if the dynamic range were consistent or larger.
The insertion loss results are good except for the large variation between sensors. The only insertion
loss failure, Pitch Stick 2, is very close to passing and is not a concern. The variation of insertion
losses shows the inconsistency in the manufacturing process, but does not affect EOA decoding
since the largest difference in insertion losses is 9.1dB which is much smaller than the -30dB range
of the EOA receiver.
The results of the number of channels, the channels widths, and the wavelength centers are
satisfactory.
The rotary analog code plates of the t/ailing edge flap and nose wheel steering sensors all have
anomalies on the ends of the optic tracks, however, the anomalies seemed to be just outside of the
sensors' operational range so they are not a concern. Each end of an optic track is different, but in
general, the reference and signal tracks are not consistent. In some cases, the reference is not a
constant power level while the signal track is constant. In other cases, the signal track varies too
much.





Trailing Edge Flap 1
Trailing Edge Flap 2
Nose Wheel Steering 1
Nose Wheel Steering 2
Total Pressure
4030-32-01
INSERTION LOSS DYNAMIC RANGE
(dB) (dB)
SPEC. MEAS-P/F SPEC. MEAS- P]F
URED URED
_< 20.0 15.7 P _>7.5 8.0 P
_<20.0 20.2 F > 7.5 8.2 P
< 20.0 16.8 P _>7.5 6.8 F
< 20.0 11.1 P > 7.5 9.9 P
< 20.0 13.6 P > 7.5 19.5 P
< 20.0 19.1 P > 7.5 10.6 P


















Pitch Stick 1 2
Pitch Stick 2 2
Trailing Edge Flap 1 2
Trailing Edge Flap 2 2
!Nose Wheel Steering 1 2







SPEC. Reference Signal P/F Reference Signal
< 75 51.4 50.2 P 776.2 874.6
< 75 45.8 50.0 P 771.8 885.0
< 75 50.6 49.8 P 777.0 875.4
< 75 51.0 49.0 P 776.2 875.4
< 75 50.2 49.8 P 777.4 875.4
< 75 49.8 50.2 P 775.0 875.8
< 75 63.8 60.2 P 779.6 885.0
Optic Test Results for Analog Sensors (part 2 of 2)
Table 5
4.2.3. TRD Sensors
The TRD sensors pass the optic tests, and are the best sensors for providing duplicate results. The
data for the TRD sensors is in Table 6.
The signal duration success is the key characteristic in determining that the sensors are performing
properly. The duration of the sensor florescent time decay signal varies with temperature and
determines the phase shift between the signal and the source. The EOA examines the phase shift
between the signal and source signals to determine the temperature.
ili!
The power conversion efficiency for both temperature sensors actually passes if the entire sensor
signal is taken into account instead of just the peak of the sensor spectrum. The test was conducted
with just the peak of the source and signal spectrums and reflects a failure as a result. The test was
performed this way due to the misunderstanding that the TRD receiver uses only the peak spectrum
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5. INTEGRATION TEST RESULTS
5.1. EOA
EOA #1 passed all of the functional tests. These were used to provide a quick test of EOA operation.
The data is summarized in Table 7. The EOA chassis is able to thermally dissipate approximately
100 Watts without cooling air so it will be able to easily dissipate 65.4 Watts. The optic functions
and the electrical data bus performed as expected. The optic to electric conversion and the sensor
value decoding were not checked in the functional tests.
EOA #2 performs better than EOA #1 by decoding sensors with less noise and by operating reliably.
This is due in part to optical differences explained in section 4.1.1.3. EOA #1 also has had the 1553
bus stop updating on many occasions including the altitude test, the vibration test, and when EOA
#1 was powered for long periods of time with no tests being performed. This seems to be due to
software halting in the decoding processor module. The root caused may be due to internal EOA
noise which could be generated by many sources, several high frequency clocks, high fxequency
1553 data transfers, power supply switching, or decoding modules activity. A similar problem was
present before the data acquisition card's printed wiring board (PWB) was re-laid out to use better
methods of electrical PWB lay out. The solution to the loss of EOA #1 1553 updates is to turn off
power to EOA #1 and then turn on power; EOA #1 always returns to normal operation. EOA #2
has never had this problem. This is probably due to EOA #2's decoding modules being less receptive
to internal noise. This may also explain why EOA #2 decodes sensors with less noise than EOA #1.
EOA decoding noise is dependent on the environment and may be high frequency noise affecting
the CCD optic receiver. The receiver operates with very low power levels and is therefore more
susceptible to noise than other electronics. Decoding noise is not as pronounced when the modules
are on the vendor's development backplane as it is when the modules are in the EOA chassis. On
vendor backplane, the modules are not as close to each other, the 1553 data bus does not run next
to the modules, and an inherently noisy switching power supply is not used. The confined EOA
chassis is a different environment than the open development backplane so it is not unusual that the





EOA FUNCTIONAL TEST RESULTS
Expected Actual P/F
< 76.5 Watts 65.4 Watts P
No errors in Good data transfer. A nuisance error is reported, P
transmission but it does not affect the data transfer. Suspect the
and good test equipment is the source of the problem since
data transfer, the problem has been seen on other non-FOCSI
tests.
EOA Spectrum Source and Source and all sensors except the temperature P
Analyzer Mode all sensors sensor are visible on the display. Digital sensors
(except temp. show a good digital pattern, and the analog sensors
sensor) show the reference and signal channels. The
visible on attenuation for each sensor was adjusted so all
display, sensors fell within the receiver range.
Integration Test Results for EOA
Table 7
5.2. Digital Sensors
The EOA performs very well in decoding digital sensors that can be decoded, however, a small
amount of noise does cause a few failures. EOA decoding noise is discussed in section 5.1. Good
performance is expected since the EOA vendor also made the digital sensors except for the leading
edge flap which could not be decoded.
5.2.1. Stabilizer Sensor
The EOA decodes the stabilizer sensor fairly well. The decode value is quite stable, although, there
is some intermittent noise which causes the failures in the null offset and resolution tests. The overall
results are good.
5.2.2. Rudder Sensor
EOA #1 cannot decode rudder 1, and EOA #2 has difficulty decoding rudder 1. This is probably
due to the optical contrast ratio of less than 5.0dB. With EOA #2, the sensor output looks noisy
which is reflected in the integration data, although, rudder 1 still performs fairly well. When rudder
1 was returned to the vendor for testing, the decoding algorithm was changed to so rudder 1
performed very well, however, rudder 2 cannot use the same algorithm. The flight EOA rudder
decoding algorithm is dependent on which rudder is flying.
The EOA decodes rudder 2 sensor very well. The decode value is quite stable, although, there is
some intermittent noise which causes the failure in the null offset test. The overall results are good.
The rudder and rudder pedal sensors are the same, and the decode algorithms are only slightly
different.
5.2.3. Rudder Pedal Sensor
The EOA decodes the rudder pedal sensors better than any other sensor. The range and resolution
results are excellent, the linearity results are almost perfect, and there is hardly any noise in the





NeitherEOAcandecodepowerlevercontrol 1. This isprobablydueto anopticalcontrastratioof
lessthan5.0dB,or thesensormayhavebeendamagedbeforetheintegrationtests.Whenthissensor
wasreturnedto thevendorfor testing,it wasreportedthatthesensorwasbroken;thecodeplatewas
shiftedandtheshaftdid not turnasfreelyasit should.Thesensormayhavebeendamagedbefore
theintegrationtestswereperformed.
EOA#2decodespowerlevercontrol2 verywell while EOA#1cannotdecodethesensor.This is
dueto thedifferentopticsin theEOAsexplainedin section4.1.1.3. Powerlevercontrol 2 hasits
lastchannelatawavelengthof 885nmwhichisclosetothelimit of 900nm.EOA#1doesnotreceive




optic failureswhichcontributedto thedecodingproblem;seetheoptic testresultsin section4.2.1.
However,themainreasonwasdueto thewide variationof thewavelengthof thefirst channelon
thecodeplateasthesensorwasmovedthroughits full stroke. Thedecodingalgorithmsearched
for eachchannel,andbecausethelocationvariedsomuch,thealgorithmneededmoretimethanthe
EOA updateratewould allow.
The decodingalgorithmswere changedafter integrationtestswere performedat McDonnell
Douglassotheleadingedgeflap sensorscouldbedecoded.Thealgorithmswerewrittento find the
datachannelsatspecificwavelengths.As aresult,thealgorithmswill notdecodethesensorsif the
datachannelsmovefrom theirinitial locations.Thiscouldoccurif thecodeplateshiftsevenslightly.
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Specified Measured P/F Specified
Stabilator 1 < +/-0.018 +/- 0.045 F < +7-0.018
Stabilator 2 < +/-0.018 +0.052, -0.073 F < +/-0.018
Rudder 1 < +/-0.0032 +0.007, -0.011 F < +/-0.0032
Rudder 2 < +/--0.0032 +/-0.002 P < +/-0.0032
Rudder Pedal 1 < +/-0.0045 +/-0.001 P < +/-0.0045
Rudder Pedal 2 < +/-0.0045 +0.004, -0.005 F
Power Lever Control 1 <+/-0.325deg Not Decoded <_+/-0.325deg
Power Lever Control 2 <+/-0.325deg +/-0.064deg P <__+/-0.325deg
Leading Edge Flap 43 < +/-0.30deg Not Decoded * < +/-0.30deg







< +/-0.0045 0.002 P
< +/-0.30deg











Stabilator 1 +/- 3.56 +/.- 3.56 P 0.996 0.008
Stabilator 2 +/- 3.56 +/- 3.56 P 0.989 -0.009
Rudder 1 +/-0.665 +/- 0.665 P 0.986 -0.004
Rudder 2 +/-0.665 +/- 0.665 P 0.996 0.002
Rudder Pedal 1 +/-0.750 +/- 0.750 P 0.999 0.001
Rudder Pedal 2 +/-0.750 +/- 0.750 P 1.000 0.001
Power Lever Control 1 0.000 to Not Decoded
130.000
Power Lever Control 2 0.000 to P 0.993 -0.539
degrees 130.000
Leading Edge Flap 43 + 36, - 7 Not decoded* < +/- 0.675









< +/- 0.175 0.563 P
Before the decoding algorithms were changed at the EOA vendor.
Integration Test Results for Digital Sensors (part 2 of 2)
Table 9
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5.3. Analog Sensors
The EOA performs poorly in decoding analog sensors for several reasons: the EOA decoding noise
discussed in section 5.1., poor optical reference integrity test results slightly increase the decoding
noise, and the decoding algorithms are dependant upon a consistent dynamic range (which did not
occur) for the similar analog sensors. The last reason is due to the fact that the EOA vendor did not
have the sensors to work with when writing the decoding algorithms so the algorithms were not
tailored to the specific dynamic range of the sensors.
5.3.1. Pitch Stick Sensor
Pitch stick 2 broke during integration testing so the linearity data was not obtained. A small amount
of strain was applied to the sensor and it broke apart. The mechanical design was very poor in that
the two halves of the sensor were butt coupled and held together only by glue.
The EOA decoding of the pitch stick sensors is the best of the analog sensors, however, a slightly
incorrect expected dynamic range caused the range and linearity results to fail. The decoding noise
does not affect these sensors as much as the other analog sensors, but the noise does cause the null
offset results to fail.
After the decoding algorithm was tailored to the correct dynamic range, the pitch stick sensor
performs fairly well. EOA noise still prevents this sensor from providing excellent performance.
5.3.2. Trailing Edge Flap Sensor and Nose Wheel Steering Sensor
The nose wheel steering and trailing edge flap sensor code plates were made the same, and the
decoding algorithms are only slightly different, yet the decoded performance of the sensors varies
widely due to the wide variation in dynamic range. Only trailing edge flap 1 is decoded over the
entire range with any accuracy to the amount of shaft movement. The other decoded sensor values
either fall to relate to the shaft movement or only a portion of the shaft movement is decoded.
After the decoding algorithms were tailored to the dynamic ranges of these sensors, the decoded
sensor performance improved, but the overall decoded performance is still poor. The decoded
values are very noisy, and the sensors' linearity is poor.
5.3.3. Total Pressure Sensor
The EOA decoding algorithms could not decode the pressure sensor because the equation for the
sensor signal received from the sensor vendor did not fit the location and dynamic range of the sensor
as seen by the EOA CCD receiver. Modified algorithms enabled the decoded sensor value to wok
over a portion of the pressure sensor range, but not enough to do integration tests on the sensor.
The decoding algorithms were changed after integration tests were performed at McDonnell
Douglas so the pressure sensor could be decoded over its full range. The algorithms were written
for linear operation of the pressure sensor even though the sensor vendor used a third order equation
to approximate the sensor response and get the desired accuracy from the sensor. The person writing








Nose Wheel Steering 1
Pitch Stick 2 < +/-0.010
Trailing Edge Flap 1 < +/--0.049in










Nose Wheel Steering 2
Total Pressure
4030-32-01
<+/-0.186deg +/- 0.953 deg F <_+/-0.186deg
Neither EOA #1 nor EOA #2 could decode the pressure sensor at the time




< 4/--0.010 0.003 P
< +/-0.010 0.004 P
<_+/-0.898deg 0.567deg P
<._+/-0.898deg 0.099deg P
< +/-0.186 0.265 F
degrees degrees
0.773deg F
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Slope Con- Standard Deviation P/F
stant
Specified Meas.
0.976 0.047 <+/-0.0202 0.087 F
F
Pitch Sensor 2 broke before the linearity
data was taken
1.219 -0.075 <+/-0.0405 0.719 F
-0.38 -2.558 <+/-0.0405 0.046 F
6
0.992 18.749 <+/-0.188 18.383 F
F 1.067 0.459 <+/-0.188 7.721 F
Neither EOA #1 nor EOA #2 could decode the pressure sensor at the
time of the integration testing at McDonnell Douglas.
Even though the full range is covered, the measured value has no relationship with the reference.
These measured values are before the decoding algorithms were changed at the EOA vendor.
Integration Test Results for Analog Sensors (part 2 of 2)
Table 11
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5.4. TRD Temperature Sensors
The conventional platinum resistance thermometer (PRT) elements performed well, but the optic
temperature sensor decoding performed poorly as shown in the data summarized in Table 12. The
accuracy of the PRT elements, tested in an ice bath, were very stable; the results were so good that
a second test point was not needed. Comparing the tracking of the decoded optic sensor value to
the PRT element revealed the optic decoding was not working between 360°R and 410°R, and the
error was as much as 36°R from 410°R to 580°R. The graphs of the optic sensor to PRT element
tracking are in the temperature sensor section of the Integration Test Plan data sheets in
APPENDIX A.
The poor range of the optical temperature decoding is probably due to the decoding algorithms being
fine tuned to a different Rosemount optical sensor than is used in the integration tests. The decoding
algorithms were later fine tuned to the optical sensors used in integration testing.
The noise and poor tracking of the optical temperature sensor is probably due in part to the optic
source used to excite the fluorescent sensor. Examining the optic sensor and source data sheets in
APPENDIX A show that the source wavelengths overlap the sensor signal wavelengths. Even
though an optical filter was used to block the source at the sensor signal's peak wavelengths, much
of the sensor signal is blended with the source. The small section of the sensor signal that is
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Integration Test Results for TRD Sensors
Table 12
5.5. Sensor Results After Decoding Algorithms Changed
The leading edge flap (LEF), temperature, and analog sensor decoding algorithms were changed by
the EOA vendor after the integration tests at McDonnell Douglas. The LEF sensors were able to
be decoded, and their performance appeared to equal the performance of the other digital sensors.
The temperature sensor algorithms were tuned to the individual sensors so the specified temperature
range was met, but the temperature sensors are still much too noisy. The Pitch Stick, trailing edge
flap, and nose wheel steering sensor algorithms were changed so those sensors met the range
specifications. Their linearity performance was improved but not enough to meet the specifications.
Their null offset and resolution performance was not improved.
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6. ENVIRONMENTAL TEST RESULTS
6.1. Pressure Sensor
The pressure sensor was environmentally tested at MDC since Babcock & Wilcox did not complete
environmental testing. The pressure sensor survived all environmental testing: temperature,
altitude, and vibration. The environmental test profiles are the same as the EOA environmental
profiles and are contained in the Environmental Test Plan in APPENDIX A.
6.2. EOA
6.2.1. Temperature Test
EOA #2 survived the thermal test chamber temperature range of-30°C to 75°C, however, the EOA
did not decode all of the sensors over that range. The test results summarized in Table 13 show the
EOA's success in decoding digital sensors and the EOA's difficulty in decoding analog sensors.
The EOA performance with the digital sensors during the thermal test was excellent. The digital
sensors were decoded over the full EOA temperature range, and the sensor values were steady. The
two exceptions, rudder and leading edge flap(LEF), were due to problems not related to the thermal
test, the rudder connection to the EOA and the EOA decoding algorithm for the LEE The ability
of the EOA to decode the digital sensors is independent of the EOA temperature.
The EOA performance with the analog sensors during the thermal test was poor. The sensors were
decoded over very little of the EOA temperature range, and the sensor values were noisy which is
normal even at room temperature. The pitch stick was decoded over 50% of the EOA temperature
range, the trailing edge flap 29%, and the nose wheel steering 14%. These results agree with the
EOA vendor tests which show the EOA has decreasing dynamic range for receiving analog sensors
as the EOA temperature approaches the extremes, and at the extremes, there is zero dynamic range.
The ability of the EOA to decode the analog sensors is very dependent on the EOA temperature.
The reasons for the poor performance of the EOA decoding the analog sensors are that analog sensor
decoding is power level dependent, and the shape of the LED output power spectrum changes with
temperature. The decoding algorithms were written to try to take out the effects of the source










SENSOR IS SUCCESSFULLY DECODED OVER
EOA#2 TEMPERATURE RANGE OF:
Full Range of-30°C to 75°C97.5 deg.
0.293 in. Full Range of-30°C to 75°C
-3.212 in. Full Range of-30°C to 75°C
Rudder 2 -0.496 in. Rudder is sometimes decoded throughout full range.
Leading Edge Flap 43 Not Decoded EOA unable to decode LEF sensor during thermal test.
Analog Sensors
Pitch Stick 1
Trailing Edge Flap 1
--0.330 in.
-1.2 in.
























EOA software is not able to decode the pressure sensor
at room pressure during thermal test.
Not EOA software is not able to decode the temperature
Connected sensor at room temperature during thermal test.
EOA Thermal Test Results
Table 13
6.2.2. Altitude Test
EOA #1 survived the altitude test chamber range of room altitude to 50,000 feet. Room pressure
was 743 Torr or 29.3 in Hg. The chamber temperature range was 23.7°C to 32.5°C, and the internal
EOA temperature range was 24.1°C to 41.5°C. The EOA stopped updating the 1553 bus during a
portion of the test, however, this failure was not related to the altitude test. The test results
summarized in Table 14 show the EOA's success in decoding all of the sensors during the altitude
test. A technical memorandum was prepared by the laboratory performing the altitude test; the
memo is located in the altitude data sheets in the Environmental Test Plan in APPENDIX A.
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EOA #1performanceduringthealtitudetestwasacceptable.Thenoisysensorvaluesandtheloss
of 1553busupdatestarnishedthe results, but these problems were not a result of the altitude test.
The ability of the EOA to decode the sensors is independent of the EOA altitude. Since the sensors
were decoded equally well throughout the test, and in normal operation, EOA #1 reports noisy
sensor values much more than EOA #2, the noisy sensor values are not a failure of the altitude test.
The loss of 1553 updates is also not a failure of the altitude test and is explained in 5.1.
SENSOR SENSOR SENSOR IS SUCCESSFULLY DECODED OVER
VALUE EOA#1 ALTITUDE RANGE OF:
Digital Sensors
Power Lever Control 2 Not
Connected
The Power Lever Control Sensor was not available for
the altitude test.
Rudder Pedal 2 ,-<).121 in. Full Range of 743 Torr to 50,000 feet
Stabilizer 2 -2.210 in. & Full Range of 743 Ton" to 50,000 feet. The position
-2.161 in. was changed during test as part of troubleshooting.
Rudder 2 NO. 118 in. Full Range of 743 Torr to 50,000 feet
Leading Edge Flap 43 Not Decoded EOA unable to decode LEF sensor during altitude test.
Analog Sensors
Pitch Stick 1
-1.2 in. Full Range of 743 Tort to 50,000 feet
Trailing Edge Flap 1 -1.4 in. Full Range of 743 Torr to 50,000 feet




EOA software is not able to decode the pressure sensor
at room pressure during altitude test.
Temperature Not EOA software is not able to decode the temperature
Connected sensor at room temperature during altitude test.
EOA Altitude Test Results
Table 14
6.2.3. Vibration Test
EOA #1 survived the vibration tests, and the vibration did not affect the sensor decoding, however,
there were failures that were corrected and re-tested and one failure that was not corrected. The
vibration testing consisted of a sinusoidal resonance survey, a random performance test, and a
minimum structural rigidity test in each of the three axes. A technical memorandum was prepared
by the laboratory performing the vibration testing; the memo is located in the vibration data sheets
in the Environmental Test Plan in APPENDIX A along with sensor data for the vertical axis.
The failure that was not corrected occurred on an already environmentally qualified power supply
supplied by the Navy Standard Hardware And Reliability Program (SHARP). The failure was not
corrected and retested since all of the performance tests had been completed, and the failure occurred
during the structural rigidity test which is not required by NASA Ames-Dryden Flight Research
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Facility Process Specification No. 21-2 Environmental Testing of Electronic and
Electromechanical Equipment. An examination of the power supply revealed the leads of a
transformer had sheared because of inadequate support. (Adequate support was provided in later
models of the power supply.)
The purpose of the three vibration tests is to determine if the EOA will survive the aircraft vibration
environment. The resonance survey locates the frequencies at which the EOA is vulnerable. The
performance test requires the equipment operate during the vibration profile and shows the
equipment will survive at least fifty flight hours. The minimum structural rigidity test does not
require the equipment to operate and verifies the equipment is structurally sound.
The first failure occurred during the vertical axis performance test. The 1553 bus stopped updating,
and the failure was isolated to one of the two 1773/1553 converter modules. A loose nut and two
washers were found inside the chassis, and a screw was found outside the chassis. The two converter
modules were removed, and the 1553 data bus line was jumpered to bypass the 1773/1553 converter
modules. The loose mounting hardware was replaced and secured with Locktite. Testing continued
without the converter modules. The 1773/1553 converter module failure was attributed to an
electrical short caused by the loose mounting hardware.
The second failure occurred during the vertical axis minimum structural rigidity test. The 1553 bus
again stopped updating, and the failure was isolated to 1553 bus controller module; an oscillator chip
had sheared at the leads. Also, several capacitors had sheared off of the optic receiver module. None
of the sheared parts had glue attaching them to the printed wiring board (PWB). The modules were
repaired, and on all modules, all of the components which were not glued to the PWBs were glued.
This improvement was implemented on the set of flight modules. Testing continued.
The vibration testing continued through the lateral axis and through the longitudinal axis sinusoidal
and performance tests without failure, however, two anomalies occurred. The first was not related
to vibration testing. The 1553 bus stopped updating several times during and between vibration
tests. Turning the power to the EOA off and then on always restored normal operation. This is the
same anomaly explained in section 5.1. "The other anomaly may have been related to the minimum
structural vibration test since it occurred during part of both the vertical and longitudinal axes
minimum structural vibration tests even though it did not occur during the lateral axis minimum
structural vibration test. It dealt with the optic spectrums reported by the EOA CCD array receiver.
A new method of monitoring the sensors was used after the last failure. Instead of monitoring the
sensor positions, the raw optical sensor data was monitored. For a portion of the minimum structural
rigidity tests, the optic data power levels jumped around quite a bit but maintained their shapes unless
they saturated the receiver. The anomaly was not a concern since the equipment did not need to
operate during the minimum structural rigidity test, and the spectrum shapes were stable.
The last failure occurred during the longitudinal minimum structural rigidity test, and has already
been discussed. The power supply failed during the test.
6.2.4. Electromagnetic Interference (EMI) Test
EOA #1 failed to meet the conducted and radiated emission limits in MIL-STD-461 Part 2 due to
spikes in the data; the majority of the conducted and radiated emissions data meets those limits. EMI
data sheets are in the EMI section of the Environmental Test Plan in APPENDIX A. EMI experts
have examined this data and do not feel that the EOA poses an EMI threat to the aircraft since the
outages are few and the majority of the outages are small.
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EOA #1 wasa goodEMI testarticlesinceit probablyhasmoreemissionsthanEOA #2 basedon
theperformanceof thetwo EOAs. EOA#2 hasneverfailed while EOA #1hasstoppedupdating
the1553bus.ThiswasprobablyduetointernalEOAemissionscausingerrorsin theopticdecoding
modules.
Theantennaetypesusedin thistestare: rodfor 14kHzto25MHz,biconicalfor 25MHzto 200MHz,
log spiralfor 200MHzto 1GHz,andadifferent sizelog spiralfor 1GHzto 10GHz.Thedataplots
in theEMI sectionof theEnvironmentalTestPlancontainnarrowbandandbroadbandatafor each
frequency.Thedatatakenwith thebiconicalantennaincludeshorizontallyandverticallypolarized
antennadata.
APPENDIX A Test Plans and Data Sheets for Optic, Integration, and Environmental Tests
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FOCSI EOA and Sensor Optic Test Plan
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1.0 SCOPE
This test plan establishes the documents, equipment, and procedures necessary to verify the optical
performance of the McDonnell Douglas Corporation (MDC) Fiber Optic Control System Integration
(FOCSI) Electro-Optic Architecture (EOA) and the FOC_I Fiber Optic Sensors.
2.0 APPLICABLE DOCUMENTS
The following documents of the issue shown form a part of this test plan to the extent specified.





Electro-optic Architecture Procurement Specification
Fiber Optic Sensor Procurement Specification
EOA Interface Control Document (ICD) 21 May 1991 (FOCSI Electro-Optic Architecture ICD)
Stabilizer Sensor Interface Control Document (ICD) (FOCSI Fiber Optic Sensor ICD)
Rudder Sensor ICD (FOCSI Fiber optic Sensor ICD)
Pitch Stick Sensor ICD (FOCSI Fiber optic Sensor ICD)
Rudder Pedal Sensor ICD (FOCSI Fiber Optic Sensor ICD)
Trailing Edge Flap Sensor ICD (FOCSI'Fiber Optic Sensor ICD)
Leading Edge Flap Sensor ICD (FOCSI Fiber Optic Sensor ICD)
Power Lever Control Angle Sensor ICD (FOCSI Fiber Optic Sensor ICD)
Nose Wheel Steering Sensor ICD (FOCSI Fiber Optic Sensor ICD)
Total Pressure Sensor ICD (FOCSI Fiber Optic Sensor ICD)
Air Data Temperature Sensor ICD 13 March 1991 (FOCSI Fiber Optic Sensor ICD)
3.0 SUMMARY
3.1 Test Plan Ob!ective
The objective of the test is to verify the optical performance of the EOA and the sensors. This will be
accomplished by comparing the optic performance of the EOA and sensors to the expected
performance listed in the corresponding Procurement Specifications and ICDs.
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The test equipment consists of commercially available equipment and is listed in Table I. The
equipment setup is shown in Figure 1.
3.5 Sr_cific Tests
3.5.1 EOA Tests
3.5.1.1 WDM Analog and Digital Source Tests
3.5.1.1.1 Allowed Power Variation with Wavelen_h and Tune Test
v
The source power must not vary greatly over wavelength or time so the sensors are provided
with a stable power source. Examining the source fluctuations at power up and at another time
many minutes after power up will determine the power variation with wavelength and time.
3.5.1.1-2 Repeatability Te_t
The source power must be repeatable each time it is used so the sensors are provided with a
consistent power source. Comparing the source power values between a powered up state and
other powered up states will determine the repeatability of the source.
3.5.1.1,3 Minimum Power Sr_ctral Density Test
The source must provide sufficient power for the sensors to operate correctly. Examining the
minimum power of the full strength source will determine the minimum power spectral density.
3.5.1.1.4 Wavelen_ah Ranze Test
The source must produce power in the wavelengths needed to excite the sensors. Examining the
minimum and maximum wavelengths which meet the minimum power spectral density will
determine if the correct wavelength range is produced.
3.5.1.1.5 Maximum Excitation Off Leakage Allowed Test
v
A source which is off must not leak enough power to excite the sensors. Comparing the power
generated when the source is on with the power generated when the source is off will determine
if the excitation off leakage is below the maximum value allowed.
3.5.1.1.6 Repetition Rate and Source Duty Factor Te_t
The source must produce pulsed excitation to allow the receiver to transfer information during
the source off time. The source on time affects the resolution of the sensor while the frequency of
the excitation affects the maximum update rate of the sensor. Examining the period and the on
and off times of the excitation will determine the repetition rate and source duty factor.
3.5.1.1.7 Required Rise and Fall Time Test
The pulsed source must produce quick on/off transitions so a source which is slow to turn on
does not fail to excite the sensors or so a source which is slow to turn off does not continue to





Optic Test Configuration for the Following Sensors (100/120/138 fiber):
Stabilizer Rudder Pedal Power Lever Control
Rudder Trailing Edge Flap Nose Wheel Steering
Pitch Stick Leading Edge Flap Total Pressure
EOA _ Aircraft Configuration _ Sens°r I
Testing the Source
Detector Sensor
EOA ] Optic Signal Sensor
Analyzer




Testing the Source or the Sensor
EOA




(To test the sensor)
Sensor I
PhotodiodeDetectorH Oscilloscope
(To test the source)
Note: 1. The photodiode/oscilloscope and the signal analyzer detectors can be used to test both
the source and the sensor; the positions in the above diagrams are just examples.
2. The optic cable line lengths so not represent relative or specific lengths.
Optic Testing Configuration
Figure I
3.5.1.2WDM Analog and DiStal Receiver and WDM TRD Receiver Tests
3.5.1.2.1 Saturation and Noise Level Test
The receiver is able to decode sensor signals if the signals are within the power density range of
the receiver. Decreasing the power to the receiver while monitoring the Power to the receiver as
the receiver output signal changes from being clipped due to receiver saturation to not being
clipped will determine the saturation level of the r_._iver.
Increasing the power to the receiver while monitoring the power to the receiver as the receiver
output signal changes from containing noise from the receiver noise level to containing no noise
from the receiver noise level will determine the noise level of the receiver.
3.5.1.2.2 Dark Current Level Test
The receiver has a noise level due to electron excitation which is dependent upon temperature
even when there is no signal into the receiver. This noise level is the dark current. After the
receiver has reached its operating temperature, examimn"g the power reported by the receiver
when there is no input to the n._ceiver will determine the dark current level of the receiver.
3.5.1.3 WDM TRD Source Tests
3.5.1.3.1 Minimum Peak Power Test
3.5.1.3.2
The source must provide sufficient power for the sensors to operate correctly. Examinm"g the
smallest peak power of a full strength source will determine the minimum peak power.
Wavelen_d_ Range Test
The source must produce power in the wavelengths needed to excite the sensors. Examining the
minimum and maximum wavelengths which meet the minimum peak power will determine if
the correct wavelength range is produced.
3.5.1-3-3 Maximum Repetition Rate Test
The frequency of the sinusoidal source must be sufficient to maintain an adequate update rate
but must not be too great so the sensor is saturated. Examining the period of the sine wave
source will determine the maximum repetition rate.
3.5.1.3.4 Minimum Source Modulation Depth Test
The maximum strength to minimum strength range of the source determines the amount of
source adjustment that can be performed to account for problems with attenuation or saturation
in the system. Examining the Power at the maximum source strength and at the minimum
source strength will determine the source modulation depth.
3.5.2 Sensor Tests
3.5.2.1 Sensor Insertion Loss Test
The Power attenuation of the sensor must not cause the sensor output to be in the receiver noise
level. For the digital sensors, the insertion loss is calculated for the sensor signal wavelength. For
the analog sensors, the insertion loss is calculated for the signal and reference wavelengths.
Comparing the optic power output of the source and cables with the optic power output of the
source, cables, and sensor will determine the sensor insertion loss.
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3-5.2.2 Contrast Ratio Test
For digital sensors, the power leakage between the high and low signals within one channel must
not interfere with the ability of the receiver to distinguish between high and low states.
Comparing the maximum and minimum optic power output in each sensor channel will
determine the contrast ratio of the sensor.
3.5.2.3 Dynamic Range Test
For analog sensors, the dynamic range of the sensor signal must be large enough and at the correct
levels so the receiver can decode the sensor signal. Comparing the difference between the
maximum and minimum optic power output at the signal wavelength while normalizing with
respect to the reference wavelength will determine the dynamic range of the sensor.
3.5.2.4 Reference Intem-ity Test
35.25
For analog sensors, the reference path must reject interfering signals from the signal path.
Reference integrity is a measure of this interchannel crosstalk. If the sensor reference is not
corrupted and the dynamic range is sufficient, the receiver will be able to distinguish the various
levels of the signal. Examining the variation of the reference wavelength power at the maximum
and minimum sensor signals will determine the integrity of the reference signal.
Sig-na! Duration Test
For time rate of decay sensor, the sensor signal duration is the amount of time the sensor outputs a
meaningful signal while the source is off. The sensor must output a sufficient signal length so the
receiver is able to read and decode the sensor signal. Monitoring the length of time the sensor
signal continues to be output after the source pulse is off will determine the signal duration.
3.5.2.6 Channel Characteristics Test
3.5.2.7
The sensor must have proper channel characteristics so the sensor signal can be decoded properly.
Examining the sensor signal on an optic signal analyzer will determine various signal
characteristics: the number of channels, the center frequency of the channels, the width of the
channels, the operation of the subchannels, and the spectral range of the set of channels.
Power Conversion Efficiency. Test
For the time rate of decay sensor, comparing the optic power entering the sensor with the
modulated optic power output by the sensor will determine the efficiency of the sensor at
converting source power to signal power.
3.5.2.8 Excitation to Sim_l Delay Test
For the time rate of decay sensor, comparing the timing of changes in the source power with the
timing of changes in the sensor output signal will determine the source excitation to sensor signal
delay.
3.6 Failure Handling
Failures during the test procedure will be recorded, analyzed, and corrected. For a failure, the
remaining portion of the current test will be completed provided the unit under test will not be










AND MODEL RANGE ACCURACY
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4.2 WDM Analog and Di_itaI Source Test
4.2.1 General Preparation for Optic SicnaI Analyzer Tests
4.2.1.1 Connect together the EOA, the 100/120/138 optic fiber cables, the sensor, and the optic signal
analyzer detector to test the source as shown in Figure 1.
4.2.1.2 All optic connections are assumed to be clean, low loss connections using proper methods.
4.2.2 Allowed Power Variation with Wavelength and Time Test (Part I)
4.2.2.1 Procedure (Part I)
4.2.2.1.1 Immediately after the EOA is turned on, record the source power at 750nm, 765nm, 780nm,
795nm, 810nrn, 825nm, 840nrn, 855nm, 870nm, 885nm, and 900nm. Print the graph of the
spectrum.
4.2.2.2 Data Evaluation and Expected Results
4.2.2.2.1 The variations in power in the same wavelengths determine the power variation with time while
the variations in power in one spectrum over different wavelengths determine the power
variation with wavelength. This section, 4.2.2, along with sections 4.2.4 and 4.2.6 make up the
Allowed Power Variation with Wavelength and Time Test. See section 4.2.6 for the expected
results.
4.2.3 Repeatability Test (Part I)
4.2.3.1 Procedure (Part I)
4.2.3.1.1 After the EOA has been ON for at least five minutes, record the source power at 750nm, 775nm,
800nm, 825nm, 850nm, 875nm, and 900nm. Print the graph of the spectrum.
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4"2.3,2 Data Evaluation and Expected Results
4"2.32..1 The variations in power at similar wavelengths determine the source repeatability. This section,
4.2.3, along with sections 4.2.7 and 4.2.9 make up the Repeatability Test. See section 4.2.9 for the
expected results.
4.2.4 Allowed Power Variation with Wavelength and Time Test (Part II)
4.2.4.1 Procedure (Part II)
4.2.4.1.1 After the EOA has been ON for at least ten minutes, record the source power at 750nm, 765nm,
780nm, 795nm, 810nm, 825nm, 840nm, 855nm, 870nm, 885nm, and 900nm. Print the graph of the
spectrum.
4.2.4"2 Data Evaluation and Expected Results
4"2.4"2.1The variations in power in the same wavelengths determine the power variation with time while
the variations in power in the same spectrum over different wavelengths determine the power
variation with wavelength. This section, 4.2.4, along with sections 4.2.2 and 4.2.6 make up the
Allowed Power Variation with Wavelength and Tune Test. The power variations between
sections 4"2.2 and 4.2.4 are due to EOA warm up.
4.2.5 Minimum Power Spectral Densi _tyTest
4.2.5.1 Procedure
4.2.5.1.1 With the source at full power, record the minimum power output and the wavelength at which it
occurs. Print the graph of the spectrum.
4.2.5.2 Data Evaluation and Expected Restfl_
4"2.5.2.1 The minimum power per unit wavelength over the spectrum range is the minimum power
spectral density. The source must produce at least the minimum power spectral density so there
is enough power for the sensors. The minimum power spectral density is listed in the EOA ICD
and data sheet.
4"2.6 Allowed Power Variation with Wavelength and Tune Test (Part III)
v
4.2.6.1 Procedure (Part IH)
4.2.6.1.1 After the EOA has been ON for at least twenty minutes, record the source power at 750nm,
765nm, 780nm, 795nm, 810nm, 825nm, 840nm, 855mn, 870nm, 885nm, and 900nln. Print the
graph of the spectrum.
4"2.6"2Data Evaluation and Expected Results
4"2.6,2.1 The variations in power in the same wavelengths determine the power variation with time wh_e
the variations in power in the same spectrum over different wavelengths determine the power
variation with wavelength. This section, 4.2.6, along with sections 4.2.2 and 4.2.4 make up the
Allowed Power Variation with Wavelength and Tune Test. The power variations between
sections 4.2.4 and 4.2.6 are normal operating variations. The power variation over time and over
the wavelength range is limited so the sensors will be supplied with a consistent and stable
power source. The allowed power variation with wavelength and time is listed in the EOA ICD
and the data sheet.
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422.7 Repeatability Test (Part t])
422.7.1 Procedure (Part II)
422.7.1.1 Remove power from the EOA for fifteen minute_ Restore power to the EOA, and after five
minutes, record the source power at 750nm, 775nm, 800nm, 825nm, 850nm, 875nm, and 900nm.
Print the graph of the spectrum.
422.7.2 Data Evaluation and Expected Result_
4.2.7,2.1 The variations in power at similar wavelengths detennine the source repeatabili_. This section,
4.2.7, along with sections 4.2.3 and 4.2.9 make up the Repeatability Test. See section 4.2.9 for the
data evaluation and expected results.
422.8 Wavelen_.h Range Test
422.8.1 Procedure
4.2.8.1.1 Record the short and long wavelengths which mark the range of the source power which meets
the minimum power spectral density requirement. Print the graph of the spectrum.
4_9.822 Data Evaluation and Expected Results
4.2.822.1 The source must supply sufficient power over the wavelength range to satisfy the input power
requirements of the sensors. The minimum and maximum wavelengths are listed in the EOA
ICD and the data sheet.
4.2.9 Repeatability Test (Part I]_)
422.9.1 Procedure (Part HI)
4.2.9.1.1 Remove power from the EOA for fifteen minutes. Restore power to the EOA, and after five
minutes, record the source power at 750nm, 775nm, 800nm, 825nm, 850nm, 875nm, and 900nm.
Print the graph of the spectrum.
422.922 Data Evaluation and Expected Results
422.922.1 The variations in power at similar wavelengths detem_e the source repeatability. Find the
largest difference between the three power values at each wavelength from sections 422.3, 422.7,
and 422.9. The source wavelength averaged power must be repeatable from use to use to provide
the sensors with a consistent power source. This section, 422.9, along with sections 4223 and 4_2.7
make up the Repeatability Test. The repeatability value is listed in the EOA ICD and the data
sheet.
422.10 General Preparation for Photodiode/Oseillosca_. e Tests
422.10.1 Connect together the EOA, the 100/120/138 optic fiber cables, the sensor, and the photodiode and
oscilloscope detector to test the source as shown in Figure 1.
422.10.2 All optic connections are assumed to be clean, low loss connections using proper methods.
422.11 Maximum Excitation Off Leakage Allowed Test
4.2.11.1 Procedure
422.11.1.1 Record the photodiode detector resistor value and the sensitivity to be able to calculate the optic
power per volt gain of the photodiode detector.
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4"2.11.1.2 During the source ON time, print the waveform with the minimum power per unit wavelength
over the spectrum range. Record the minimum power per unit wavelength. This is the source
ON minimum power spectral density.
4"2.11.1.3 During the source OFF time, print the waveform with the maximum power per unit wavelength
over the spectrum range. Record the maximum power per unit wavelength. This is the source
OFF maximum power spectral density.
4.2.11,2 Data Evaluation and Expected Results
4.2.11"2.1 The excitation off leakage is the maximum power spectral density of the OFF source. The
maximum excitation off leakage allowed is 20dB below the minimum power spectral density of
the ON source to prevent an Off source from exciting the sensors. The maximum excitation off
leakage allowed is listed in the EOA ICD and the data sheet.
4"2.12 Repetition Rate and Source Du.ty Factor Test
4.2.12.1
4"2.12.1.1 Save a waveform which shows 10 to 100 source pulses but is still able to magnify one pulse to
determine its period. The oscilloscope r_-,_lution must be small enough to accurately show the
period of the single pulse. The group of pulses is to show the single pulse is a typical pulse.
Record the period of the single pulse. Print the graphs of the group of pulses and the
magnification of the single pulse.
4.2.12.1"2 For the single pulse, record the source on time and the source off time.
4"2.12.2 Data Evaluation
4"2.12.2.1 The period of one typical pulse determines the frequency of the source; take the inverse of the
period to determine the repetition rate, the number of source pulses per second.
The ratio of the time the source is on to the total period time is the source duty factor.
Duty Factor(in %) = (Source ON Tune / (Source ON Tune + Source OFF Tune)) X 100
4"2.12.3 _
4.2.12.3.1 The source produces pulsed excitation to allow the receiver to deliver sensor information during
the source off time. The source must produce a consistent repetition rate to ensure a sufficient
update rate for decoding sensor information. The source duty factor must be large enough to
ensure proper resolution and information transfer. The source on time determines the receiver
resolution of the sensor signal while the source off time must be sufficient to allow the receiver
to transfer the sensor information. The repetition rate and duty factor are listed in the EOA ICD
and the data sheet.
4"2.13 Required Rise and Fall Time Test
4"2.13.1
4.2.13.1.1 Save a waveform which shows one rising edge of the power ON transition and one falling edge
of the power OFF transition. On the rising edge, record the rise time between 10% and 90%
source power. On the falling edge, record the fall time between 90% and 10% source power.
Print the graph of the rising and falling edges.
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4-2.13.2 Data Evaluation and Expected Results
4-2.13.2.1 The rise and fall times determine the sharpness of the source on and off transitions. The rise and
fall times must be less than 100ns to ensure the source provides relatively instantaneous full on
power or fun off power to the sensors. This prevents the sensors from receiving insufficient
power when the source is on and too much power when the source is off which could result in
ambiguous sensor values. The rise and fall times are listed in the EOA ICE)and the data sheet.
4.3 WDM TRD Sourc_ Test
4.3.1 General Prevaration for Ovtic Signal _inaluzer Tests
4.3.1.1 Connect together the EOA, the 200/220/235 optic fiber cables, the optic coupler, the sensor, and the
optic signal analyzer detector to test the source as shown in Figure 1.
4.3.1,2 All optic connections are assumed to be clean, low loss connections using proper methods.
4.3.2 Minimum Peak Power Test
4,3.2.1 _ocedum
4.3.2.1.1 While the source is set to produce its maximum strength power output, record the smallest peak
power output by the source. Print the graph of the source spectrum.
4.3.2-2 Data Evaluation and Expectecl Res_
4.3.2-2.1 The source must produce at least the minimum peak power so there is enough power for the
sensor. The minimum peak power is listed in the EOA ICD and the data sheet.
4.3.3 Wavelength Range Test
4.3.3.1 Procedure
4.3.3.1.1 Record the short and long wavelengths which mark the range of the source power which meets
the minimum peak power requirement. Print the graph of the spectrum.
4.3.3-2 Data Evaluation and Expected Results
4.3.3-2.1 The source must supply sufficient power in the wavelength range to satisfy the input power
requirements of the sensor. For this TRD sensor, the power can be concentrated in a portion of
the range and does not have to be distributed over the full range. The minimum and maximum
wavelengths are listed in the EOA ICD and the data sheet.
4.3.4 General Preparation for Photodiod¢/Oscilloscove Tests
4.3.4.1 Connect together the EOA, the 200/220/235 optic fiber cables, the optic coupler, the sensor, and the
photodiode and oscilloscope detector to test the source as shown in Figure 1.
4.3.4-2 All optic connections are assumed to be clean, low loss connections using proper methods.
4.3.5 Maximum Repetition Rate Test
4.3.5.1 Procedure
4.3.5.1.1 Save a waveform which shows 10 to 100 sinusoidal source periods but is still able to magnify one
period. The oscilloscope resolution must be small enough to accurately show the period of the
sine wave. The group of periods is to show the single period is a typical period. Record the
period. Print the graphs of the group of periods and the magnification of the single period.
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43.5.2 Data Evaluation and Expected Results
4.3.5.2.1 The frequency of one typical period determines the frequency of the source; take the inverse of
the single period to determine the repetition rate, the number of source periods per second. The
source produces constant sinusoidal excitation, and the _eceiver decodes sensor information
from the phase shift difference between the source and sensor signal. The source must produce a
specific and consistent repetition rate to ensure a sufficient update rate for decoding sensor
information while not saturating the sensor. The maximum repetition rate is listed in the EOA
ICD and the data sheet.
43.6 General Preparation for Lab Test PC / EOA Si_naI Analyzer Mode Test_
43.6.1 Connect together the EOA, the 200/220/235 optic fiber cables, the optic coupler, the sensor, and the
FOCSI Test PC to test the source as in Figure I (substitute the lab test PC for the photodiode and
oscilloscope detector).
43.6.2 All optic connections are assumed to be clean, low loss connections using proper methods.
43.6.3 Use the FOCSI Test PC to place the EOA in the signal analyzer mode.
4.3.7 Minimum Source Modulation Depth Test
43.7.1 Procedure
4.3.7.1.1 Use the FOCSI Test PC to adjust the EOA source LED current to its maximum strength. Print the
spectrun_
4.3.7.1.2 Use the FOCSI Test PC to adjust the EOA source LED current to its minimum strength. Print the
spectrurm
43.7.13 Record the wavelength of the smallest change in power output between the maximum and
minimum LED current spectrums, and record the maximum and minimum values at that
wavelength.
43.72 Data Evaluation
4.3.7.2.1 The source modulation depth (SMD) is the difference in power the source outputs at its
maximum LED current strength and at its minimum LED current strength.
SMD = Power During Max. LED Current - Power During Min. LED Current
43.73 _LP_I_
43.73.1 The minimum source modulation depth determines the amount of source current adjustment
available to correct various problems in the system. The problems may deal with the sensor,
receiver, interconnecting cables, or other items which affect optic attenuation and saturation. The
minimum source modulation depth is listed in the EOA ICD and in the data sheet, Due to
source LED behavior, the source spectnnn shape will not remain constant as the LED current is
varied.
4.4 WDM Analog and DiStal Receiver Test
4.4.1 General Preparatior_
4.4.1.1 Connect together the EOA, the 100/120/138 optic fiber cables of one sensor port, the variable optic
attenuator, and the FOCSI Test PC as shown in the analog and digital receiver test setup shown in
Figure 2.
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14.4.1.2 Adjust the source to maximum output and the at_nuator to zero los_
4.4.1,3 Configure the EOA to Spectrum Analyzer Mode, and adjust the FOCSI Test PC display to monitor
the port showing the input from the attenuator.
WDM Analog and Digital Receiver Test Setup
ACQUISITION
SYSTEM EOA Attenuator
WDM TRD Receiver Test Setup
PC BASED DATA_ _I_
ACQUISITION






4.4.2 Saturation and Noise Level Test
4.4.2.1 Procedure
4.4.2.1.1 Starting from zero attenuation, increase the attenuation until the receiver shows an entire source
signal which is not clipped due to receiver saturation.
4.4.2.12 Record the port number, the maximum power level reported by the receiver on the FOCSI Test
PC when the receiver shows an entire source signal which is not clipped due to receiver
saturation, and the wavelength of the ma_mum power level.
4.4.2.1.3 Continue to increase the attenuation until the receiver noise level is evident in the source signal.
Decrease the attenuation until there is no noise in the source signal.
4.4.2.1.4 Record the minimum power level reported by the receiver on the FOCSI Test PC when the
receiver shows a source signal which does not contain noise from the receiver noise level, and
record the wavelength of the minimum power level
4.4.2.2 Data Evaluation and E.xpected Restflts
4.4.2.2.1 The values obtained for the saturation and noise levels should be equal to the EOA ICD values of
Maximum Digital Signal Power Density and Minimum Analog Signal Power Density
respectively. Those values are given in the data sheet as well as the EOA ICE). The mixture of
digital and analog signal power density is used since they define the largest receiver input range
and the test signal is not used as an analog or digital signal
4.4.3 Dark Current Level Test
4.4.3.1 _ocedum
4.4.3.1.1 Disconnect the attenuator from the EOA and cap the EOA optic signal receive connector, J1.
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4.4.3.1"2 Record the maximum power level reported by the receiver on the FOCSI Test PC when the EOA
port has no input, and record the wavelength of the maximum power.
4.4.3,2 Data Evaluation and Expected Result_
4.4.3.2.1 The value obtained for dark current is only for information. The EOA ICE) does not specify an
expected value for the dark current. Dark current is expected to be temperature dependent.
4-5 WDM TRD Receiver Tesf
4_5.1 General Preparation
4_5.1.1 Connect together the EOA, the 200/220/235 optic fiber cables of the TRD sensor port, the variable
optic attenuator, the 800nm source which simulates the sensor signal, and the FOCSI Test PC as
shown in the TRD receiver test setup shown in Figure 2.
4.5.1.2 Adjust the source to maximum output and the attenuator to zero loss.
4-5.1.3 Configure the EOA to Spectrum Analyzer Mode, and adjust the F(X_I Test PC display to monitor
the port showing the input from the attenuator.
4_5.2 Saturation and Noise Level Test
4.5.2.1 _ocedum
4.5.2.1.1 Starting from zero attenuation, increase the attenuation until the receiver shows an entire source
signal which is not clipped due to receiver saturation.
4.5.2.1,2 Record the port number, the maximum power level reported by the receiver on the FO(_I Test
PC when the receiver shows an entire source signal which is not clipped due to receiver
saturation, and the wavelength of the maximum power level.
4.5.2.1_3 Continue to increase the attenuation until the receiver noise level is evident in the source signal.
Decrease the attenuation until there is no noise in the source signal.
4.5.2.1.4 Record the minimum power level reported by the receiver on the FOCSI Test PC when the
receiver shows a source signal which does not contain noise from the receiver noise level, and
record the wavelength of the minimum power level.
4_5.2.2 Data Evaluation and Expected Result_
4.5.2"2.1 The values obtained for the saturation and noise levels should be equal to the EOA ICD values of
Maximum Signal Power Density and Minimum Signal Power Density respectively. Those values
are given in the data sheet as well as the EOA ICD.
4.5.3 Dark Current Level Test
4.5.3.1 Procedure
4.5.3.1.1 Disconnect the attenuator from the EOA and cap the EOA optic receive connector, J1.
4.5.3.1"2 Record the maximum power level reported by the receiver on the FOCSI Test PC when the EOA
port has no input, and record the wavelength of the maximum power.
4_5.3"2Data Evaluation and Expected Results
4.5.3.2.1 The value obtained for dark current is only for information. The EOA ICD does not specify an
expected value for the dark current. Dark current is expected to be temperature dependent.
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4.6 Stabilizer Sensor Test Procedure
4.6.1 General Preparation
4.6.1.1 Use the optic signal analyzer to perform the tests unless different test equipment is specified.
4.6.1.2 Prepare the optic signal analyzer to analyze signals in the 750 to 900 nm range. This range of
wavelengths will be assumed in all tests.
4.6.1.3 Connect together the optic source, sensor, and signal analyzer with optic cables as shown in
Figure 1. This setup will be the same for all tests unless stated otherwise.
4.6.1.4 All optic connections are assumed to be dean, low loss connections using proper methods.
4.6.1.5 Sensor measurements will include the effects of both mating halves of the connectors attached to
the sensor while cable and connector losses outside of the sensor are to be about 3.0dB (or more).
4.6.2 Sensor Insertion Loss Test
4.6.2.1 Procedure
4.6.2.1.1 At the sensor output cable, print the spectrum of the sensor power output in the 750 to 900 nm
wavelength range. Record the wavelengths and _nsor power values at the sensor peaks.
4.6.2.12 Remove the sensor from the source to signal analyzer path and connect the optic cables together.
4.6.2.13 At the same point in 4.6,2.1.1, print the spectrum of source power output in the 750 to 900 nm
wavelength range. Record the source power values at the wavelengths of the sensor peaks.
4.6.2.2 Data Evaluation
4.6.2.2.1 The sensor insertion loss (IL) for a wavelength 0q) is the attenuation of the sensor at that
wavelength given by the formula
Sensor IL = Source power at _i- Sensor power _4.
For each wavelength which is a peak in the sensor power output, calculate the sensor insertion
loss at that wavelength. Then, find the average of the insertion losses which is the insertion loss
for the sensor.
The sensor insertion loss must be small enough to prevent the sensor signal from sinking into the
noise level of the receiver.
4.6.23 _
4.6.2.3.1 The maximum sensor insertion loss is listed in the sensor ICD and data sheet.
4.6.3 Contrast Ratio Test
4.6.3.1 Procedure
4.6.3.1.1 Locate the sensor value where each bit is the same (e.g. 111111111111), and print the graph of the
sensor output pattern. (Note: The first channel is for synchronization so it will always be a one.)
This is the worst case position to calculate the contrast ratio since the subchannel pattern (the
channels are differential) is alternating high and low signals which eliminates any greater or
lesser than normal power readings due to high or low signals being next to each other, and it
accounts for crosstalk.
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4.6.3.1_2 At the output of the sensor, record the power of the high and low signals in each channel.
4.6.3-2
4.6.3.2.1 The contrast ratio is given by the formula
Contrast Ratio = Max. channel power - Min. channel power.
Calculate the contrast ratio for each channel, and record the minimum contrast ratio.
The contrast ratio must be large enough so the receiver can distinguish between high and low
signals with no ambiguity.
4.6.3.3.1 The minimum contrast ratio is listed in the sensor ICD and data sheet.
4.6.4 Channel Characteristics Test
4.6.4.1 Procedure
4.6.4.1.1 Record the sensor value used as the typical sensor signal viewed on the optic signal analyzer to
determine the following.
4.6.4.1.2 Record the number of discrete wavelength bands (channels) used to transmit sensor data.
4.6.4.1.3 Record the wavelength of the beginning of the first and the end of the last channel.
4.6.4.1.4 Record the widths of all channels.
4.6.4.1.5 Record the widths of the obvious guardbands, the low band between adjacent high subchannels.
4.6.4-2 ]2at_hhll_a_
4.6.4_2.1 The number of channels, the channel locations, the widths of the channels, and the widths of the
guard bands must be consistent with the values given in the sensor ICD in order for the EOA to
correctly interpret the sensor signals.
4.6.4.3 _Ct_L]_l_
4.6.4.3.1 The number, location, and widths of the channels and the widths of the guardbands are given in
the sensor ICD and data sheet.
4.7 Rudder Sensor Test Procedure
4.7.1 Perform test procedure 4.6 for the Rudder Sensor.
4.8 Pitch Stick Sensor Procedur¢
4.8.1 General Preparation
4.8.1.1 Use the optic signal analyzer to perform the tests unless different test equipment is specified.
4_.1_2 Prepare the optic signal analyzer to analyze signals in the 750 to 900 um range. This range of
wavelengths will be assumed in all tests.
4_.1.3 Connect together the optic source, sensor, and signal analyzer with optic cables as shown in
Figure 1. This setup will be the same for all tests unless stated otherwise.
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4.8.1.4 All optic connections are assumed to be clean, low loss connections using proper methods.
4.8.1_5 Sensor measurements will include the effects of both mating halves of the connectors attached to
the sensor while cable and connector losses outside of the sensor are to be 3.0dB or less.
4.8.2 Sensor Insertion Loss Test
4.8.2.1 _ocedum
4.8.2.1.1 At the sensor output cable, print the spectrum of the sensor power output in the 750 to 900 nm
wavelength range. Record the wavelengths and peak values of the sensor reference and the
sensor signal.
4.8.2.1.2 Remove the sensor from the source to signal analyzer path and connect the optic cables together.
4.8.2.1.3 At the same point in 4.8.2.1.1, print the spectrum of source power output in the 750 to 900 nm
wavelength range. Record the source values at the wavelengths of the peak values of the sensor
reference and the sensor signal.
4.8.2.2_
4.8.2.2.1 The sensor insertion loss (IL) for a wavelength (_i) is the attenuation of the sensor at that
wavelength given by the formula
Sensor IL = Source power at _4- Sensor power _.
Calculate the insertion loss for the wavelength which contains the peak of the sensor reference
and for the wavelength which contains the peak of the sensor signal.
The sensor insertion loss must be small enough to prevent the sensor signal from sinking into the
noise level of the receiver.
4.8.2.3 _
4.8.2.3.1 The maximum sensor insertion loss is listed in the sensor ICD and data sheet.
4.8.3 Dyn_ic Range Test
4_.3.1 Procedure
4.8.3.1.1 Locate the sensor value which produces the smallest sensor signal power, print the output
spectrum, and record the power levels of the peak sensor signal and the reference value at the
peak sensor signal.
4.8.3.1.2 Locate the sensor value which produces the largest sensor signal power, print the output
spectrum, and record the power levels of the peak sensor signal and the reference value at the
peak sensor signal.
4.8.3.2
4.8.3.2.1 Dynamic Range, in dB with the sensor signal normalized by the refea_ce, is given by the formula
DTnamic Range -- (Max. Sensor Signal Power- Reference Power at max. sensor signal) -
(Min. Sensor Signal Power - Reference Power at min. sensor signal).
The lower end of the sensor dynamic range must be greater than the noise level of the sensor so
valid data will be output. The upper end of the dynamic range must be less than the receiver's
input dynamic range to ensure the receiver is not saturated. Suffident dynamic range also
ensures that crosstalk from the reference path to the signal path, which is actually signal
wavelength light leaking through the reference path, wiU not affect the ability of the receiver to






4.8.3.3.1 The minimum and maximum values of the dynamic range are given in the sensor ICD and data
sheet.
4.8.4 Reference Intem_ity. Test
4.8.4.1 Procedure
• i ¸ _ ,
ii ! _ii__
J!!i :
4.8.4.1.1 Use the values for the peak reference power with minimum sensor signal and maximum sensor
signal recorded in the Dynamic Range Test sections 4_.3.1.1 and 4.8.3.1.2.
4.8.4.2 Data Evaluati0q
4.8.4.2.1 The reference integrity determines the ratio of the reference variation to the reference value. This
test deals with the reference wavelength power that leaks through the sensor signal path and is
combined with the power from the reference path. Since the reference leakage passes through
the gradient filter plate and is filtered depending upon the gradient of the plate, changes in the
filter plate gradient which determine the sensor signal will also cause changes in the reference
leakage. The reference leakage must be a very small fraction of the minimum reference value.
The smallest reference value occurs at the smallest sensor signal value.
4.8.4.2.2 Reference Integrity is calculated as follows. Note the changes in units.
Reference Variation (mW) =
Reference Power at Max. Sensor Signal(mW) - Reference Power at Min. Sensor Signal(mW).
Reference Integrity (dB) = Reference Variation(dB) - Reference Power at Min. Sensor Signal(dB).
The reference variation must be small enough so that the receiver will always have a consistent
reference. Sufficient reference integrity along with sufficient dynamic range will ensure that
crosstalk will not affect the ability of the receiver to distinguish the various states of the sensor.
4.8.43 Expected Result_
il ¸•
4.8.4.3.1 Reference integrity is given in the sensor ICD and data sheet.
4.8.5 Channel Characteristics Te_t
4.8.5.1 Procedure
4.8.5.1.1 At the sensor output, record the sensor signal pattern used as the typical sensor signal viewed on
the optic signal analyzer to determine the following.
4.8.5.1.2 Record the number of discrete wavelength bands (channels) used to transmit sensor data.
4.8.5.13 Record the center wavelengths of the channels.
•%
4.8.5.1.4 Record the widths of all channels.
4.8.5.2
4.8.5.2.1 The number of channels, the channel locations, and the widths of the channels must be consistent




4.8.5.3.1 The number, location, and widths of the channels are given in the sensor ICD and data sheet.
4.9 Rudder Pedal Sensor Test Procedure
4.9.1 Perform test procedure 4.6 for the Rudder Pedal Sensor.
4.10 Trailing Edge Flap Sensor Test Procedure
4.10.1 Perform test procedure 4.8 for the Trailing Edge Flap Sensor.
4.11 Leading Edge Flap Sensor Test Procedure
4.11.1 General Preparation
4.11.1.1 Use the optic signal analyzer to perform the tests unless different test equipment is specified.
4.11.1:9 Prepare the optic signal analyzer to analyze signals in the 750 to 900 nm range. This range of
wavelengths will be assumed in all tests.
4.11.13 Connect together the optic source, sensor, and signal analyzer with optic cables as shown in
Figure 1. This setup will be the same for all tests unless stated otherwise.
4.11.1.4 All optic connections are assumed to be dean, low loss connections using proper methods.
4.11.1.5 Sensor measurements will include the effects of both mating halves of the connectors attached to
the sensor while cable and connector losses outside of the sensor are to be 3.0dB or less.
4.11.2 Sensor Insertion Loss Test
4.112..1 Pmc_ure
4.11,2.1.1 At the sensor output cable, print the spectrum of the sensor power output in the 750 to 900 nm
wavelength range. Record the wavelengths and sensor power values at the sensor peaks.
4.112.1.2 Remove the sensor from the source to signal analyzer path and connect the optic cables together.
4.11.2.1.3 At the same point in 4.11,2.1.1, print the spectrum of source power output in the 750 to 900 nm
wavelength range. Record the source power values at the wavelengths of the sensor peaks.
4.11.2.2 Data Evaluation
4.11.2.2.1 The sensor insertion loss (IL) for a wavelength (Xi) is the attenuation of the sensor at that
wavelength given by the formula
Sensor IL = Source power at _i- Sensor power
For each wavelength which is a peak in the sensor power output, calculate the sensor insertion
loss at that wavelength. Then, find the average of the insertion losses which is the insertion loss
for the sensor.
The sensor insertion loss must be small enough to prevent the sensor signal from sinking into
the noise level of the receiver.
4.11.2.3.1 The maximum sensor insertion loss is listed in the sensor ICD and data sheet.
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4.11.3 Contrast Ratio Test
4.11.3.1 Pmc_ule
4.11.3.1.1 Locate the sensor value where each bit is the same (e.g. 1111111111111), and print the graph of
the sensor output pat_Tl. (Note: The first three channels are for synchronization so they will
always be a one.) This is the worst case position to calculate the contrast ratio since the
subchannel pattern (the channels are differential) is alternating high and low signals which
eliminates any greater or lesser than normal power readings due to high or low signals being
next to each other, and it accounts for crosstalk.
4.11.3.1.2 At the output of the sensor, record the power of the high and low signals in each channel.
4.11.32 ]_Yalillaliil_l
4.11.3-9.1 The contrast ratio is given by the formula
Contrast Ratio = Max. channel power - Min. channel power.
Calculate the contrast ratio for each channel, and record the minimum contrast ratio.
The contrast ratio must be large enough so the receiver can distinguish between high and low
signals with no ambiguity.
4.11-3.3 Fi_ll_[.l_ill_
4.11.3.3.1 The minimum contrast ratio is listed in the sensor ICE)and data sheet.
4.11.4 Channel Characteristics Test
4.11.4.1 Procedure
4.11.4.1.1 Record the sensor value used as the typical sensor signal viewed on the optic signal analyzer. To
determine the following chara_cs, the widths of the three synchronization pulses can be
used to determine the location of the other channels; the other channels may be difficult to
identify as they may seem to run together.
4.11.4.1.2 Record the number of discrete wavelength bands (channels) used to transmit sensor data.
4.11.4.1.3 Record the wavelength of the beginning of the first and the end of the last channel.
4.11.4.1.4 Record the widths of all channel_
4.11.4 .9 ]_lti._allllalil_l
4.11.4-9.1 The number of channels, the channel locations, and the widths of the channels must be
consistent with the values given in the sensor ICD in order for the EOA to correctly interpret the
sensor signals.
4.11.4.3 _
4.11.4.3.1 The number, location, and widths of the channels are given in the sensor ICD and data sheet.
4.12 Power Lever Control Sensor Test Procedure
4.12.1 Perform test procedure 4.6 for the Power Lever Control Sensor.
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4.13 Nose Wheel Steerinv Sensor Test Procedure
v
4.13.1 Perform test procedure 4_ for the Nose Wheel Steering Sensor.
4.14 Total Pressure Sensor Test Procedure
4.14.1 General Preparation
4.14.1.1 Use the optic signal analyzer to perform the tests unless different test equipment is specified.
4.14.1.2 Prepare the optic signal analyzer to analyze signals in the 750 to 900 nm range. This range of
wavelengths will be assumed in all tests.
4.14.1.3 Connect together the optic source, sensor, and signal analyzer with optic cables as shown in
Figure 1. This setup will be the same for all tests unle_ stated otherwise.
4.14.1.4 All optic connections are assumed to be dean, low loss connections using proper methods.
4.14.1.5 Sensor measurements will include the effects of both mating halves of the connectors attached to
the sensor while cable and connector losses outside of the sensor are to be 3.0dB or less.
4.14.2 Sensor Insertion Loss Test
4.14.2.1
4.14.2.1.1 At the sensor output cable, print the spectrum of the sensor power output in the 750 to 900 nm
wavelength range. Record the wavelengths and peak values of the _sor reference and the
sensor signal.
4.14.2.1_2 Remove the sensor from the source to signal analyzer path and connect the optic cables together.
4.14.2.1_3 At the same point in 4.14.2.1.1, print the spectrum of source power output in the 750 to 900 nm
wavelength range. Record the source values at the wavelengths of the peak values of the sensor
reference and the sensor signal.
4.14.9_2
4.14.2.2.1 The sensor insertion loss (IL) for a wavelength (24) is the attenuation of the sensor at that
wavelength given by the formula
Sensor IL = Source power at 24- Sensor power
Calculate the insertion loss for the wavelength which contains the peak of the sensor reference
and for the wavelength which contains the peak of the sensor signal.
The sensor insertion loss must be small enough to prevent the sensor signal from sinking into
the noise level of the receiver.
4.14.2.3 ,__,]_a_
4.14.2.3.1 The maximum sensor insertion loss is listed in the sensor ICD and data sheet.
4.14.3 Dynamic Range Test
4.14.3.1
4.14.3.1.1 Locate the sensor value which produces the smallest sensor signal power, print the output










4.143.1_ Locate the sensor value which produces the largest sensor signal power, print the output
spectrum, and record the power levels of the peak sensor signal and the reference value at the
peak sensor signal.
4.14.3.2_
4.14.3,2.1 Dynamic Range, in dB with the sensor signal normalized by the reference, is given by the
formula
Dynamic Range = (Max. Sensor Signal Power- Reference Power at max. sensor signal) -
(Min. Sensor Signal Power - Reference Power at min. sensor signal).
The lower end of the sensor dynamic range must be greater than the noise level of the sensor so
valid data will be output. The upper end of the dynamic range must be less than the receiver's
input dynamic range to ensure the receiver is not saturated. Sufficient dynamic range also
ensures that crosstalk from the reference path to the signal path, which is actually signal
wavelength light leaking through the reference path, will not affect the ability of the receiver to
distinguish the various states of the sensor signal.
4.14.3.3
4.14.3.3.1 The minimum and maximum values of the dynamic range are given in the sensor ICD and data
sheet.
4.14.4 Reference Inte_i _tyTest
4.14.4.1 Procedure
4.14.4.1.1 Use the values for the peak reference power with minimum sensor signal and maximum sensor
signal recorded in the Dynamic Range Test sections 4.14.3.1.1 and 4.14.3.1_.
4.14.4.2]_hl.j_lafifln
4.14.4.2.1 The reference integrity determines the ratio of the reference variation to the reference value.
This test deals with the reference wavelength power that leaks through the sensor signal path
and is combined with the power from the reference path. Since the reference leakage passes
through the gradient filter plate and is filtered depending upon the gradient of the plate,
changes in the filter plate gradient which determine the sensor signal will also cause changes in
the reference leakage. The reference leakage must be a very small fraction of the minimum
reference value. The smallest reference value occurs at the smallest sensor signal value.
4.14.4.2_ Reference Integrity is calculated as follows. Note the changes in units.
Reference Variation (mW) =
Reference Power at Max. Sensor Signal(mW)- Reference Power at Min. Sensor Signal(mW).
Reference Integrity (dB) = Reference Variation(dB) - Reference Power at Min. Sensor Signal(dB).
The reference variation must be small enough so that the receiver will always have a consistent
reference. Sufficient reference integrity along with sufficient dynamic range will ensure that
crosstalk will not affect the ability of the receiver to distinguish the various states of the sensor.
4.14.4.3_
4.14.4.3.1 Reference integrity is given in the sensor ICD and data sheet.
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4.14_5 Channel Characteristics Test
4.14_5.1 Proc_
4.14.5.1.1 At the sensor output, record the sensor signal pattern used as the typical sensor signal viewed
on the optic signal analyzer to determine the following.
4.14.5.12 Record the number of discrete wavelength bands (channels) used to transmit sensor data.
4.14_5.1.3 Record the center wavelengths of the channels.
4.14.5.1.4 Record the widths of all channels.
4.14.5.2 ]_t_ah_.Jjg.II
4.14.5.2.1 The number of channels, the channel locations, and the widths of the channels must be
consistent with the values given in the sensor ICD in order for the EOA to correctly interpret the
sensor signals.
4.14.5-3 F_l_[ed.E_
4.14_5.3.1 The number, location, and widths of the channels are given in the sensor ICD and data sheet.
4.15 Total Temyerature Test Procedure
4.15.1 General Preparafio_
4.15.1.1 Use the optic signal analyzer to perform the tests unless different test equipment is specified.
4.15.1.2 Prepare the optic signal analyzer to analyze signals in the 650 to 675 nm range for the source and
the _) to 900 nm range for the sensor. These wavelength ranges will be assumed in all tests.
4.15.1.3 Connect together the optic source, sensor, and signal analyzer with optic cables as shown in
Figure 1. This setup will be the same for all tests unless stated otherwise.
4.15.1.4 All optic connections are assumed to be cle_ low loss connections using proper methods.
4.15.1_5 Sensor _ts will include the effects of both mating halves of the connectors attached to
the sensor while cable and connector losses outside of the sensor are to be 3.0dB or less. If
necessal_ the effect of the optic coupler will be accounted for in the test procedure and data
evaluation.
4.152 Si_mal Duration Test and Exclt_fion to Si_rnal Delay Test
4.15.2.1 Procedure
4.15.2.1.1 To perform this test, use the phomdiode and oscilloscope as the detector.
4.152..12 At the sensor input, record the source output as it turns on and off.
4.15.2.1.3 At the sensor output, record the rise and decay of the sensor signal as the source is on and off.
4.15.2.2 Data Evaluation
4.15.2_2.1 Compare the plots and match the rise and decay patterns to determine when the source is on
and off relative to when the sensor signal responds.
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4.15.2.3 _;L]_,_
4.15.2.3.1 The expected sensor signal duration value and excitation to signal delay value are listed in the
sensor ICD and data sheet.
4.15.3 Channel Characteristics Test
4.15.3.1 Procedure
4.15.3.1.1 At the sensor output, record the sensor signal pattern used as the typical sensor signal viewed
on the optic signal analyzer to determine the following.
4.15.3.1.2 Record the number of discrete wavelength bands (channels) used to transmit sensor data.
4.15.3.1.3 Record the center wavelength of the channel.
4.15.3.1.4 Record the width of the channel.
4.15.3.2 _lta.Y,y.all/ad_
4.15.3.2.1 The number of channels, the channel locations, and the widths of the channels must be
consistent with the values given in the sensor ICD in order for the EOA to correctly interpret the
sensor signals.
4.15.3.3.1 The number, location, and widths of the channels are given in the sensor ICD and data sheet.
4.15.4 Power Conversion Efficiency. Test
4.15.4.1
4.15.4.1.1 At the sensor input (on the sensor side of the optic coupler), _ecord the source power.
4.15.4.12 At the sensor output (on the EOA side of the optic coupler), l_ecord the source backreflection and
the sensor modulated signal output power at the beginning of the signal decay.
4.15.4.1.3 Obtain the coupler attenuation from the vendor quality assurance report and measure the
attenuation in both directions. With the optic signal analyzer, check the difference in attenuation
between the two directions at the sensor signal peak.
4.15.4.2.1 Convert each measured value fi'om dBm to mWatts so the power conversion efficiency can be
calculated. Use the formula: dBm = 101og(mWatts).
4.15.4.2.2 Obtain power readings at the sensor side of the coupler by accounting for the effects of the
coupler attenuation and source backreflection on the sensor signal. Source backreflection adds
to the measured sensor power while the coupler attenuation subtracts from the measured sensor
power.
4.15.4.2.3 Use values in mWatts in the following formula to calculate the power conversion efficiency.
Power Conversion Efficiency (in %) = (((Sensor Signal Power at Coupler Output X Coupler
Attenuation)/Source Backreflection at Coupler Outpu0/Source Power at Sensor Input) X 100.
The power conversion efficienc_ the amount of power the sensor outputs relative to the source,
must be large enough so the sensor output signal is larger than the receivernoise level.
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4.15.42.4 Use values in dBm in the following formula to calculate the conversion loss.
Conversion Loss = (Sensor Signal Power at Coupler Output- Source Backreflection at Coupler
Output + Coupler Attenuation) - Source Power at Sensor Input.
4.15.4.3
4.15.4.3.1 The expected coupler attenuation is given in the coupler quality assurance report as 3.7, 3.9, 4.1,
or 4.3dB with the loss depending upon which optic coupler ports are used, The actual loss
should be close to 4.0dB, but the loss may exceed the given values.
4.15.4.32 The minimum power conversion efficiency is given in the sensor ICD and data sheet.








_/__5.1_ WDM ANALOG and DIGITAL SOURCE TEST DATA SHEET
_oA s}_a_
-
5.1.1 Allowed Power Voriation with Wavelen_h and Time Test (4.2.2)
5.1.1.1 Attach the graphs of the source spectrums behind this data sheet.




















































840nm[ -,¢'/. _,zs" ]dBm
855nm] ''H, _ }dBm
870nm[ - qz.JS- dBm












Maximum Difference Over the Wavelength Range at Three Different Trmes
PartlI ,_._- ]dB Part 11"[q,g ]dB Part ]III "Z75" i dB
Maximum Power Variation Over Tune ] /'75" ]dB Expected: +/-3.0dB
(Actually should be +/-1.5dB but the ICD shows +/-3.0dB)
Maximum Power Variation Over Wavelength ] % 75" IdB Expected: +/-3.0dB
(Actually should be +/-1.5dB but the ICD shows +/-3.0dB)
Comments: _ 3.o,_ ,y,,,-; ,-a._.._ _,,o,_
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5.1.2 Repeatability Test (4.2.3, 4.2.7, and 4.2.9)
5.1.2.1 Attach the graphs of the source spectrums behind this data sheet.
Source Power at Three Different Uses at the Given Wavelengths
PART I (4.2.3)
750nm[-'/_.2.S-]dBm
PART II (4.2.7) PART m (4.2.9)
750nm['%,'/ff ]dBm































Maximum Difference Expected: 8.0dB
Comments:
5.1.3 Minimura Power Spectral Densi_ Test (4.2.5)
5.1.3.1 Attach the graph of the source spectnnn behind this data sheet.
Wavelength of the Minimum Power Spectral Density [
I
M__ Pow_sp_-_ D_i¢ [-_._ ]aBm/_m





5.1.4 Wavelen_h Range Test (4.2.8)
5.1.4.1 Attach the graph of the source spectrum behind this data sheet.
_'_sE]F_d2K
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( 5.1_5 Maximum Excitation Off Leakage Allowed Test (427_11) PAS_ FA_
5.1.5:1 Attach the graphs of the source spectrums behind this data sheet.
Gain of the Photodiode Detector = Pdet(W)= Detector Voltage/(2Rf X Detector Sensitivty)
I
Sourc_om__umPo_erSp_m De_i_ _PSD)! 0,0_0 lVolt
{dB=10LogW}
The maximum allowed Excitation Off Leakage is 20dB below the Source ON Min. PSD.
SO=eoN_ PSD-So=eOFF_ _D=[ tq./ ]_ Exp=_ >_20rib
Comments:
5.1.6 Repetition Rate and Source Duty Factor Test (4.2.12)
5.1.6.1 Attach the graphs of the source spectrums behind this data sheet.
Repetition Rate:




Expected: 100 +/- 1 pulses/sec.
Duty Factor:.
Duty Factor (in %) = (Source ON Tune / (Source ON Tune+ Source OFF Time)) X 100
DutyFactJ _ _.6°/_ E_ed: 90_ +/- 1
Comments:
5.1.7 Required Rise and Fall Tune Test (4.2.13)
5.1.7.1 Attach the graph of the source spectrum behind this data sheet.
RiseTnne[ 20.0 1____
FallTune[ Z_'.v j_/_"
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5.2 WDM TRD SOURCE TEST DATA SHEET
5.2.1 Minimum Peak Power Test (4.3.2)
5.9.1.1 Attach the graph of the source spectrum behind this data sheet.
Minimum Peak Power of Source1-3-L_ ldBm
/
Expected: -17.5dBm
5.2.2 WaveIen_:h Range Test (4.3.3) p_AU_
5-9.2.1 Attach the graph of the source spectrum behind this data sheet.
Short Wavelength[ 5"go Jnm Expected: < 675nm
Long Wavelengthl / o5-o ] nm Expected: > 650nm
5.2.3 Maximum Repetition Rate Test (4.3.5) P_AI_
.S.2_3.1Attach the graphs of the source spectrums behind this data sheet.
Period of Sinusoidal Waveform[ L ooq ] msec.
Repetition Rate[ @qb ]pulses/secofld Expected: <I1000pulses/sec.
Co_ents:
5.2.4 Minimum Source Modulation Depth Test (4.3.7/
5.9.4.1 Attach the graphs of the source spectrums behind this data sheet.
Wavelength of SmaUest Power Change [ 6"/2.q l nm
Source Modulation Depth (SMD) is the minimum range of source power adjustment
SMD = Power During Max. LED Current - Power During M.in. LED Current
Source Modulation Depth ! o. 2 JdB Expected: >_15riB
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5.3 WDM ANALOG and DIGITAL RECEIVER TEST DATA SHEET
5.3.1 Saturation and Noise Level Test (4,4,2) SAS_ ,AI_ _
_.._ _,_ _,_A_ _
, p;x.I _k_ _l_ o_-q,_
5.3.2 Dark Current Level Test (4.4.3} P_AII_
Dark Current Level [ [dBm at [ lm No Expected Value /
Comments: _o s._,,-_,., o.,,+_,,.a-_s _._,I_,A _.k... _ _._:_,- c,,.,,_-_,,- _ _,,,,c._.,_. /
k,. II - "
5.4 WDM TRD RECEIVER TEST DATA SHE




I (The port number is equal to the connector pin number)
]dBm at i TBD dBm/nm
[(iBm at I Expected: TBD dBm/nm
Colzln'lents:
5.4.2 Dark Current Level Test (4.5.3)
Dark Current Level ! ]dBmat [
Comments:
nIl'l No Expected Value
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5.1.1 Allowed Power Variation with Wavelen_h and Time Test (4.2.2)
5.1.1.1 Attach the graphs of the source spectrums behind this data sheet.
Source Power at Three Different Tunes at the Given Wavelengths

















825nm[ -#_" ]dBm 825=
855nm[ -_'zf ]dBm 855nm
870nm[ -qq.° jdBm 870rim
 00n l
Max. Difference
PART Ill (4.2.6) Over T_me
Maximum Difference Over the Wavelength Range at Three Different Tunes
Part I[ 2.yl f IdB Part _! z.,z_ [dB P_ zz; lab
I I
Maximmn Power Variation Over T_me [ O.TS ]dB Expected: +/-3.0dB
(Actually should be +/-1.5dB but the ICD shows +/-3.0dB)
Maxim_tm Power Variation Over Wavelength] 2.,/ ]dBExpected: +/-3.0dB
|
(Actually should be +/-1.SdB but the ICE) shows +/-3.0dB)
Comments: +_ 5_o _ _ g,o._
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5.1.2 I_epeatability Test (4.2.3, 4.2.7, and 4.2.9)
5.1.2.1 Attach the graphs of the source spectrums behind this data sheet.
Source Power atThree DifferentUses attheGiven Wavelengths








Maximum Difference Expected: 8.0dB
Comments:
5.1.3 Minimum Power Spectral Density, Test (4.2.5)
5.1.3.1 Attach the graph of the source spectrum behind this data sheet.
Wavelength of the Minimum Power Spectral Density] _'qa_-lKo.oInto
Minimum Power Spectral Density [ --_,,6a,¢- JdBm/nm
Comanents:
Expected: > -38.0dBm/nm
5.1.4 Wavelcn_h Range Test (4.2.9)
5.1.4.1 Attach the graph of the source spectrum behind this data sheet.







5.1.5 Maximum Excitation Off Leakage Allowed Test (4.2.11)
5.1.5.1 Attach the graphs of the source spectrums behind this data sheet.
Gain of the Photodiode Detector = Pdet(W) = Detector Voltage/(2Rf X Detector Sensitivty)
Source ON Minimum Power Spectml Density (PSD) ! 3.% ]Volt




The maximum allowed Excitation Off Leakage is 20dB below the Source ON Min. PSD.
sou_oN_ Pso-So_eOfFM_rSD:[' _-° ]dB _xp_: >_20dB
Comments:
5.1.6 Repetition Rate and Source Duty, Factor Test (4.2.12)
5.1.6.1 Attach the graphs of the source spectrums behind this data sheet.
Repetition Rate:
PeriodofaSinglePulse[ Io,oO ]msec.
Repetition Rate[ /oo [pulses/second
Comments:
Expected: 100 +/- 1 pulses/sec.
Duty Factor.
Duty Factor (in %) = (Source ON Tm_e / (Source ON Tm_e+ Source OFF Tune)) X 100
Duty Factor[ _gA'°/° ] Expected: 90% +/- 1%
Comments:
5.1.7 Required Rise and Fall Tune Test (4.2.13)
5.1.7.1 Attach the graph of the source spectrum behind this data sheet.
RiseTune[ Z_.OOo I_'
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5.2 WDM TRD SOURCE TEST DATA SHEET
5.Z1 Minimum Peak Power Test (4._._)
5.2.1.1 Attach the graph of the source spectrum behind this data sheet.
Minimum Peak Power of Source[ - 3 _.qF[ dBm Expected: -17.5dBm
Comments: TM Z×z _eL_ _44_,_-_o_ _ 4,o._, "r_ _,,,s_- I,,.,_,_.,..J.._ _ _,,.,.,s,.,..=_.t_,__.,- -_
5.2.2 Wavelen_h Range Test (4.3.3) PAS_'/FAII_
5.2.2.1 Attach the graph of the source spectrum behind this data sheet.
Short Wavelengthl 5"80 Inm Expected: < 675nm
Long Wavelengthl ,o5"o l nm Expected: > 650nm
Comments: n.__ o_ d_ _G._ _,_+ d.. _,,,,_, _oo._ _-. TL. _.,_,_t._,._ _+ _._ +4_ ,_- :_
5.2.3 Maximum Repetition Rate Test (4.3.5) PAS_AIL_
522.3.1 Attach the graphs of the source spectrums behind this data sheet.
Period ofSinusoidalWaveform] /.olz Imsec.
RepetitionRatel _0 Jpulses/second Expected: <lO00pulses/sec.
C oirtl_lents:
5.2.4 Minimum Source Modulation Depth Test (4.3.7)
5.2.4.1 Attach the graphs of the source spectrums behind this data sheet.
Wavelength of Smallest Power Change I Into
Max. Power at Wavelengthl l dBm Min. Power at Wavelength[_J dBm
Source Modulation Depth (SMD) is the minimum range of source power adjustment
SMD = Power During Max. LED Current - Power During Min. LED Current
Source Modulation Depth [ IdB Expected: > 15dB
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CH1 MRX = 1.1600 V
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ii?
<: , _ , , i L/ < /< , ¸¸<7¸:?
PortNumbs" [ l
SaturationLevel [
Noise Leve2 ] _ o
No Expected Value
5.4 WDM TRD RECEIVER TEST DATA $1-1EET_,._ s._,-_.. __-_




i (The port number is equal to the connector pin number)
, [dBm at [ [nm Expected: TBD dBm/nm
IdBm at [ ]nm Expected: TBD dBm/nm
Colnlnents:
5.41 Dark Current Level Test (4.5.3]
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5.5 STABIIJZER SENSOR DATA SHEET
Performed by: _,_. _/_ Date: iz/,s-/_z Test Article Serial Number:. 2.
5.5.1 Sensor Insertion Loss Test (4.6.2)
5.5.1.1 Attach the graphs of the sensor and source output power spectrums behind this data sheet.
Insertion Loss (IL) = Source Power at Sensor Peak- Sensor Power at Sensor Peak.
Insertion Losses at each Peak in the Sensor Output Power Spectrum (may




Peak 5[ g°3 Into
Peak 61 _lt [nm
Peak7[ _z= ]run
Peak 8[ 82t Into
Peakg[ g3_ Into
Peak l01 _,¢s-]nm
Peak lll s_-z Into
Peak l2[ '_" Into
Signal Powe_ -_._" ]dB
SignalPower[ -6q.7 ]dB
Signal Powe_ -_q._s- [dB
Signal PoweJ -&_''_ ]dB
not fill all boxes
SourcePowerI-q$,qs" [dB IL[ /&,z
Source Power[ "-qg'_s- [dB IL[ /¢--_"
SourcePower[-'¢_._-[dB IL[ I_._
Source PowerI-'c_',q [dB ILl I _'_s"
Source Power[- q' "_ IdB I'Ll l_.7
Source Power[ -q_'7 ]dB ILl /_-'_'_-"












Overall Sensor Insertion Loss = Average of Individual Peak Insertion Losses.
Sensor Insertion Loss[ l&.& lab Expected: <24dB
Comments:
A-66
5.5.2 Contrast Ratio Test (4.6.3) PAS_AU._
5_5.2.1 Attach the graphs of the sensor bit pattern behind this data sheet.
Subchannel Amplitudes (Maximum / Minimum)
Channel l_dBm Channel2_dBm Channel3[ [-_.q/7q,_, ldBm
Channel 4 _dBm Channel 5 _dBm Channel 6 ['_'_/_';.s-,q [dBm
Channel-7_dBm Channel 8_dBm Channel 9_dBm
Channel 10_dBm Channel 11 _dBm Channel 12[-_.q/--';_,q ]dBm
Contrast Ratio = Maximum Channel Power- Minimum Channel Power.
Channel Contrast Ratios
Channel1 [ /0.6 ]dB Channel2 [ /o,_ ]dB Channel3 [ IdB
Channel4 [ /o,3 [dB Channel5 [ q.q [dB Channel6 1 /_,1 [dB
Expected: _.0dB
Comments:
5.5.3 Channel Characteristics Test (4.6.4) PAS_ FAI_ \
5.5.3.1 Attach the graph of the typical sensor value behind this data sheet. /_+ n._- e,_,,_| _A_ '_
I |






Initial Wavelength of First Channel i
Comments:










Ending Wavelength of Last Channel I
Comments:
Expected: 846nm to 878nm
Channel Widths
Channel I l I I.o
Channel 4 [ '_'_
Channel 7 [ L'/






nm _'l"Channel 2 j /o.&
nm Channel 5 j _,7.
Into Channel 8 J _'.o
Expected: 8.5nm +/- 0.5nm
Guardband Widths
;_ _.. Expected: 2.5nm
Band 1/2[ _,_ Into Band2/3[ "z._ lnm Band3/4['z.z jnm
B=,,/_I=._!= ,,=,,,/,[=- 1= _,,,,/,i ,._.I=
Band7/8[ ,,v, lnm Band8/gi 2,,/ lnm Bandg/10i 3_'_ lnm
_=_0,_1_ i_ _.,_!_ !=
l -TGe,K -_n,_.%
(-_ -a_,o "7g7.._
q "7_g._ 8ol. o
g" :toT,2. #o_,v
8: $"z "l,(= g'd z. ,_
_3 g_5". z _lZ.o A-68
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5.6 RUDDER SENSOR DATA SHEET
Performed by: _2 g,_,_sl.,,- Date: _%/,;-,/,_ Test Article Serial Number:
5.6.1 Sensor Insertion Loss Test (4.7.2) P_F_LI..A
5.6.1.1 Attach the graphs of the sensor and source output power spectrums behind this data sheet.
Insertion Loss (l-L) = Source Power at Sensor Peak- Sensor Power at Sensor Peak.
Insertion Losses at each Peak in the Sensor Output Power Spectrum (may
Peak1] 7_ [nm
Peak 2[ "7"7%,_lnm







Signal Power[ - _.
Signal Power] - _,s.3
Signal Powed - 61,q
Signal Power[ - gs.o
Signal Power[ -_,os-
Signal Power[ - &g,
Signal Power- _'. _s-



















not fill all boxes)
Source Power[ "-_'_,/s" ]dB IL
SourcePower[-_ "°''_ [dB IL
Source Power[ -5o._,s" idB IL
Source Power[-_'_.'_" [dB IL
Source Power[- 5"oils- ]dB IL
Source Power[ -Sb._ JdB IL
Source Power[ -_'az_" ]dB IL
Source Powe_ "m''_- l dB IL
Source Power] - s-''7 [dB IL
Source Power[- S'l._S" JdB IL
SourcePowe_ -s'-_s" [dB IL















Overall Sensor Insertion Loss = Average of Individual Peak Insertion Losses.
Sensor Insertion Loss [ /-/,{ ]dB Expected: _<24riB
Comments:
A-70
5.6.2 Contrast Ratio Test (4.7.3) PAS_ FAU_
5.6.2.1 Attach the graphs of the sensor opposite bit pattern behind this data sheet.
Subchannel Amplitudes (Maximmn / Minimum)
C_e,___ C_e__ _m_=e____Bm
C_oe____ __ __Bm C_=el___m
C_e,'__m ____m Ch=e___a_
Ch_oo__01-_';/-__I mC_o____m _=_ _2_a_m





5.6.3 Charmel Characteristics Test (4.7.4) P_FAII__]
5.6.3.1 Attach the graph of the typical sensor value behind this data sheet. (,. ,_.,_-,_,_.,i_,o.l_.,_.,_s /)




Initial Wavelength of First Channel i 7 5%,/ Into
Comments:
Ending Wavelength of Last Channel[ _'73,_' Into
Comments:
Expected: 75Onto to 77Ohm
Expected: 854nm to 887nm
Channel Widths Expected: 8.5nm +/- 0.5nm
c_o_ I ,,._I___c__[ _._lTJ_ __1 ,., I_
Channel 13 ?. 7.- _.t._.
Comments:
2.¢o Into Band3/4[ 2.(0 Jnm
2.q Into Band6/7[ _.o into
2'_" Into Band9/lO[ _.-z. ]run
_a_l _' I_ _2/_1
Band 10/11[ "_.'I ]rum Band 11/12
Comments:
-/g$'// "/_g._
& li'l I. _ lllq._
_'g'3. b _g/o,'¢
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Performed by:
5.6 RUDDER SENSOR DATA SHEET
_,1. K,-ss_r- Date: ,//zs/q3 Test Article Serial Number: OoZ
5.6.1 Sensor Insertion Loss Test (4,7.2)
5.6.1.1 Attach the graphs of the sensor and source output power spectrums behind this data sheet.
Insertion Loss (IL) = Source Power at Sensor Peak- Sensor Power at Sensor Peak.




































Overall Sensor Insertion Loss = Average of Individual Peak Insertion Losses.
Sensor Insertion Loss[ I-/.6 [dB Expected: <24dB
Comments:
A-74
- ,• . • • , • L • ....
5.6.2 Contrast Ratio Test (4.7.3) P_FAIL[_
5.6.2.1 Attach the graphs of the sensor opposite bit pattern behind this data sheet.
Subchannel Amplitudes (Maximum / Minimum)
Channel 1 _dBm Channel 2 _ dBm Channel 3 _dBm
Channel 4 _dBm Channel 5 _dBm Channel 6 _dBm
Channel 7_dBm Channel 81-_''/--_._ IdBm Channel 9_dBm
Channel 101 -_'_/-"l,,q ldBm Channel 11_dBm Channel 12_dBm
Channel 13 _dBm




5.6.3 Channel Characteristics Test (4.7.4) PASS_ FAU_
5.6.3.1 Attach the graph of the typical sensor value behind this data sheet.






:i i¸ ¸ i_
I
Initial Wavelength of First Channel [ 75"$. b
Comments:
!
Ending Wavelength of Last Channel [
Comments:
Expected: 750nm to 770nm
F(a"/.q ]nm Expected: 854nm to 887nm
i
Channel Widths
Channel I [ _,'/
Channel 4 ! _'q
Channel 7 [ _.q
Channel 10 [ _.v
Channel 13 [ _'q
Comments:
"_f_.d) _ Expected: 8.5nm +/- 0.5nm
in_n'° Channel21 Y.o Inm Channel3[ _'q lnm
Inm Channel5{ _,'/ Inm Channel6[ g,'/ ]nm
]nm Channel8[ g,o Into Channel9[ ,.o ]nm
Band 1/2 [ _,_ Into
Band 4/5 [ 2.4 ]nm
Band 7/8 [ _.'_ ]nm
Band10/11[ 2,° Jnm
Expected: 2.5nm
Band2/3[ Z,'¢ ]nm Band3/4[ Z,V Inm
Band5/6[ 1.o ]nm Band6/7[ 2,¢ ]nm
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5.7 PITCH STICK SENSOR DATA SHEET
Performed by: _,-_ _sb_ Date: ,z/,_,/qz TestArtideSexialNumber: ,9o/
5.7.1 Sensor Insertion Loss Test (4.8.2) P_FAII_
5.7.1.1 Attach the graphs of the sensor and source output power spectrums behind this data sheet.
Insertion Loss = Source Peak Power - Sensor Peak Power.
Reference Peak Power] -Co'L, ldBm atl 77_.z ]nm
Source Peak Power at Reference Wavelength[
Reference Insertion Loss] /f, z ]dB
Signal Peak Power ] -g,/.5 ]dBm at[
Source Peak Power at Signal Wavelength [









5.7.2 Dynomic Range Test (4.8.3) PAS._ FA_
5.7.2.1 Attach the graphs of the output power spectrums with the maximum and minimum sensor signals
behind this data sheet.
Minimum Sensor Signal I -72.z5- ]dBm
Reference Power at Minimum Sensor Signal ! - ¢o'LI ldBm
Maximum Sensor Sig'nal [ -6q,3 [dBm
Reference Power at Maximum Sensor Signal] -6"_.1 ]dBm
Dynamic Range = (Max. Sensor Signal - Reference Power at max. sensor signal) -




5.7.3 Reference IntegTity Test (4.8.4)
Reference Variation (roW) =
JmW
Jmw
Reference Power at Max. Sensor Signal(mW) - Reference Power at Min. Sensor Signal(mW)
I
Reference Integrity (dB) = Reference Variation(dB) - Reference Power at Min. Sensor Signal(dB)
Reference Integrity J - 61,1 JdB Expected: _<-26dB
Comments:
5.7.4 Channel Characteristics Test (4.8.5) PAS_FAII_
5.7.4.1 Attach the graph of the typical sensor value behind this data sheet.
Number of Discrete Channels [ Z ] Expected: 2
•q,,,.._ o s_-_t 1,--_, .lff-G- b i._,.¢aB.
Center Wavelength of High Frequency Signal] "7"tb._. Jnm Expected: 787nm
Comments: .'p..,_,_,_.__c__,_.,,_[




High Frequency Width J s'l.q
Expected: < 75nm
Low Frequency Width l So. 2 J2 "*'s*_q°_
Conln_ents:
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5.7 PIT_I-I STICK SENSOR DATA SHEET
Performed by: _,-_X ¢,,;_,-- Date: ,.//zt/q3 Test Article Serial Number: ooz
5.7.1 Sensor Insertion Loss Test (4.8.2) PASS_ FAYL[_
5.7.1.1 Attach the graphs of the sensor and source output power spectrums behind this data sheet.
Insertion Loss = Source Peak Power - Sensor Peak Power.
Reference Peak Powerl --6q.'/5- IdBm at[
Source Peak Power at Reference Wavelength l -q _', I
Reference Insertion Loss t 21._5" IdB
Source Peak Power at Signal Wavelength [ -'¢q,7
Signal Insertion Loss I 20.2 IdB
Comments: TL. _t_l _,_ b_s
77 I.B
Expected: < TBD dB
ldBm
Expected: < 20dB
5.7.2 Dynamic Range Test (4.8.3) PASSE] FAIL[_
5.7.2.1 Attach the graphs of the output power spectrums with the maximum and minimum sensor signals
behind this data sheet.
Minimum Sensor Signal [ -73.3 JdBm
Reference Power at Minimum Sensor Signal ] -69q5- ]dBm
Reference Power at Maximum Sensor Signal [ - 65:'/5" ]dBm
Dynamic Range = (Max. Sensor Signal - Reference Power at max. sensor signal) -
(Min. Sensor Signal - Reference Power at rain. sensor signal)





5.7.3 Reference Intem'ity Test (4.8.4)
Reference Power at Min. Sensor Signal [
Reference Power at Max. Sensor Signal[




Reference Power at Max. Sensor Signal(mW) - Reference Power at Min. Sensor Signal(mW)
Reference Integrity (dB) = Reference Variation(dB) - Reference Power at Min. Sensor Signal(dB)
ReferenceInteg.tyl -/_.z7 lab Exp_ed:_<-Z6dB
Comments:
5.7.4 Channel Characteristics Test (4.8.5) PAS_/FAII_
5.7.4.1 Attach the graph of the typical sensor value behind this data sheet.
Number of Discrete Channels [ Z ] Expected: 2
Comments: -r_ _,,_l_ l,_ks ,'__ ,_,_,,-- a.,._ _--_o.- _^.2 _o,.__ ,,,_- _o,--,_._ a_ _k_. o_,lr 4-/,. _,_
l i
Center Wavelength of High Frequency Signal [ "1n t._ Into Expected:787nm
Comments: _¢._.. ck, o,_l








Low Frequency Width [ 5"0.0 Into
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5.8 RUDDER PEDAL SENSOR DATA SHEET
Performed by: _ _. K___k,- Date:_ Test Article Serial Number. oo I
5.8.1 Sensor Insertion Loss Test (4.9.2) PAS_FAII._
5.8.1.1 Attach the graphs of the sensor and source output power spectrums behind this data sheet.
Insertion Loss (IL) = Source Power at Sensor Peak- Sensor Power at Sensor Peak.







Source Power[ - s-Lo dB
Source Powerl - a-_" dB
Source Powerl - _o._, dB
Source Power[ -so.s-s- idB
Source Powerl-a'°'z dB
Source Power[- So._" dB
Source Power[- 5"o.a dB
Source Power[-s'*'Js- dB
Source Power[ -a-i._ dB
Source Powerl - a''_' JdB
Source Power[ -a-''_ JdB
Source Powerl -S_'s" IdB









Overall Sensor Insertion Loss = Average of Individual Peak Insertion Losses.









5.8.2 Contrast Ratio Test (4.9.3) PAS_FAI_
5.8.2.1 Attach the graphs of the sensor opposite bit pattern behind this data sheet.
Subchannel Amplitudes (Maximum / Minimum)
__ __ _e_ __ _n-, 6__m
__ ___ _e_ ___ _n_,9__
Contrast Ratio = Maximum Channel Power- Minimum Channel Power.
Channel Contrast Ratios
Channel1 [ /l,2- [dB Channel2 [ "_ ldB







5.8.3 Channel Characteristics Test (4.9.4) PAS_ FAI_
523.3.1 Attach the graph of the typical sensor value behind this data sheet. _ s_- _k,,-[ _;_,_
Number of Discrete Channels [ /.3 i Expected: 13
Comments:
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5.8 RUDDER PEDAL SENSOR DATA SHEET
Performed by: _2 _,__,- Date: / z//_,/,_z Test Article Serial Number: OoZ
/ / •
5.8.1 Sensor Insertion Loss Test (4.9.2)
5.8.1.1 Attach the graphs of the sensor and source output power spectrums behind this data sheet.
Insertion Loss (IL) = Source Power at Sensor Peak- Sensor Power at Sensor Peak.
Insertion Losses at each Peak in the Sensor Output Power Spectrum (may not fill all boxes)
Peak II 7_S-._ Into SignalPowe_ - 7z.gs-ldB SourcePower[- 5-o._ ldB IL[ 22.,K ]dB
Peak2[ -'/'_6.1. [rim SignalPowel















Source Powerl -J;°-S ]dB
Source Power[- S'°-'_s"] dB
Source Powerl- s'o._5 ldB
Source Power[ - 5"°3 IdB
Source Powerl -_ ]dB
Source Power[ -_''_ ]dB
Source Power[ -_-'-'¢ ldB
Source Powerl - 5"/'' IdB
Source Power[" .¢,._.K ]dB
Source Powe_ - s''Ss- ]dB
Source Power[ - _-''z ]dB
Source Power[ - s'°'s" ]dB
IL[ 2Lg ]dB
IL[ 22.0 JdB










Overall Sensor Insertion Loss = Average of Individual Peak Insertion Losses.






5.8.2 Contrast Ratio Test (4.9.3) PAS_ FAU_
5.8.2.1 Attach the graphs of the sensor opposite bit pattern behind this data sheet.
Subchannel Amplitudes (Maximum / Minimum)
Channel 1 _dBm Channel 2 i -v2.3/-7_,o1 dBm Channel 3 _dBm
Channel 4_dBm Channel 5_dBm Channel 6_dBm
Channel 7_dBm Channel 8_-'rz'_' -7,2 dBm Channel 9_dBm
C o,-73.7 -7"t z dBm 12_dBm
Channel 13 _dBm
Contrast Ratio = Maximum Channel Power- Minimum Channel Power.
Channel Contrast Ratios
Channel1[ "/,3 [dB Channel2[ (,,."/ ]dB Channel3[ 6,q ]dB
Channel4 1 {_.o IdB Channel5 [ 6.1 l dB Channel6 [ 5";.9 ]dB
Channel7[ &,5 IdB Channel8[ 5;.6 ]dB Channel9[ _'q ]dB
Channel 10 1 (,,.2- [dB Channel 11 I 5;.9 [dB Channel 12 [ _,.o ]dB
Channel13[ 6,_ ]dB
Minimum Contrast Ratio [ 5;.q ]dB Expected: 6.0dB
Comments:
5.8.3 Channel Characteristics Test (4.9.4) PAS_ FAII__
5.8.3.1 Attach the graph of the typical sensor value behind this data sheet. ( .___x"O"'_4c'k-'_l_'t_'_i*2_",_,4._)_
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5.9 TRAILING EDGE FLAP SENSOR DATA SHEET
Performed by: _',--,_-_¢w_s_,-- Date: Iz/J6/q_- Test Article Serial Number: Ool
5.9.1 Sensor Insertion Loss Test (4.10.2) PAK_ FAII_
5.9.1.1 Attach the graphs of the sensor and source output power spectrums behind this data sheet.
Insertion Loss = Source Peak Power - Sensor Peak Power.
Reference Peak Power[ -_'/ idBm atl 7"1-l.o Inl_
Source Peak Power at Reference Wavelengthl
Reference Insertion Loss ! 17.5- idB
Signal Peak Power I -6q. 5" ldBm atl
Source Peak Power at Signal Wavelength !









5.9.2 Dynamic Range T_t (4.10.3) PASSE] FAII_
5.9.2.1 Attach the graphs of the output power spectrums with the maximum and minimum sensor signals
behind this data sheet.
Minimum Sensor Signal [ -7,.q_ [dBm 'a"gvs'_
a+ 775"._'
Reference Power at Minimum Sensor Signal [ -(,_.I ]dBm
Maximum Sensor Signal[ -_q. 5- ]dBm
Reference Power at Maximum Sensor Signal] - ¢*5-,,1 [dBm
Dynamic Range = (Max. Sensor Signal - Reference Power at max. sensor signal) -
(Min. Sensor Signal - Reference Power at rain. sensor signal)






5.9.3 Reference Integrity Test (4.10.4)
Reference Power at Min. Sensor Signal [
Reference Power at Max. Sensor Signall
Reference Variation (mW) =
-66.1 ]dBm =>[ Z.'5"_7 _o" ]/_
ldBm =>1 2'_'"/X'°-'_ I_W- 6_q
Reference Power at Max. Sensor Signal(mW) - Reference Power at Mill. Sensor Signal(mW)
Reference Integrity (dB) = Reference Variation(dB) - Reference Power at Min. Sensor Signal(dB)
Reference Integrity[ - 7. _, ]dB Expected: <-26dB
Comments: t_. #__ ._ .f- d.. _L_ el._ (t_ "e, d.,. o,-,.._ _,._. _ _,L _.-_,,k... .d..._.._- ,_,,._
5.9.4 Channel Characteristics Test (4.10.5)
5.9.4.1 Attach the graph of the typical sensor value behind this data sheet.
r
Comments:
Center Wavelength of High Frequency Signal [ -?-n. o Jnm
Comments: 1L,_,_,,,._ c_k_.,_]













5.9 TRAILING EDGE FLAP SENSOR DATA SHEET
Performed by: B,-,,I _,-- Date: Jz/m/qz Test Article serial Number: 0o7-
5.9.1 Sensor Insertion Loss Test (4.10.2} P_FA_
5.9.1.1 Attach the graphs of the sensor and source output power spectrums behind this data sheet.
Insertion Loss = Source Peak Power - Sensor Peak Power.
Reference Peak Powerl -62.z ldBm at[ -/7_.z lnm
Source Peak Power at Reference Wavelength [
Reference Insertion Loss ! Jl, b ldB
Signal Peak Power ! -l,I, _ IdBm at]
Source Peak Power at Signal Wavelength i






Expected: < TBD dB
idBm
Expected: <20dB
5.9.2 Dynamic Range Test (4.10.3) PAS_ FA_
5.9.2.1 Attach the graphs of the output power spectrums with the maximum and minimum sensor signals
behind this data sheet.
Minimum Sensor Signall -T,.q ldBm _4- r7_6_.
Reference Power at Minimum Sensor Signal [ -_2. 25- ldBm a4- -7_. _,_ _,
Maximum Sensor Signal [ -_,,.5" ]dBm
Reference Power at Maximum Sensor Signall - ¢, z.z ]dBm
Dynamic Range = (Max. Sensor Signal - Reference Power at max. sensor signal) -
(Min. Sensor Signal - Reference Power at min. sensor signal)
Max. TBD
Comments: _e,_,- *& eo_,,_o,.._ _,t,.._,h4.,_t,_,-. d,.__/,sk _.,,,-ko,. e/... slA:_ ,_l:_s _,'_.d._a,.,. .... +,_.._,,s,.,-'c_s%
A-95
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5.9.3 Reference Integrity T_t (4.10.4)
Reference Power at Min. Sensor Signal[
Reference Power at Max. Sensor Signall
Reference Variation (mW) =
5_,qs'7 )Oo"7 [_W
6._& x,o "_ I_W
Reference Power at Max. Sensor Signal(mW) - Reference Power at Min. Sensor Signal(mW)
Reference Variation [ &._'7 x_o-_ [_W =>!-'t._ ]dB
Reference Integrity (dB) = Reference Variation(dB) - Reference Power at Min. Sensor Signal(dB)




5.9.4 Channel Characteri_Ocs Test (4.10.5)
5.9.4.1 Attach the graph of the typical sensor value behind this data sheet.
Comments:
I I
Center Wavelength of High Frequency Signal [ -i"7 _'"Z I=
Co_2"_ents:






High Frequency Width [
Comments:
57.0 ]nm s_'__ _r_'_'"
Expected: < 75nm
I [d s'''° _° 9°_'°''"Low Frequency Width qq. 0
A-96
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5.10 LEADING EDGE FLAP SENSOR DATA SHEET
Performed by: z3_,t E_a&r Date: Jz//,c/qz Test Artide Serial Number: 5/,_
5.10.1 Sensor Insertion Loss Test (4.11.2)
5.10.1.1 Attach the graphs of the sensor and source output power spectrums behind this data sheet.
Insertion Loss (IL) = Source Power at Sensor Peak- Sensor Power at Sensor Peak,














Inm Signal Power[ - 7 _.6S"] dB Source Power
Jnm Signal Power[- "7_,o_'ldB Source Power
]rim Signal Powerl-vT.z_" IdB Source Power
Irma Signal Powed-"t_"_s" ]dB Source Powex
Into Signal Powd -7,.z IdB Source Power
[nm Signal Powe_ --7"7. t,s" l dB Source Power
Into SignalPowe_-_'q [dB Source Power
Into Signal Powe_ -7"z ]dB Source Power
]nm Signal Power[ -7g.s ]dB Source Power








Overall Sensor Insertion Loss = Average of Individual Peak Insertion Losses.
Sensor Insertion Loss I 2 q. q ldB Expected: 28dB with 6.0dB
Contrast Ratio




5.10.2 Contrast Ratio Test (4.11.3) P_ F_
5.10.2.1 Attach the graphs of the sensor opposite bit pattern behind this data sheet.
Subch_el Amplitudes (Maximttm / Minimttm)
_,,O__m _,.__m _._ ___m
Contrast Ratio = Maximum Channel Power- Minimum Channel Power.
Channel Contrast Ratios
Expected: 6.0dB with 28dB
Insertion Loss
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5.10 LEADING EDGE FLAP SENSOR DATA SHEET
Performed by: _,_2 ___- Date: j z/J,//#z Test Article Serial Number. "r/fi-
r
5.10.1 Sensor Insertion Loss Test (4.11.2) PAS_FAI_
5.10.1.1 Attach the graphs of the sensor and source output power spectrums behind this data sheet.
Insertion Loss (IT.) = Source Power at Sensor Peak - Sensor Power at Sensor Peak.
Insertion Losses at each Peak in the Sensor Output Power Spectrum (may not fill all boxes
k;#.'_._ nIn
_'LSe_.., Peak6[ ,¢2-_ ! SignalPower[-7°'_c'JdB Source Power -'/g"/ ]dB IL 7-''_'_" dB
Peak 81 ,'¢3 into Signal Power[-'l,.os- IdB Source Power -'/q.o IdB ILl 22.'_ dB
Overall Sensor Insertion Loss = Average of Individual Peak Insertion Losses.
Sensor Insertion Loss[ 2 2. ¢a ]dB Expected: 28dB with 6.0dB
Contrast Ratio





5.10.2 Contrast Ratio Test (4.113) F_D F_
5.10.2.1 Attach the graphs of the sensor opposite bit pattern behind this data sheet.
Subchannel Amplitudes (Maximum / Minimum)
Channel l_dBm Channel21-_,.'7 /--_-.z IdBm Channel3[-'_"7/-'7_°idBm
Channel 4 _dBm Channel 5 _dBm Channel 61-_o.,/- _'/._ IdBm
_o_ _0__._ __ ___._ _e_ ___m
Channel 13 _dBm
Contrast Ratio = Maximum Channel Power - Minimum Channel Power.
Channel Contrast Ratios
Minimum Contrast Ratio [ /"_' ldB Expected: 6.0dB with 28dB
Insertion Loss




5.10.3 Channel Characteristics Test (4.11.4)
5.10.3.1 Attach the graph of the typical sensor value behind this data sheet.
Number of Discrete Channels I I 5 ] Expected: 13
Comments:
Spectral Width:
The spectral width range is 110nm minimum to 115nm maximum even though each channel
may vary by +/-0.9nm; the channel errors cannot combine to exceed spectral width range.
Initial Wavelength of First Channel l -/'Vl,_ Into Expected: 750nmto785nm
Comments:
Ending Wavelength of Last Channel [ gSg'/_ Jnm
Cotrtrnents:
"-- "1 _"/. _"
Expected: 860nm to 900nm
Channel Widths
Channel I [ g/'/
Channel 4 [ /o ._
Channel 71 _._
Channel 10 l" _'"¢










ni1"11_'_ ChannelS[ _'q Jl'inl
Expected: 8.5nm +/- 0.9nm
Channel 3 q, b nm
Channel6 J $',o nm
Channel9 i _._ nm
Channel 12 [ _'._ nm
A-I04
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5.11 POWER LEVER CONTROL SENSOR DATA SHEET
Pefformedby: 1_,-_; K,,s(_, Date: _,/z(/q3 Test Article Serial Number. 0(31
5.11.1 Sensor Insertion Loss Test (5.12.2)
5.12.1 Attach the graphs of the sensor and source output power spectrums behind this data sheet.
Insertion Loss (IL) = Source Power at Sensor Peak- Sensor Power at Sensor Peak.
Insertion Losses at each Peak in the Sensor Output Power Spectrum (may not fill all boxes
_i _ in_S_o_ed-_-J_ _ou_o_ow_l-_,--i__[_













Overall Sensor Insertion Loss = Average of Individual Peak Insertion Losses.
Sensor Insertion Loss[ 22.5", [dB Expected: < 24dB
Comments:
A-106






:i <i : •
L
5.12.2 Contrast Ratio Test (5.12.3) PAS_ FAU_
5.12.3 Attach the graphs of the sensor opposite bit pattern behind this data sheet.
Subchannel Amplitudes (Maximum / Minimum)
Channel 1 _dBm Channel 2 _dBm Channel 3 [- _'7/-7_,s" ]dBm
Channel 4 _dBm Channel 5 _dBm Channel 6 [-_a._,/-74,7 ]dBm
Channel 7_dBm Channel 8_dBm Channel g [-_'s'_ /-'r'l,q [dBm
Channel 10 _dBm Channel 11_dBm Channel 12 [ - co_-_/-'/'/,q IdBm
Channel 13_dBm Channel 14_dBm Channel 15_dBm-_'7'z1
Contrast Ratio = Maximum Channel Power - Minimum Channel Power.
Channel Contrast Ratios
Channel1 1 6._, l dB Channel2 [ _,2 JdB Channel3 1 "/-g IdB
Channel4 [ gt, IdB Channel5 [ _.o ]dB Channel6 [ JdB
Channel7[ 6'/ [dB Channel8[ /o.8 {dB Channelg[ _9,6 ]dB







5.12_4 Channel Characteristics Test (5.12.4)
5.12.4.1 Attach the graph of the typical sensor value behind this data sheet.
/
Number of Discrete Channels [ /5" ] Expected: 15
Comanents:
A-107
, , :-->!< : :::::::::: ::: ::: : :::: ::: : :: ::: ....
Comments:
Ending Wavelength of Last Channel I _";''7"/ Inm
Comments:
Expected: 750nm to 765nm
Expected: 870nm to 900nm
Expected: 2.5nm
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5.11 POWER LEVER CONTROL SENSOR DATA SHEET
Performed by: _r_2 _,__s{,r Date: _//2,/93 TestArtide SerialNumber. OOZ
r--_ _r--_
5.11.1 Sensor Insertion Loss Test (5.12.2) P_F_LI....]
5.12.1 Attach the graphs of the sensor and source output power spectrums behind this data sheet.
Insertion Loss (IL) = Source Power at Sensor Peak - Sensor Power at Sensor Peak.
Insertion Losses at each Peak in the Sensor Output Power Spectrum (may not fill all boxes)
Peak1] 7G3._lnm SignalPower[ -6_/._'5-"
Peak2l 772.¢0 Into Signal Power[ -gq-gs"
Peak31-/_Z.6 Into SignaIPowe_ %_/,q
PeakJ "7_,.o Into SignalPowe_-6 _3
Peak51-7_/'/. 7f Into SignalPower[-6'/,7
Peak6[ _/o_,_ J nm Signal Powe_-_'_"_"
Peak _ ?'_,,io Into Signal Powe_ -_,_,s"















-qT,z_- dB ILl /7._, ldB
dB ILl /7,q IdB
dB ILl /_.2, IdB
dB ILl ,g._5" IdB







Overall Sensor Insertion Loss = Average of Individual Peak Insertion Losses.
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5.12.2 Contrast Ratio Test (5.125) PASSE] FAI_
5.12.3 Attach the graphs of the sensor opposite bit pattern behind this data sheet.
Subchannel Amplitudes (Maximum / Minimum)
_,,_,_,!-,,._/-,,._I<,,,,,,a,_o,_1-,,,,_/-_._-l<,,m_,., I<,,,m
o_,,_b"/-'>.']<,,,,,,c _o,,,_<,,,m <:,,_o,,_[-"."/-',,.,I<'Bm
Contrast Ratio = Maximum Channel Power- Minimum Channel Power.
Channel Contrast Ratios
Channel I [ /0.o dB
Channel 41 g1,9 dB
Channel 7 [ q.2 dB
Channel 10 i q,I dB
Channel 13 ] _'' IdB
Minimum Contrast Ratio !
Comments: Tk__ _c+_l
"T_ E'oA
C_a_l _ I_ __l _" I_"
Channel5 ] /o,I [dB Channel6 [ q,o IdB
_q ]dB Expected: 6.0dB
!i •_i ¸
ii <i'
5.12.4 Channel Characteristics Test (5.12.4)
5.12.4.1 Attach the graph of the typical sensor value behind this data sheet.
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5.13 NOSE WHEEL STEERING SENSOR DATA SHEET
Performed by: _,-_.1 _s&_- Date: Jz/m/qz- Test Artide Serial Number: o_(
5.13.1 Sensor Insertion Loss Test (4.13.2) PAS_ FAI_
5.13.1.1 Attach the graphs of the sensor and source output power spectrums behind this data sheet.
Insertion Loss = Source Peak Power - Sensor Peak Power.
Source Peak Power at Reference Wavelength[
Reference Insertion Loss[ ,2, s" ]dB
Source Peak Power at Signal Wavelength [











5.13.2 Dynamic Range Test (4.13.3) PASS_ FAII_
5.13.2.1 Attach the graphs of the output power spectrums with the maximum and minimum sensor
signals behind this data sheet.
---o
Reference Power at Minimum Sensor Signal[ -_o'_ .TS" AdBm
n
Maximum ...e__nsorSignal [ -(_/._S" ]dBm
| !
Reference Power at Maximum Sensor Signal[ - g3.q ]dBm
Dynamic Range = (Max. Sensor Signal - Reference Power at max. sensor signal) -
(Min. Sensor Signal - Reference Power at rain. sensor signal)
Dynamic Range] l_.Y laB Expected: Min. 15dB
Max. TBD
Cok,,. ?l=_e,.
vat,c. _ _ r,,,.,;_,_.,_.
A-114
................................... : :, _:_:!:!v_:::_::_::: :i:: :::: ,:/ :ii:::i: ii_::i;iil/_i::>::, i:i:ii:!ili:_i:ii:iiiiiiiii_iiiii_:i:iiiii:iii_iiiiiiiii_il¸
5.13.3 Reference IntegTi .ty Test (4.13.4)
Reference Power at Min. Sensor Signali
Reference Power at Max. Sensor Signal[
Reference Variation (mW) =
q.2. t-_o xco W
•Lo'73_ Xio W
Reference Power at Max. Sensor Signal(mW) - Reference Power at Min. Sensor Signal(mW)
!
Reference Integrity (dB) = Reference Variation(dB) - Reference Power at/M_. Sensor Signal(riB)
Reference Integrity[' -/< 5" [dB Expected: < -26dB
Comments: <j_,__ 4q_ _ po,..,_,. ,_ .K._ _,_;.,_. _._ _I ;_ b,S,s_/o,, ._ ,'J,_-.,o-e0_,_ _,',"_'
5.13.4 Channel Characteristics Test (4.13.5)
5.13.4.1 Attach the graph of the typical sensor value behind this data sheet.
[
Comments:
Center Wavelength of High Frequency Signal [ -/-/-_,q [nm
Comments:






High Frequency Width [ $'o.z
Comments:
Expected: < 75nm
Low Frequency Width [ "/q,_ [jo.z _ _o_..._.
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5.13 NOSE WHEEL STI_RRING SENSOR DATA SHEET
Performed by: _Sr_,l _,_k,- Date:
5.13.1 Sensor Insertion Loss Test (4.13.2)
17./,-,/,_z. Test Article Serial Numben o_2-
f
5.13.1.1 Attach the graphs of the sensor and source output power spectrums behind this data sheet.
Insertion Loss = Source Peak Power- Sensor Peak Power.
Reference Peak Powerl' -'7,., IdBm atl -7-/_o lnm
Source Peak Power at Reference Wavelength [ -5-o.7s- ldBm
Reference Insertion Loss l 2o._/
Signal Peak Power - _ _/.
Source Peak Power at Signal Wavelength [





Expected: < TBD dB
JdBm
Expected: < 20dB
5.13.2 Dynamic Range Test (4.13.3) PAS_ FAIL[_
5.13.2.1 Attach the graphs of the output power spectrums with the maximum and minimum sensor
signals behind this data sheet.
Minimum Sensor Sign,all _- "_. $" idfmS.,_ b.._,
Reference Power at Minimum Sensor Signal I -'23._ JdBm
Maximum .S_nsor Signal I -_o'_. f- [dBm
Reference Power at Maximum Sensor Signalt -71., JdBm
Dynamic Range = (Max. Sensor Signal - Reference Power at max. sensor signal) -
(Min. Sensor Signal - Reference Power at min. sensor signal)
Dynamic Range I /O.b IdB




5.13.3 Reference IntegTity Test (4.13.4)
Reference Power at Min. Sensor Signal [ - 7 3,q ]dBm
Reference Power at Max. Sensor Signal I -TJ. I IdBm
Reference Variation (mW) =
Reference Power at Max. Sensor Signal(mW) - Reference Power at Min. Sensor Signal(roW)
Reference Integrity (dB) = Reference Variation(dB) - Reference Power at Min. Sensor Signal(dB)
Reference Integrity[ -/, 6 IdB Expected: _<-26dB
Comments:
5.13.4 Channel Characteristics Test (4.13.5)
5.13.4.1 Attach the graph of the typical sensor value behind this data sheet.
Number of Discrete Channels [ Z ]
Comments:
Center Wavelength of High Frequency Signal[ -!-75",o ]nm
Comments:
Center Wavelength of Low Frequency Signal ] _'7 _, _ Inm
Comments:





High Frequency Width [ q'9._'
Comments:
Expected: < 75nm
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5.14 TOTAL PRESSURE SENSOR DATA SHEET
Performed by: _,_i Ka_[_ Date: _,/zz/q_ TestAr_deSermlNumber. _/O_O-3Z-o,
5A4A SensorInsertionLossTest(4A4.2) PASS[_FAII_
5.1&LIAttachthegraphsofthesensorand sourceoutputpower spectrun_behindthisdam sheet.
InsertionLoss = SourcePeak Power- SensorPeak Power.
Reference Peak Powerl -S'q.3-75" IdBm atl -t-lq, _ into ,_+,_.It_,_,qa_.k_'l"_'l,¢-fq"_r
Source Peak Power at Reference Wavelength I
Reference Insertion Loss [ ,5, 75" IdB
l  -,tl
Source Peak Power at Signal Wavelength !








5.14.2 Dynamic Range Test (4.14.3) PAS_FAII_
5.14.2.1 Attach the graphs of the output power spectrums with the maximum and minimum sensor
signals behindthis data sheet.
Minimum Sensor Signal [ -_'3"_" IdBm
Reference Power at Minimum Sensor Signal [ -5"q. 37_- idBm
Dynamic Range = (Max. Sensor Signal - Reference Power at max. sensor signal) -
(Min. Sensor Signal - Reference Power at rain. sensor signal)





" " •i ; •!, / •_ _/ ¸'¸¸ / / ' !: : :)/ ! : il _ :_; /!::i ¸¸ :?7?
5.14.3 Reference Integ-rity Test (4.14.4)
Reference Power at Min. Sensor Signal[
Reference Power at Max. Sensor Signall
Reference Variation (mW) =
mW
Reference Power at Max. Sensor Signal(roW) - Reference Power at Min. Sensor Signal(mW)
Reference Variation I X JmW =>[ O.0 JdB
Reference Integrity (dB) = Reference Variation(dB) - Reference Power at Min. Sensor Signal(dB)
Reference Integrity[ -S'q.yT_" ]dB Expected: _<-30dB
Comments:
5.14.4 Channel Characteristics Test (4.14.5)
5.14.4.1 Attach the graph of the typical sensor value behind this data sheet.
Number of Discrete Channels [ Z ]
Comments:
Center Wavelength of High Frequency Signal [ "/'/q.6 Jnm
Comments:





Channel Widths Expected: 55nm +0/-5nm
High Frequency Width j 63,$ Low Frequency Width [ 6o, z
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5.15 TOTAL TEMPERATURE SENSOR DATA SHEET
Performed by: ,_.!__,_G- Date:. _,/z_/q3 Test Article Serial Number: 2.
5.15.1 Signal Duration and Excitation to Signal Delay Test (4.15.2) PAS_'FAIL[_]
5.15.1.1 Attach the graphs of the sensor and source rise and decay behind this data sheet.
Sensor Signal Duration[ 2_o ]psec. Expected: 175psec. +/- 125psec.
Comments: __ r.... _,_t_,-4,,_,..
I
Excitation to Signal Delay l
Comments: No_ _o_s_,,,,_ a__ (_k o( _o,_
msec. Expected: O.O_ec.
i_ii!i•
5.15.2 Channel Characteristics Test (4.15.3)
5.15.2.1 Attach the graph of the typical sensor value behind this data sheet.
Number of Discrete Channels [




Center Wavelength of Signal [ 7a'3
Comments: T_ _,_,3_d ¢ _.,,_, :s
ChannelWidth[ 36-c_ into -_,/_.z _-¢_.z
Comments:
Into Expected: 800nm
Expected: Maximum of 200nm
(Probably Will Be Less)
TL ._,_.( _,_ :_ _L__._4 ._ _ e._. _** _ .L _._, ;;_.._(_._ _o_
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5.15.3 Power Conversion Efficiency Test (4.15.4) PASSE] FAI[[_
5.15.3.1 Attach the graphs of the source power and the sensor value behind this data sheet.
5.15.3.2 After recording the spectrum analyzer power measurement, convert it to milliwatts using the
formula: dBm = 101og(mWatt)
Power Measurements from Optic Spectrum Analyzer
Source Power at Sensor Input i-2-7. 5- IdBm
Sensor Signal Power at Coupler Output[ -{,_', _,_s- J dBm
Source Backreflection PWR at Coupler Output l /3,75-
Coupler Attenuation I _c laB
dB
=> Conversion to mWatts
=> 1//7"/, k,/0-_l _W
=> 2.5"t2 J
Use the values in mW to calculate the Power Conversion Efficiency.
Power Conversion Efficiency =
(((Sensor Signal Power at Coupler Output X Coupler Attenuation)/Source Backreflection PWR at Coupler
Output)/Source Power at Sensor Input) X 100.
Minimum Power Conversion Efficiency 10. 0o/6 ! % Expected: 0.16%
Which is a sensor output
power that is 28dB below the
source power.
Use the values in dBm to calculate the Conversion Loss.
Conversion Loss = (Sensor Signal Power at Coupler Output - Source Backreflection PWR at
Coupler Output + Coupler Attenuation) - Source Power at Sensor Input.
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5.15 TOTAL TEMPERATURE SENSOR DATA SHEET
Performed by: B,-,_2 /¢_,_f,,- Date: _,/____]_ Test Article Serial Number:
I
3
5.15.1 Signal Duration and Excitation to Signal Delay Test (4.15.2) PAS_'/FAII_
5.15.1.1 Attach the graphs of the sensor and source rise and decay behind this dam sheet.
Sensor Signal Duration] 2-1o ]_ec. Expected: 175_e c. +/- 125_ec.
Comments:
I




5.15.2 Channel Characteristics Test (4.15.3)
5.15.2.1 Attach the graph of the typical sensor value behind this dam sheet.
Number of Discrete Channels I i [ Expected: 1
Comments:
Center Wavelength of Signal I 75"5 ] nm Expected: 800nm
Comments: T/_ _.,_l_,,_ _/;,,.¢_, :s _ e-_.k ,J, _ _- s':y.-_l a-_ _-_ _,_h:,-,_" _ ,,.,L._I,
Comments: -r_ d,_.
Expected: Maximum of 200nm
(Probably Will Be Less)
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5.15.3 Power Conversion Effidency Test (4.1_.4) PASSE] FAIL_
5.15.3.1 Attach the graphs of the source power and the sensor value behind this data sheet.
5.15.3.2 After recording the spectrum analyzer power measurement, convert it to milliwatts using the
formula: dBm = lOlog(mWatt)
Power Measurements from Optic Spectrum Analyzer
Source Power at Sensor Input[" - Z'l.g- J dBm
Sensor Signal Power at Coupler Outputl -_S','/_- I dBm
Source Backreflection PWR at Coupler Output [ /_.75- JdB
=> Gonversion to mWatts
=> [ I,7-1_ lwo-iaJ _aw
=> I 2.6¢,xi_-'°l,_W
=> i 23,7,"/ I
Coup,er*,oou  o l. => I
Use the values in mW to calculate the Power Conversion Effidency.
Power Conversion Efficiency =
(((Sensor Signal Power at Coupler Output X Coupler Attenuation)/Source Backreflection PWR at Coupler
Output)/Source Power at Sensor Input) X 100.
Minimum Power Conversion Efficiency [ O.oo16, ] % Expected: 0.16%
Which is a sensor output
power that is 28dB below the
source power.
Use the values in dBm to calculate the Conversion Loss.
Conversion Loss = (Sensor Signal Power at Coupler Output - Source Backreflection PWR at
Coupler Output + Coupler Attenuation) - Source Power at Sensor Input.
I !
Conversion Loss I -'¢g.o ! dB Expected: >-28dB
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FOCSI EOA and Sensor Integration Test Plan
Rev. 5/17/93
6.0 SCOPE
This test plan establishes the documents, equipment, and procedures necessary to verify the
integrated operation of the Electro-Optic Architecture (EOA) and the Fiber Optic Sensors being
developed by McDonnell Douglas Corporation (MDC) under the NASA Fiber Optic Control System
Integration (FOCSI) contract NAS3-25796.
7.0 APPLICABLE DOCUMENTS
The following documents of the issue shown form a part of this test plan to the extent spedfied.
7.1 McDonnell Douglas Corporation Documents
WS-AD-3239 Electro-optic Architecture Procurement Specification
Rev. A8 Dec 89
WS-AD-3238 Fiber Optic Sensor Procurement Specification
Rev. All Dec 89
PS 74-650056 Procurement Specification for Actuator, Trim - Control System Longitudinal Feel
74J638000 Transducer, Motional Pickup Longitudinal Control Sensor
Stabilizer Sensor Interface Control Document (ICD) (FOCSI Fiber Optic Sensor ICD)
Rudder Sensor ICD (FOCSI Fiber Optic Sensor ICD)
Pitch Stick Sensor ICD (FOCSI Fiber Optic Sensor ICD)
Rudder Pedal Sensor ICD (FOCSI Fiber Optic Sensor ICD)
Trailing Edge Flap Sensor ICD (FOCSI Fiber Optic Sensor ICD)
Leading Edge Flap Sensor ICD (FOCSI Fiber Optic Sensor ICD)
Power Lever Control Angle Sensor ICD (FOCSI Fiber Optic Sensor ICD)
Nose Wheel Steering Sensor ICD (FOCSI Fiber Optic Sensor ICD)
Total Pressure Sensor ICD (FOCSI Fiber Optic Sensor ICD)
Air Data Temperature Sensor ICD (FOCSI Fiber Optic Sensor ICD)
FOCSI Multiplex Bus ICD Rev. B
7.2 General Electric Company Documents
E-75.05-4B Interface Control Sheets - Actuator, Stabilizer
E-75.05-9E Interface Control Sheets - Actuator, Rudder
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E-75.05-19A Interface Control Sheets - Actuator, Rudder Pedal Sensor Assembly
E-75.05-5D Interface Control Sheets - Actuator, Trailing Edge Flap
E-75.05--6C Interface Control Sheets - Servovalve Assembly, Hydraulic, Leading Edge Flap
E-75.05-24 Interface Control Sheets - Power Lever Control
E-75.05-10D Interface Control Sheets - Power Unit, Nose Wheel Steering
7.3 Government Documents
MIL-E-5400T Electronic Equipment, Airborne, General Specification for
MIL-STD-810D Environmental Test Methods and Engineering Guidelines
MIL-STD-1553B Aircraft Internal _me Division Command/Response Multiplex Data Bus
(Notice 2)
8.0 SUMMARY
8.1 Test Plan Objective
The objective of the test is to verify the integrated operation of the EOA and the sensors. This will be
accomplished by comparing the performance of the optic sensor to position, pressure, and
temperature sensors which may be a current aircraft sensors or calibrated laboratory devices. Only
the sensor being tested will be connected with the EOA. The procedures will directly verify the
system output via the MIL-STD-1553 multiplex data bus and will indirectly verify the operation of
the sensors, the EOA's signal processing, and the optic interface between the EOA and the sensors.
8.2 Location
All tests will be performed at the MDC Avionics Laboratories or Environmental Test Facilities.
8.3 Standard Conditions
All tests shall be performed at prevailing laboratory temperatures, barometric pressures, and
humidities unless otherwise specified.
8.4 Equipment
The test equipment consists of commercially available equipment and MDC designed equipment and
is listed in Table I. The position sensor equipment setup is shown in Figure 1. The Pressure and
Temperature equipment is shown in Figure 2 and Figure 3 respectively.
8.5 Specific Test_
8.5.1 EOA Tests.
8.5.1.1 Power Dissipation Test
Measuring the current and voltage on the first powering up of the complete EOA will determine
the power dissipated by the EOA. Comparing the actual power dissipation to calculated power
dissipation will show if the power portion of the EOA is assembled correctly.
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• Stabilizer Sensor
• Trailing Edge Flap Sensor
• Leading Edge Flap Sensor
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8.5.1.2 1553 Multiplex Bus Test
Monitoring the 1553 Multiplex Bus while the EOA bus controller and the EOA microprocessor
transmit and receive messages will determine if the 1553 Multiplex Bus is operating correctly.
8.5.1.3 Spectrum Analyzer Mode Test
Placing the EC)A in spectrum analyzer mode and viewing the CCD array information gathered
from the optic sensors will determine if the source, sensors, and receiver are operating correctly.
8.5.2 Linear and Rotary Position Sensor Tests
8.5.2.1 Null Offset Test
Examining the variation during a thirty second continuous recording of the EOA output while the
sensor is at null position will determine the null offset of the sensor. The null offset is noise in the
analog sensors and is state changes in the digital sensors. The null offset is controlled by the sensor
ICD.
8.5.2.2 Resolution Test
Continuous recording of the sensor position while moving the sensor very slowly and in very
small increments will determine the sensor resolution. The sensor resolution must be smaller than
the maximum sensor null offset.
8.5.2.3 Range Test
v
Recording the sensor position at the ends of the sensor movement will determine the range of the
sensor. The sensor must be able to report the full range of the actuator.
8.5.2.4 Linearity Test
Performing a linear regression on equally spaced sensor positions over the full range of the sensor
will determine the nonlinearity of the sensor. The nonlinearity of the sensor is the largest deviation
of the individual data points from the best straight line through those points.
8.5.3 Total Pressure Sensor Tests
8.5.3.1 Leak Test
After establishing a relatively high pressure at the sensor input, the system is isolated from the
pressure controller and the rate of decreasing pressure is measured. This change in pressure is
primarily attributable to leakage within the sensor assembly. The rate of change in pressure is
reported as the sensor's leak rate.
8.5.3.2 Warm Up Test
Conventional pressure sensors have integrated electronics that typically warm up the entire sensor
assembly after a "cold" power up. This warming can have a significant effect on the sensor
accuracy during the critical time period of aircraft take-off. The warm up test is a standard
procedure for conventional pressure sensor evaluation. However, since this FOCSI sensor is
passive with no active electronics within the sensor assembly, no warm up effects are expected to
be detected.
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8.5.3.3 Room Temperature Conversion Accuracy/Hysteresis Test
Pressure sensor accuracy is measured throughout its operating range in 3.000 in. Hg increments at
room temperature using a calibrated pressure controller. Each test point is reached with increasing
and decreasing pressures to identify any hysteresis. Results of this test will reflect sensor
accuracy/repeatability in converting the optical signal measured by the EOA to a "real" pressure
reading at room temperature.
8.5.3.4 "C01d" and "Hot" Conversion Accuracy/Hysteresis Test
The same test as above only conducted at more extreme temperatures within the sensor's
operating range. This test will characterize sensor accuracy/repeatability at different ambient
temperatures.
8.5.3.5 G-Sensitivity Test
At room temperature and constant input pressure, the unit will be positioned along each of its 3
axes, establishing relative 2 G changes. The sensor's static output will be recorded in 6 different
positions. Significant differences in sensor error, holding all test conditions except for sensor
orientation constant, will be attributable to gravitational sensitivities.
8.5.3.6 "Creep" Test
Short-term sensor response to a "step" input at room temperature will be measured. The sensor
will be allowed to stabilize with an input of 80.000 in. Hg. The input pressure will then be
decreased to 2.000 in. Hg as quickly as possible without overshoot. Sensor output will be
monitored as a function of time with the constant 2.000 in. Hg input to determine if the sensor
"creeps" to a final value.
8.5.3.7 "|itter"/Short-Term Stability Test
Determine the "scatter" in pressure readings by taking many samples of the sensor output at
constant pressure. If possible with ttie test set-up, vary the internal update rate and relate it to the
sensor's short-term stability.
8.5.3.8 Humidity Sensitivity Test
Establish relatively humid air at the sensor input with input pressure controlled at 30.000 in. Hg.
Identify any sensitivity to the condition.
8.5.4 Total Temperature Probe Tests
8.5.4.1 Platinum Resistor Thermgmeter (PRT) Element Accuracy Test
Two temperature calibration test points will be used to verify the accuracy of the probe's two
platinum resistor elements. An ice bath (32.0 degrees F) and a bath of boiling distilled water (212.0
degrees F) will be used to establish the test points.
8.5.4.2 Initial Room Temperature Check--Out
General operation of the probe integrated with the EOA and Air Data Computer (ADC) will be
verified. Mux bus data transmitted from the EOA and the ADC will be monitored by the PC Based




verifying proper transmission of probe parameters. The ADC Built-In-Test (BIT) words will be
monitored for failures.
8.5.4.3 Deicing Heater Operation Test
The proper operation of the probe heater will be verified by measuring the amount of power
drawn after 5 minutes. The ADC will be monitored for BIT failures.
8.5.4.4 General Thermal Test
An oven will be used to expose the probe to a range of ambient temperatures. The PRT sensor will
be used as a general reference to evaluate the accuracy of the optical TRD element. Both readings
will be taken simultaneously at stable ambient temperature test points. The ADC will be
monitored for BIT fails.
8.6 Failure Handling
Failures during the test procedure will be recorded, analyzed, and corrected. For a failure, the
remaining portion of the current test will be completed provided the unit under test will not be






Integration Test Plan Equipment List
DESCRIPTION MANUFACTURER
AND MODEL
Flight Control Computer Bench MDC
FOCSI Test PC -
IBM Clone PC (386)
1553 Interface Board
Hydraulic Bench
Position and Force Sensor (PFS) Test Set
Rotary Sensor Test Set






















9.2 EOA Functional Operation Test
9.2.1 Power Dissipation Test
9.2.1.1 Procedure
9.2.1.1.1 Before turning on power to the EOA, connect a multimeter configured for measuring current
between the the 28Volt source power and the EOA input power connector. Use another
multimeter to measure the 28Volt source while under load.
9.2.1.1.2 Record the current into the EOA and the source voltage level.
9.2.1.2 Data EvaluatSon
9.2.1.2.1 Calculate the power dissipation of the EOA which is given by the formula
Power Dissipation = Source Voltage X Input Current
9.2.1.3 Expected Results
9.2.1.3.1 Using the calculated values of power dissipation for the EOA modules and the efficiency of the
power supply, the following values were calculated.
Power Dissipation at: 5V = 38.45W, 15V = 7.29W, -15V = 7.05W. Total = 52.79W
Power Supply efficiency range = Minimum of 69% with a nominal of 72%.
Power Dissipation at 28V: 52.79W/69% = 76.51W Max., 52.79W/72% = 73.32W Nominal
9.2.2 1553 Multiplex Bus Test
9.2.2.1 Procedure
9.2.2.1.1 Connect together the FOCSI EOA 1553 bus and the FOCSI Test PC 1553 bus.
9.2.2.1.2 Turn on the 1553 Test PC in monitor mode and configure it for recording EOA data.
9.2.2.1.3 Turn on the FOCSI EOA with the bus controller in bus controller mode.
9.2.2.1.4 Monitor the EOA bus controller and EOA microprocessor as they transmit and receive messages.
9.2.2.2 Data Evaluation
9.2.2.2.1 Verify that the EOA bus controller sends the proper messages and that the EOA microprocessor
responds with the proper messages.
9.2.2.3 Expected Results
9.2.2.3.1 The EOA bus controller and EOA microprocessor should transmit and receive messages
according to the FOCSI Multiplex Bus ICD.
9.2.3 EOA Spectrum Analyzer Mode Test
9.2.3.1 Procedure
9.2.3.1.1 Turn on the FOCSI EOA with the bus controller in bus controller mode, and the microprocessor
in spectrum analyzer mode.
9.2.3.1.2Visuallymonitor the spectrum analyzer output to verify the system operation.
9.2.3.2 Data Evaluation
9.2.3.2.1 Verify the source is operating and the sensors show the characteristic output. The digital sensors
will show many peaks and valleys which correspond to the digital code plate. The analog
sensors will show two peaks; one peak is the sensor signal and the other is the reference.
9.2.3.3 Expected Results
9.2.3.3.1 The spectrum analyzer mode shows the correct operation of the source, sensor, receiver, and the
interconnecting fiber because the raw electrical data out of the receiver is displayed.
9.3 Stabilizer Sensor Test Procedure
9.3.1 General Preparation
9.3.1.1 Connect together the FOCSI EOA 1553 bus and the personal computer (PC) 1553 bus.
9.3.1.2 Turn on the PC 1553 bus controller and configure it for recording sensor and EOA data.
9.3.1.3 Turn on the FOCSI EOA with the bus controller in monitor mode.
9.3.1.4 Mount the sensor on the Position and Force Sensor (PFS) Test Set.
9.3.2 Null Offset Test
9.3.2.1 Procedure
9.3.2.1.1 With the sensor at the null position, use the FOCSI Test PC to record the largest sensor position
over thirty seconds. Monitor the PFS Test Set to ensure it is always constant for the test.
9.3.2.2 Data Evaluation
9.3.2.2.1 If the PFS Test Set ever varied, repeat this test. The largest sensor value recorded is the sensor
null offset.
9.3.2.3 Expected Results
9.3.2.3.1 Regardless of the environmental conditions, the sensor null position should be equal to or less
than the value stated in the sensor ICD and repeated in the data sheet.
9.3.3 Resolution Test
9.3.3.1 Procedure
9.3.3.1.1 Record the PFS Test Set position, and with the FOCSI Test PC, record the sensor position. (Any
position is acceptable.)
9.3.3.1.2 Use the PFS Test Set to move the sensor with very small and slow increments of movement until
the sensor position changes.
9.3.3.1.3 Record the PFS Test Set position, and with the FOCSI Test PC, record the sensor position.
9.3.3.2 Data Evaluation
9.3.3.2.1 Determine the smallest sensor resolution by recording the smallest increment of change reported
by the sensor. Compare the smallest sensor position change with the resolution value and the
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maximum null offset to determine if the sensor can report a position as small as the expected
resolution and null offset.
9.3.3.3 Expected Results
9.3.3.3.1 The sensor should be able to report a position equal to the resolutionand equal to or smaller than
the maximum null offset values given in the Fiber Optic Sensor Procurement Specification and
repeated in the data sheet. The digital and analog sensors should be able to sense movement
with 2 l° bits of resolution over the specified range but the analog sensors will probably sense
movement with 29 bits of resolution or even less resolution.
9.3.4
9.3.4.1 Procedure
9.3.4.2 Use the PFS Test Set to move the sensor to one full stroke position.
9.3.4.2.1 Record the PFS Test Set position, and with the FOCSI Test Equipment, record the sensor position.
9.3.4.3 Use the PFS Test Set to move the sensor to the opposite full stroke position.
9.3.4.3.1 Record the PFS Test Set position, and with the FOCSI Test Equipment, record the sensor position.
9.3.4.4 Data Evaluation
9.3.4.4.1 The sensor readings at the full stroke positions define the range of the sensor.
9.3.4.5 Expected Results
9.3.4.5.1 The sensor readings should be greater than or equal to the range specified in the Fiber Optic
Sensor Procurement Specification and repeated in the data sheet.
9.3.5 Linearity Test
9.3.5.1 Procedure
9.3.5.1.1 Use the PFS Test Set to move the sensor to the null position, and record the sensor and PFS Test
Set positions.
9.3.5.1.2 Move the sensor to five equally spaced points from the null position up to and including a full
stroke position, and record the sensor and PFS Test Set positions at those points.
9.3.5.1.3 Try to move the sensor a little beyond its full stroke position (DO NOT Force the sensor!) and
then back to the full stroke position to approach that position from the opposite side. Record the
sensor and PFS Test Set positions at the same points as in step 9.3.5.1.2 as the sensor is moved
from the full stroke position to the null position. This introduces hysteresis.
9.3.5.1.4 Move the sensor to five equally spaced points from the null position up to and including the
opposite full stroke position, and record the sensor and PFS Test Set positions at those points.
9.3.5.1.5 Try to move the sensor a little beyond the opposite full stroke position (DO NOT Force the
sensor!) and then back to the opposite full stroke position to approach that position from the
opposite side. Record the sensor and PFS Test Set positions at the same points as in step 9.3.5.1.4




9.3.5.2.1 Place the recorded sensor and PFS Test Set positions in a spreadsheet for linear reduction.
9.3.5.2.2 Use a linear regression (least squares) program to determine the best straight line (PFS Test Set
position versus sensor position) through the 23 total points taken in 9.3.5.1. Also, perform a
standard deviation analysis on the points.
9.3.5.2.3 Record the slope, constant, and the other statistics from the linear regression. Also, record the
standard deviation.
9.3.5.2.4 Use the best straight line and the standard deviation to calculate the linear regressed range of the
null and full stroke values _performing the following:
Plug the x-values of the'_positions at null and the full stroke values into the equation of
the best straight line to find the regressed y-values. Then add and subtract the standard
deviation to the resulting y-values to obtain the linear regressed range of the null and full
stroke values.
9.3.5.2.5 Calculate the distance between the individual points and the best straight line. Record the sensor
nonlinearity which is the largest deviation of the individual data points from the best straight
line.
9.3.5.3 Expected Results
9.3.5.3.1 The slope of the best straight line should be one since both the sensor and PFS Test Set should be
at the same positions.
9.3.5.3.2 The actual data points at the null and full stroke positions should fall within the linear regressed
range at the same points.
9.3.5.3.3 The nonlinearity of the sensors should not exceed the nonlinearity stated in the Fiber Optic
Sensor Procurement Specification and repeated in the data sheet.
9.4 Rudder Sensor Test Procedure
9.4.1 Repeat procedure 9.3 for the Rudder sensor.
9.5 Pitch Stick Sensor Procedure
9.5.1 Repeat procedure 9.3 for the Pitch Stick sensor.
9.6 Rudder Pedal Sensor Test Procedure
9.6.1 Repeat procedure 9.3 for the Rudder Pedal Sensor.
9.7 Trailing Edge Flap Sensor Test Procedure
9.7.1 General Prepara0on
9.7.1.1 Connect together the FOCSI EOA 1553 bus and the FOCSI Test PC 1553 bus.
9.7.1.2 Turn on the PC 1553 bus controller and configure it for recording sensor and EOA data.
9.7.1.3 Turn on the FOCSI EOA with the bus controller in monitor mode.
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9.7.1.4 Mount the FOCSI sensor onto the Rotary Sensor Test Set.
9.7.2 N_I1 Offset Test
9.7.2.1 Procedure
9.7.2.1.1 With the sensor at the null angle, use the FOCSI Test PC to record the largest sensor position over
thirty seconds. Monitor the Rotary Sensor Test Set to ensure it is always constant for the test.
9.7.2.2 Data Evaluation
9.7.2.2.1 If the Rotary Sensor Test Set ever varied, repeat this test. The largest sensor value recorded is the
sensor null offset.
9.7.2.3 Expected Results
9.7.2.3.1 Regardless of the environmental conditions, the sensor null angle should be equal to or less than
the value stated in the sensor ICD and repeated in the data sheet.
9.7.3 Resolution Test
9.7.3.1 Procedure
9.7.3.1.1 Record the Rotary Sensor Test Set angle, and with the FOCSI Test PC, record the sensor angle.
(Any angle is acceptable.)
9.7.3.1.2 Use the Rotary Sensor Test Set to move the sensor with very small and slow increments of
movement until the sensor angle changes.
9.7.3.1.3 Record the Rotary Sensor Test Set angle, and with the FOCSI Test PC, record the sensor angle.
9.7.3.2_LKK_ZaI_m
9.7.3.2.1 Determine the smallest sensor resolution by recording the smallest increment of change reported
by the sensor. Compare the smallest sensor angle change with the resolution value and the
maximum null offset to determine if the sensor can report an angle as small as the expected
resolution and null offset.
9.7.3.3 Expected Results
9.7.3.3.1 The sensor should be able to report an angle equal to the resolution and equal to or smaller than
the maximum null offset values given in the Fiber Optic Sensor Procurement Specification and
repeated in the data sheet. The digital and analog sensors should be able to sense movement
with 2 l° bits of resolution over the specified range but the analog sensors will probably sense
movement with 29 bits of resolution or even less resolution.
9.7.4
9.7.4.1 procedure
9.7.4.2 Use the Rotary Sensor Test Set to move the sensor to one full stroke angle.
9.7.4.2.1 Record the Rotary Sensor Test Set angle, and with the FOCSI Test Equipment, record the sensor
angle.
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9.7.4.3 Use the Rotary Sensor Test Set to move the sensor to the opposite full stroke angle.
9.7.4.3.1 Record the Rotary Sensor Test Set angle, and with the FOCSI Test Equipment, record the sensor
angle.
9.7.4.4 Data Evaluation
9.7.4.4.1 The sensor readings at the full stroke angles define the range of the sensor.
9.7.4.5 Expected Results
9.7.4.5.1 The sensor readings should be greater than or equal to the range specified in the Fiber Optic
Sensor Procurement Specification and repeated in the data sheet.
9.7.5 Linearity Test
9.7.5.1 Procedure
9.7.5.1.1 Use the Rotary Sensor Test Set to move the sensor to the null angle, and record the sensor and
Rotary Sensor Test Set angles.
9.7.5.1.2 Move the sensor to five equally spaced points from the null angle up to and including a full
stroke angle, and record the sensor and Rotary Sensor Test Set angles at those points.
9.7.5.1.3 Try to move the sensor a little beyond its full stroke angle (DO NOT Force the sensor!) and then
back to the full stroke angle to approach that angle from the opposite side. Record the sensor
and Rotary Sensor Test Set angles at the same points as in step 9.3.5.1.2 as the sensor is moved
from the full stroke angle to the null angle. This introduces hysteresis.
9.7.5.1.4 Move the sensor to five equally spaced points from the null angle up to and including the
opposite full stroke angle, and record the sensor and Rotary Sensor Test Set angles at those
points.
9.7.5.1.5 Try to move the sensor a little beyond the opposite full stroke angle (DO NOT Force the sensor!)
and then back to the opposite full stroke angle to approach that angle from the opposite side.
Record the sensor and Rotary Sensor Test Set angles at the same points as in step 9.3.5.1.4 as the
sensor is moved from the opposite full stroke angle to the null angle. This introduces hysteresis.
9.7.5.2 Data Evaluation
9.7.5.2.1 Place the recorded sensor and Rotary Sensor Test Set angles in a spreadsheet for linear reduction.
9.7.5.2.2 Use a linear regression (least squares) program to determine the best straight line (Rotary Sensor
Test Set angle versus sensor angle) through the 23 total points taken in 9.3.5.1. Also, perform a
standard deviation analysis on the points.
9.7.5.2.3 Record the slope, constant, and the other statistics from the linear regression. Also, record the
standard deviation.
9.7.5.2.4 Use the best straight line and the standard deviation to calculate the linear regressed range of the
null and full stroke values by performing the following:
Plug the x-values of th_d_gles at null and the full stroke values into the equation of
the best straight line to find the regressed y-values. Then add and subtract the standard
deviation to the resulting y-values to obtain the linear regressed range of the null and full
stroke values.
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9.7.5.2.5 Calculate the distance between the individual points and the best straight line. Record the sensor
nonlinearity which is the largest deviation of the individual data points from the best straight
line.
9.7.5.3 Expected Results
9.7.5.3.1 The slope of the best straight line should be one since both the sensor and Rotary Sensor Test Set
should be at the same angles.
9.7.5.3.2 The actual data points at the null and full stroke angles should fall within the linear regressed
range at the same points.
9.7.5.3.3 The nonlinearity of the sensors should not exceed the nonlinearity stated in the Fiber Optic
Sensor Procurement Specification and repeated in the data sheet.
9.8 Leadin_ Edge Flap Sensor Test Procedure
9.8.1 Repeat procedure 9.7 for the Leading Edge Flap Sensor.
9.9 Power Lever Control Sensor Test Procedure
9.9.1 Repeat procedure 9.7 for the Power Lever Control Sensor.
9.10 Nose Wheel Steering Sensor Test Procedure
9.10.1 Repeat procedure 9.7 for the Nose Wheel Steering Sensor.
9.11 Total Pressure Sensor Test Procedure
9.11.1 General Preparation
9.11.1.1 Connect the Total Pressure Sensor and the PC-based 1553 Bus Controller to the EOA. Connect the
ADT-222 Pressure Controller/Monitor to the AN-4 pneumatic interface of the Total Pressure
Sensor using metal tubing. Pneumatic tubing should not exceed 10 in 3 of volume. See Figure 2.
PC BASED DATA









9.11.2.1.1 Power up the unit and allow it to warm up at room temperature for at least 30 minutes. Then
establish a 55.000 in. Hg input to the sensor with the ADT-222. Start recording the sensor
output with the Bus Controller at 5 second intervals. After 30 seconds, put the ADT-222 into its
"Measure" mode. Observe the ADT-222 display and start recording its readings at 5 second
intervals. Continue to record both sensor and ADT-222 data for 2 minutes.
9.11.2.2 Data Evaluation
9.11.2.2.1 Compute the leak rate (in. Hg per minute) based on (1) the sensor output data and (2) the
ADT-222 data.
9.11.2.3 Expected Results
9.11.2.3.1 The two computed leak rates should not vary by more than 0.002 in. Hg and neither should
exceed 0.010 in. Hg per minute.
9.11.3 Warm Up Test
9.11.3.1 Procedure
9.11.3.1.1 Allow the unit to rest unpowered at room temperature for at least 2 hours with 30.000 in. Hg
applied to its input. Make note of the room temperature and the sensor's orientation. Power up
the sensor and start recording its output at 1 second intervals for 2 minutes. Between t=2
minutes and t=10 minutes increase interval to 3 seconds. Between t=10 minutes and t=30
minutes sample at 5 second intervals. Between t=30 minutes and t=60 minutes, use 10 second
intervals.
9.11.3.2 Data Evaluation
9.11.3.2.1 Plot sensor error (Measured Pressure - Input Pressure) as a function of time.
9.11.3.3 Expected Result,_
9.11.3.3.1 Since the sensor is completely passive without any on-sensor electronics, there should not be
any detectable warm-up effects. Observed accuracy should be within the Vendor's stated
tolerance of 0.50 % of Full-Scale.
9.11.4 Room Temperature Conversion Accuracy/Hysteresis Test
9.11.4.1 Procedure
9.11.4.1.1 Make note of the room temperature and sensor orientation. Starting with an input pressure of
29.000 in. Hg and going down in 3.000 in. Hg increments, take 10 readings of the sensor output
with the Bus Controller at each test point. When 2.000 in. Hg is reached, take readings with
pressure increasing to 80.000 in. Hg and then back down to 29.000 in. Hg in 3.000 in Hg
increments.
9.11.4.2 Data Evaluation
9.11.4.2.1 Develop a table showing the average, maximum (most positive), and minimum (most negative)
error at each test point. Plot the average sensor error at each test point.
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9.11.4.3 Expected Results
9.11.4.3.1 All measured errors at all test points should fall within the Vendor's stated tolerance of 0.50 % of
Full-Scale. No significant hysteresis effects should be apparent.
9.11.5 "Cold" and "Hot" Conversion Accuracy/Hysteresis Test
9.11.5.1 Procedur_
9.11.5.1.1 Place sensor in oven and allow to soak, powered up, for at least 30 minutes at a "Cold" ambient
oven temperature of-32 degrees F. Follow test data collection procedure as outlined in
Paragraph 9.11.4.1.1. Repeat for a "Hot" temperature of 149 degrees E Note that care should be
taken to protect the optical connector from unreasonable exposure to temperature chamber
conditions.
9.11.5.2 Data Evaluation
9.11.5.2.1 Same as Paragraph 9.11.4.2.1.
9.11.5.3 Expected Results
9.11.5.3.1 Same as Paragraph 9.11.4.3.1.
9.11.6 G-Sensitivity Test
9.11.6.1 Procedure
9.11.6.1.1 Allow the sensor to stabilize in a given position at room temperature for at least 30 minutes with
an input of 30.000 in. Hg. Take 10 samples of the sensor output. Rotate the sensor about its 3
axes such that a total of 6 different positions are established. Take 10 samples in each stabilized
position.
9.11.6.2 Data Evaluation
9.11.6.2.1 Find the maximum and minimum errors, and compute the average sensor error in each position.
9.11.6.3 Expected Results
9.11.6.3.1 Sensitivity to gravitational forces, if any exist, should not result in errors that exceed the
Vendor's stated tolerance of 0.50 % of Full-Scale.
9.11.7 "Creep" Test
9.11.7.1 Procedur_
9.11.7.1.1 At room temperature, establish an input of 80.000 in. Hg to the sensor. As quickly as possible,
without overshoot and without exceeding a rate of 50 in. Hg per second, drop the input to 2.000
in. Hg and start to take sensor output readings at I second intervals for 5 minutes.
9.11.7.2 Data Evaluation
9.11.7.2.1 Plot the sensor error as a function of time.
9.11.7.3 Expected Results
9.11.7.3.1 Sensor "Creep" should not result in errors that exceed the Vendor's stated tolerance of 0.50 %of
Full-Scale.
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9.11.8 "Jitter"/Short-Term Stability Test
9.11.8.1 Procedure
9.11.8.1.1 Power up the unit and allow it to warm-up at room temperature for at least 60 minutes.
Establish a stable input pressure of 30.000 in. Hg. and take approximately 100 samples. If
controllable, change the internal update rate of the sensor to support output data rates of 1 Hz
and 100 Hz and take 100 readings for each. Change input pressure to the upper and lower
operating extremes and repeat the data collection stated above.
9.11.8.2 Data Evaluation
9.11.8.2.1 Develop scatter plots of sensor error for each test condition.
9.11.8.3 Expected Results
9.11.8.3.1 Jitter should not be more than 0.01% of the set pressure.
9.11.9 Humidity Sensitivity Test
9.11.9.1 Procedure
9.11.9.1.1 Connect plastic aircraft tubing to the input of the sensor. Connect metal tubing from the
pneumatic controller to the plastic tubing. Place the sensor and all of the plastic tubing into an
environmental chamber and let the unit and tubing soak for 60 minutes at 149 °F. Follow test
data collection procedure as outlined in Paragraph 9.11.4.1.1.
9.11.9.2 Data Evaluation
9.11.9.2.1 Same as Paragraph 9.11.9.2.2. In addition, calculate the differences seen in the Hot Conversion
Accuracy Test (Paragraph 9.11.5.2.1) and this test and identify any differences in results
attributable to humidity effects.
9.11.9.3 Expected Results
9.11.9.3.1 Same as Paragraph 9.11.4.3.1.
9.12 Total Temperature Probe Test Procedure
9.12.1 Platinum Resistor Thermometer (PRT) Element Accuracy Test
9.12.1.1 Procedure
9.12.1.1.1 Connect a digital multimeter to each of the 2 Platinum Resistor Thermometer (PRT) elements to
measure each of their resistances. Soak the sensor in an ice bath (32.0 degrees F) and allow the
PRT resistance values to stabilize. Verify the ice bath temperature with a thermocouple. Sample
the PRT values 10 times each. Repeat the above in a bath of boiling distilled water (212.0
degrees F).
9.12.1.2 Data Evaluation
9.12.1.2.1 Calculate and record the average resistance of each PRT at each temperature.
9.12.1.3 Expected Result_
9.12.1.3.1 All of the individual sampled readings should fall within the following ranges: 50.00 +/- 0.05
Ohms at 32.0 degrees F and 69.63 +/- 0.15 Ohms at 212.0 degrees F.
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9.12.2 Initial Room Temperature Check--Out of PRT and TRD Interfaces
9.12.2.1 Procedure
9.12.2.1.1 Connect PRT inputs/outputs of the probe to the Air Data Compute r (ADC) through the ADC
Test Bench Breakout Panel. This includes excitation and return signals. Connect the optical
Time Rate of Decay (TRD) signals to the FOCSI EOA. Tie the PC-based 1553 Bus Controller to


















Total Temperature Probe Test Set-Up
Figure 3
9.12.2.2 Turn on power to the ADC Test Bench and apply power to the ADC. Set static and pitot pressure
inputs into the ADC such that approximately 0 knot airspeed and sea level conditions are
established. Record the room temperature. Monitor and record the 1553 temperature mux
output of the ADC. At the same time monitor and record the TRD-derived Total Temperature
reported by the EOA.
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9.12.2.3.1 Calculate the average, minimum, and maximum values of the PRT-derived Total and Ambient
Temperatures recorded. Since the ADC automatically performs a deicing correction on the
PRT--derived measurements, compensate the recorded ADC 1553 data appropriately to remove
this correction. Calculate the average, minimum, and maximum values of the TRD-derived
total temperature recorded. Monitor the ADC BIT Status words.
9.12.2.4 Expected Results
9.12.2.4.1 The average temperature outputs should correspond to the room temperature and simulated
ground conditions, +/- 2.0 degrees F. No BIT failures should be detected by the ADC.
9.12.3 Deicing Heater Operation Test
9.12.3.1 Procedure
9.12.3.1.1 Connect a 400 Hz power supply to the input of a Watt/Amp Meter and connect the meter's
output to the deicing heater inputs of the probe. Turn on the 400 Hz power to the deicing
heater. Starting at power up, measure the power drawn by the probe with the Watt/Amp Meter
every 30 seconds for 10 minutes.
9.12.3.2 Data Evaluation






9.12.3.3.1 Confirm that the probe heater operates within specifications, drawing < 170 Watts after 5
minutes. No BIT failures should be detected.
9.12.4 General Thermal Test
9.12.4.1 Procedure
9.12.4.1.1 Turn off the power to the probe deicing heater. Place the probe in a temperature chamber. Note
that care should be taken to protect the optical connector and fibers from unreasonable exposure
to temperature chamber conditions. Set the oven temperature such that the PRT-based total
temperature reading stabilizes at-100 +/- 5 degrees F. Record the ambient oven temperature as
measured by a thermocouple located in the air close to the sensor. Sample both PRT- and
TRD-based temperatures with the PC Bus Controller. Repeat the process at +50 degree F
intervals up to +450 degrees E
9.12.4.2 Data Evaluation
9.12.4.2.1 Compensate the collected ADC data to remove the deicing correction. Compare the stabilized
values of the PRT- and TRD-based temperature readings at all test points. Determine the
difference between the two at each test point. Relate these to the stabilized ambient oven
temperature at each test point.
9.12.4.3 Expected Results
9.12.4.3.1 The difference between the two probe readings at each test point should not be greater than +/-
0.5 degrees F. The ambient oven temperature should not vary from either of the probe readings
by more than +/- 2.0 degrees F.
10.0 DATA SHEETS
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10.1 EOA FUNCTIONAL OPERATION DATA SHEET
Performed by: i_/G_/p.¢- Date: 3/q3 Test Article Serial Number: _:_A _/
!
10.1.1 Power Dissipation Test (9.2.1) PAS_ FFAIIJ_]
Source Voltage [ 2 "7.1_ ]V Expected: 28 Volts
Input Current[ Z. 3V JA Expected: 2.6 Amps to 2.7 Amps
Power Dissipation = Source Voltage X Input Current
Power Dissipation I (o 5".*/ IW Expected: 73.3 Watts to 76.5 Watts
Comments: 7_ po_._r _a_ o_ _ _[_-_.o_(,_ _v.r_ ,_,_,_l_ ;s p_,_l,[ 7 _;_,.4- /-/-,_
10.1.2 1553 Multiplex Bus Offset Test (9.2.2) PAS_AII_
10.1.2.1 Write comments on the behavior of the EOA bus controller and the EOA microprocessor.
Comments: Y_ J_s c_,N-r_)L_,- ;s ,.._,,_-M._ ,_.ssa,j_.s F,.o__,-7, _,,1 _ _,_,_ p,.-o_Ss,_,- _s
10.1.3 EOA Spectrum Analyzer Mode Test (9.2.3) PAS_FAII_
10.1.3.1 Write comments on the behavior of the EOA source and the sensors.
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10.2 STABILIZER SENSOR DATA SHEET
Performed by: _,_J, K-__,s_.r Date: 6/z_/¢_
• ¢
10.2.1 Null Offset Test (9.3.2)
10.2.1.1 Record the largest sensor and actuator values.
Test Article Serial Number: I
E_A #1
PASSE_ FAII_
Sensor Null Offset i -+ O, OyS-
PFS Test Set Valuel 4.oeo
Comments: T/_4.,_o_,__s a,*- _:s___.
linches
inches
Expected: < +/- 0.018 in.
Expected: Any constant value.
10.2.2 Resolution Test (9.3.3)
10.2.2.1 Record the smallest change in the sensor and actuator positions.
PFS Test Set Initial Position !
Sensor Resolution ! o, v ,_2
L_O
lin.
Comments: s.,,,s_,, _l,,;,,j_i G,.,., ,iv:), ,.[-
in. and Ending Position I
 AS Zr  AIQ
/. o_,Z lin.
Expected: < +/- 0.018 in.
Estimated: 2(3.56)/210 = 0.0070 in.
Proc. Spec.: 0.00174 in.
10.2.3 Range Test (9.3.4)
10.2.3.1 Record the sensor and PFS Test Set full stroke positions.
Sensor Positions - Full Stroke I
+ Full Stroke [
PFS Test Set Positions - Full Stroke i





-3¢bo Im Expected: -3.56in.
3, _,-6o Jin. Expected: +3.56in.
- 3.5"_ol iin. Expected: -3.56in.
3.5"q_, lin. Expected: +3.56in.
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0 to +Full Stroke
+Full Stroke to 0
0 to -Full Stroke
-Full Stroke to 0
-3.560
POSITION AND FORCE SENSOR (PFS) TEST SET POSITIONS
]-2.6701-1.750]-0.890 0.000 0.890 1.750
i i i
O._o O. _,7 I.-/bl
o, _qq o. q3c= 1,-75"-[




10.2.4.1 Print the spreadsheet containing the PFS Test Set vs. sensor positions and the linear regression and
standard deviation analysis on those points, and attach it behind this data sheet.
10.2.4.2 Record the slope, constant, and standard deviation values.
Slopel °''_6 I Expected: 1.0 Constantl 0-°°g I Expected:0
Standard Deviation I o.o,,_,¢
i
Comments:
10.2.4.3 Calculate the linear regressed range of the null and full stroke values, and account for the
standard deviation to find the linear regressed range of the null and full stroke values.
y =mx + b, where rn = slope, b = constant, x = _-ositions





Actual Null Position I _- _.,:_z lin.
Actual Min. Full Stroke Position] -3.Szfl Im
- o. o z b lin. to
o. oq z [in.
Regressed Rangel - a_-;_'-'; lin.to
[ lin.
Regressed Range] 3.$zl ]in. to
lin.
Actual Max. Full Stroke Positionl 3.;3q [in
Comments:
10.2.4.4 Calculate the deviations of the actual data points from the best straight line and record the largest
deviation.
ii_na4 0.o-_OISensor Nonlinearity, - 0, o t,c) • Expected: < +/- 0.0356 in.
Comments:
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se m se b
r squared se y
F df
ss reg ss resid







Least Square Fit Results Key
m = slope
b = y-intercept
se m = standard error for slope
se b = standard error for y-intercept
squared = coefficient of determination
se y = standard error for the y estimate
( se y = standard deviation)
F = the F statistic
df = degrees of freedom
ss reg = regression sum of squares




-3 -2 -1_ (
-4
I I I I
1 2 3 4
Reference (inches)
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10.2 STABILIZER SENSOR DATA SHEET
Performed by: _-,_,/ F_J,¢.,- Date: _-7/,_, Test Article Serial Number: Z
E,v,,4_Z
10.2.1 Null Offset Test (9.3.2) PASSE] FAI[I_
10.2.1.1 Record the largest sensor and actuator values.
Sensor Null Offset] L ches -°°'°
PFS Test Set Valuel 2,oo_ linches
Expected: < +/- 0.018 in.
Expected: Any constant value.
10.2.2 Resolution Test (9.3.3)
10.2.2.1 Record the smallest change in the sensor and actuator positions.
PFS Test Set Initial Position [ /, oo o
Sensor Resolution I O. o22 Jin.
Comments: _ s-_,,_o_ cl_,,_. Go,,.,
PAS_ FAIL[_
Jin. and Ending Position I O. qTg ]in.
Expected: < +/- 0.018 in.
Estimated: 2(3.56)/210 -_ 0.0070 in.
Proc. Spec.: 0.00174 in.
10.2.3 Range Test (9.3.4)
10.2.3.1 Record the sensor and PFS Test Set full stroke positions.
Sensor Positions - Full Stroke [
+ Full Stroke [
PFS Test Set Positions - Full Stroke]
+ Full Stroke I
Comments: _ PF'$ vai_,__s _,¢_









_'_._,,_ W¢-_- _- 4/a. _._-_,,_ o._;_J,-I 7.
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10.2.4 Linearity Test (9.3.5)
Record Sensor POSITION AND FORCE SENSOR (PFS) TEST SET POSITIONS I
Positions at the I
PFS Positions -3.560 [ -2.670 ] -1.750 I -0.890 0.000 0.890 1.750 2.670 3.560
0 to +Full Stroke O, ooo
+Full Stroke to 0 o, 05"6
0 to -Full Stroke
-5._'f_ -2.&2.-7 -/.7_Z& -o.'7_7 /_
-Full Stroke to 0 -5,_c._ -2.7,2d -I,761 -o.?z6 -o.03¢]
10.2.4.1 Print the spreadsheet containing the PFS Test Set vs. sensor positions and the linear regression and
standard deviation analysis on those points, and attach it behind this data sheet.
10.2.4.2 Record the slope, constant, and standard deviation values.
Slope] O.qXq ] Expected: 1.0 Constant]-o.o_-q ] Expected: 0
Standard Deviation [ 0.05-1 [
Comments:
10.2.4.3 Calculate the linear regressed range of the null and full stroke values, and account for the
standard deviation to find the linear regressed range of the null and full stroke values.
y =mx + b, where m = slope, b = constant, x = sensor positions
linear regressed range = (y - standard deviation) to (y + standard deviation)
Actual Null Position] "_e.0s_,//_
Actual Min. Full Stroke Position [
°'°_; lin. Regressed Range [ -°.o_o [in. to
I
-_,s, ]in. Regressed Range] -3,s'g, ]in. to
! lin.
Actual Max. Full Stroke Position [ 3,5"_ [in. Regressed Range [ 3,q62 lin. to
[ "5.S'_,'/ lin.
Comments:
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Least Squares Fit (y =mx + b)
Results Map
m b
se m se b









Least Square Fit Results Key
m = slope
b = y-intercept
se m = standard error for slope
se b = standard error for y-intercept
squared = coefficient of determination
se y = standard error for the y estimate
( se y = standard deviation)
F = the F statistic
df = degrees of freedom
ssreg = regression sum of squares















x I I 1 I
1 2 3 4
Reference (inches)
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10.3 RUDDER SENSOR DATA SHEET
Performed by: _,-_9. _,_ _.r- Date: _,/z_./q_ Test Article Serial Number:
10.3.1 Null Offset Test (9.4.2)
10.3.1.1 Record the PFS Test Set value during the test and the largest sensor value.
Sensor Null Offset J +0.oo7/_o,=,, linchet vS" -°" oo2 Expected:
PFS Test Set Value[ 3. _o_ [inches
Comments: T/,._ ¢-;-t-,-_,_ a,___;_ _ _ ,._.1,t o_e.
< +/- 0.0032 in.
Expected: Any constant value.
-rt ,,_l_. _ o(-_,_ ,.__ _, -o._z
10.3.2 Resolution Test (9.4.3) PASS[_FAII_
10.3.2.1 Record the PFS Test Set position and the smallest change in the sensor position.
PFS Test Set Initial Position [
Sensor Resolution ] o. e _l
o.zao ]in. and Ending Position [ o.2ol [in.
in. Expected: < +/- 0.0032 in.
Estimated: 2(0.665)/2 ]° __0.0013 in.
Proc. Spec.: 0.00032 in.
Comments: _ _,.,,_,.
9,
"iI " v• •
10.3.3 Range Test (9.4.4)
10.3.3.1 Record the sensor and PFS Test Set full stroke positions.
Sensor Positions - Full Stroke[
+ Full Stroke [
PFS Test Set Positions - Full Stroke [
+ Full Stroke i
o._ ]in.
4-O.6_- ]in.













POSITION AND FORCE SENSOR (PFS) TEST SET POSITIONS
-0.6651-0.4991-0.3331-0.166 0.000 0.166 0.333 0.499 0.665
0 to +Full Stroke
.-a,oot O,_ _ 0,33_, o.qqL O,(oY;q
+Full Stroke to 0 -o.oo9 o,tGb 0.332 o,,4q3 0_¢,_1
q
0 to-FullStroke -O._l -o.¢7S- -o.332 -o.10 _"
-FullStroke toO -o, 660 -o._'tl -o.33_ -o.rl"l -o,oo3
10.3.4.1 Print the spreadsheet containing the PFS Test Set vs. sensor positions and the linear regression and
standard deviation analysis on those points, and attach it behind this data sheet.
10.3.4.2 Record the slope, constant, and standard deviation values.
Slopel O,?_% I Expected: 1.0 Constant[ -0"c_q I Expected:0
Standard Deviafionl o, olq/_r, [
Comments:
10.3.4.3 Calculate the linear regressed range of the null and full stroke values, and account for the
standard deviation to find the linear regressed range of the null and full stroke values.
y = mx + b, where m = slope, b = constant, x = sensor positions
linear regressed range = (y - standard deviation) to (y + standard deviation)
Actual Null Position [ -o. oO_o.co} [in.
Actual Min. Full Stroke Position[ -o.66i
Regressed Range[ -o,_,_ [in. to
I o.o,o lin
lin. Regressed Range] -o. n3
Actual Max. Full Stroke Position i
Comments:
O,b(_l [in. Regressed Range I O._3g [in. to
[ lin.
10.3.4.4 Calculate the deviations of the actual data points from the best straight line and record the largest
deviation.
4Jr O.'l'_cl




































se m se b
r squared se y
F df
ss reg ss resid







Least Square Fit Results Key
m = slope
b = y-intercept
se m = standard error for slope
se b = standard error for y-intercept
r squared = coefficient of determination
se y = standard error for the y estimate
( se y = standard deviation)
F = the F statistic
df = degrees of freedom
ssreg = regression sum of squares
ssresid = residual sum of squares
I
-0.4 -0.2
I I I 1
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5
Performed by:
10.3.1 Null Offset Test (9.4.2) _o,_ '*2
10.3.1.1 Record the PFS Test Set value during the test and the largest sensor value.
Sensor Null Offset I-+ O. eoZ linches
PFS Test Set Value] 5.o00 linches
Comments:
10.3 RUDDER SENSOR DATA SHEET
B_-_X_s_t,,,- Date: _,/G-/¢_ Test Article Serial Number: o02
PAS_"FAIL_]
Expected: < +/- 0.0032 in.
Expected: Any constant value.
10.3.2 Resolution Test (9.4.3)
10.3.2.1 Record the PFS Test Set position and the smallest change in the sensor position.
PFS Test Set Initial Position I
Sensor Resolution I O. o,_ z
PAS_AIIE_
in.
Comments: 2k,_so,- -,:1,_),_ _o,_, - o.,s'o
-0,161 [in. and Ending Position [ -o.1_,3 lin.
Expected: < +/- 0.0032 in.
Estimated: 2(0.665)/210 ... 0.0013 in.
Proc. Spec.: 0.00032 in.
oL
10.3.3 Range Test (9.4.4)
10.3.3.1 Record the sensor and PFS Test Set full stroke positions.
Sensor Positions - Full Stroke [
+ Full Stroke [
PFS Test Set Positions - Full Stroke [
+ Full Stroke [













...................... :...... -:" : ..... ::::-::: ; /_:::_:_::::/:J":--:/>: _/i:: : _'L i/% ,:_ : /; ! • ,:L %,: :i;i:,_•/• :•_i:•_:i:•:_"';:: ::::?:: :/::::::;::•:::::%:_::::•:::•::::::::::•:::::::-
10.3.4 Linearity Test (9.4.5)
Record Sensor POSITION AND FORCE SENSOR (PFS) TEST SET POSITIONS
Positions at the
PFS Positions -0-6651".4991-0.3331-0.166 0.000 0.166 0.333 0.499
I [ I
0 to +Full Stroke 0,ool b. 1(,'4 0.-_31 0.-(q 3
+Full Stroke to 0
o,oo b b, r7_ o.33l, o.5-n
0 to -Full Stroke
-o,_5"7 -o._'f,'f-o,3z9" -0./5 I _<
-Full Stroke to 0




10.3.4.1 Print the spreadsheet containing the PFS Test Set vs. sensor positions and the linear regression and
standard deviation analysis on those points, and attach it behind this data sheet.
10.3.4.2 Record the slope, constant, and standard deviation values.
Slopel 0,99_ I Expected: 1.0 Constantl 0,oc_2 Expected: 0
Standard Deviation [ 0,c_$ [
Comments:
10.3.4.3 Calculate the linear regressed range of the null and full stroke values, and account for the
standard deviation to find the linear regressed range of the null and full stroke values.
y =mx + b, where m = slope, b = constant, x = sensor positions
linear regressed range = (y - standard deviation) to (y + standard deviation)
Actual Null Position [ ± °'°°_" [in.
Actual Min. Full Stroke Position !
Actual Max. Full Stroke Position [
-o.661
O,(=,&l
Regressed Range [-o,c_ [in. to
] o._off [in.
iin. Regressed Range[ -o._(,q
- _. tos"3






10.3.4.4 Calculate the deviations of the actual data points from the best straight line and record the largest
deviation.









































(y = mx + b)
Results
0.996343 0.001579
se m se b 0.004194 0.001753
r squared se y
F df




Least Square Fit Results Key
m = slope
b = y-intercept
se m = standard error for slope
se b = standard error for y-intercept
squared = coefficient of determination
se y = standard error for the y estimate
( se y = standard deviation)
F = the F statistic
df = degrees of freedom
ss reg = regression sum of squares
























10.4.1 Null Offset Test (9.5.2)
_10.4 PITCH STICK SENSOR DATA SHEET
_2 _,_G_- Date: '_/1_/9_ Test Article Serial Number: ool
E'aA_I
PASSC]F flXk
10.4.1.1 Record the PFS Test Set value during the test and the largest sensor value.
Sensor Null Offset I +0"°3°/-o.o31
PFS Test Set Value I q.oo o
Comments: "v_ ¢,_/_,_) ,w,_ [;_
inches A,_, -o._,/
linches
Expected: < +/- 0.010 in.
Expected: Any constant value.
10.4.2 Resolution Test (9.5.3)
10.4.2.1 Record PFS Test Set position and the smallest change in the sensor position.
PFS Test Set Initial Position i Zooo ]in. and Ending Position I
Sensor Resolution I d. o o3 lin.
PAS_'FAII_
t, oo 3 ]in.
Expected: < +/- 0.010 in.
Estimated: 3.03/29 = 0.0059 in. or greater
Proc. Spec.: 0.00098 in.
10.4.3 Range Test (9.5.4) PASSE] FAI[[_
10.4.3.1 Record the sensor and PFS Test Set full stroke positions.
Sensor Positions - FuU Strokel _ 0.7_ ]in.
+ Full Strokel _ i,$5-o Jin.
Expected: -1.01in.
Expected: +2.02in.
PFS Test Set Positions - FuU Stroke i -o.7o= ]in.
+ FuU Strokel Zo,o lin.
Expected: -1.01in.
Expected: +2.02in.
10.4.4Linearity Test (9.5.5) FAIL[_ (,4t s_,.k,. ,ot
Record Sensor POSITION AND FORCE SENSOR (PFS) TEST SET POSITIONS
Positions at the
PFS Positions -1.010 ] --0.631 [ -0.253 ] +0.126 0.505 0.884 1.263 1.641
I II |
0 to +Full Stroke The mid-stroke is 0.505, so this is
used as the zero to make the linear os5"o o,_,-7 l, _'_ /,6,9! l,q't6
+Full Stroke to 0 regression linear over the full range, o.s-Y'/ o,q5"7 1, _[g l. 6W i. 95"Y"
|
0 to-Full Stroke -o.7_Y -o.6q$'- -o.3_7 0._3_, k"
-Full Stroke to 0 _o.77 q -0. o¢.¢- -_ .28_/ o.tt7 0,_'_'2
10.4.4.1 Print the spreadsheet containing the PFS Test Set vs. sensor positions and the linear regression and
standard deviation analysis on those points, and attach it behind this data sheet.
10.4.4.2 Record the slope, constant, and standard deviation values.
Slope I _'. _'7 b ] Expected: 1.0
Standard Deviation ] O.og'7 [
Comments: 7_ s_._o__.,_3._r,oGt'I?,
Constantl O'°'¢7 I Expected:0
I o.s-_-x//
ActualNull Position[ / O. S-S"o
10.4.4.3 Calculate the linear regressed range of the null and full stroke values, and account for the
standard deviation to find the linear regressed range of the null and full stroke values.
y = mx + b, where m = slope, b = constant, x = sensor positions
linear regressed range = (y - standard deviation) to (y + standard deviation)
[in. Regressed Range[ o.,/_3 lin. to
Actual Min. Full Stroke Position I
-o.-I]q ]in. Regressed Range I-dOz..¢ ]in. to
- 0.g_-I ]in.




Actual Max. Full Stroke Position I
Comments:




SensorNonlinearity I o.  s-9 lin. Expected: < +/- 0.O202in.
Comments:
A-164
:i ::' !LI:_, :::i
i!¸¸ ••:_i_ ••
L "ii:," i_• _
- i




























Least Squares Fit (y = mx + b)
Results Map
'm b
se m se b
r squared se y
F df







Least Square Fit Results Key
m = slope
b = y-intercept
se m = standard error for slope
se b = standard error for y-intercept
r squared = coefficient of determination
se y = standard error for the y estimate
( se y = standard deviation)
F = the F statistic
df = degrees of freedom
Issreg = regression sum of squares












I I I I 1
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A-165
Performed by:
10.4.1 NullOffset Test (9.5.2)
10.4 PITCH STICK SENSOR DATA SHEET
_r_,_ t_-_[_r- Date: 6/i_./_ _ Test Article Serial Number: o_ z
PAS_] FAIL[_
10.4.1.1 Record the PFS Test Set value during the test and the largest sensor value.
Sensor Null Offset + o.cqT/_e.os.3, inches
PFS Test Set Value I oco Jinches
Comments: TL _->_,_5 _- (_ ,_ _ N-,U _K_-. ,-'Z
Expected: _<+/- 0.010 in.
Expected: Any constant value.
'_°_ '-'-ro.-_ w{_,_ ;s -_.cp,_
10.4.2 Resolution Test (9.5.3)
10.4.2.1 Record PFS Test Set position and the smallest change in the sensor position.
PFS Test Set Initial Position [ /, 2/_
Sensor Resolution [ o,oo,/ ]in.
Comments: _ _,_ _L,.,)_i 1_,_, _./5_ +o
PAS_]"FAI [E]
]in. and Ending Position [ Z 2h' ]in.
Expected: < +/- 0.010 in.
Estimated: 3.03/29 -_ 0.0059 in. or greater
Proc. Spec.: 0.00098 in.
10.4.3 Range Test (9.5.4)
10.4.3.1 Record the sensor and PFS Test Set full stroke positions.
Sensor Positions - Full Stroke[
+ Full Stroke I











ii!iiiii   i
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iiii_i:ii_!i_?i
• _ >'_'i _
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0 to +Full Stroke
+Full Stroke to 0
0 to -Full Stroke
-Full Stroke to 0
POSITION AND FORCE SENSOR (PFS) TEST SET POSITIONS
-1-0101-0.6311-0.2531+0.126 0.505 0.884 1.263 1.641
I | |
The mid-stroke is 0.505, so this is
used as the zero to make the linear
regression linear over the full range.
2.020
10.4.4.1 Print the spreadsheet containing the PFS Test Set vs. sensor positions and the linear regression and
standard deviation analysis on those points, and attach it behind this data sheet.
10.4.4.2 Record the slope, constant, and standard deviation values.
Slopel I Expected: 1.0 Constant I Expected: 0
Standard Deviation I I
Comments:
• i _ /









10.4.4.3 Calculate the linear regressed range of the null and full stroke values, and account for the
standard deviation to find the linear regressed range of the null and full stroke values.
y = mx + b, where m = slope, b = constant, x = sensor positions
linear regressed range = (y - standard deviation) to (y + standard deviation)
Actual Null Position I
Actual Min. Full Stroke Position I
Actual Max. Full Stroke Position I
Comments:
Jin. Regressed Range I lin. to
I k
]in. Regressed Rangel lin. to
I
]in. Regressed Rangel lin. to
lin.
10.4.4.4 Calculate the deviations of the actual data points from the best straight line and record the largest
deviation.































(y = mx + b)
Results
0 C
sem se b 0 0





Least Square Fit Results Key
m = slope
b = y-intercept
se m = standard error for slope
se b = standard error for y-intercept
squared = coefficient of determination
se y = standard error for the y estimate
( se y = standard deviation)
F = the F statistic
df = degrees of freedom
ss reg = regression sum of squares
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Performed by:
_'_,_ _ I
10.5.1 NullOffset Test (9.6.2)
10.5.1.1 Record the PFS Test Set value during the test and the largest sensor value.
Sensor Null Offset[
PFS Test Set Value I
Comments:
10.5 RUDDER PEDAL SENSOR DATA SHEET
B,,,,_J,K_- Date: c_/2,/¢3 Test Article Seria] Number: oct
PASS_'FAI I_
J _.e._:t O, co I inches
3,0:_ [inches
Expected: < +/- 0.0045 in.
Expected: Any constant value.
10.5.2 Resolution Test (9.6.3)
10.5.2.1 Record the PFS Test Set position and the smallest change in the sensor position.
PFS Test Set Initial Position [
Sensor Resolution J O. ovZ
PASS_FAII_
Comments: _ _,- _L._i f_',-_,,,, o, _'/7 to
o,do= Jin. and Ending Position J O,qoz [in.
in. Expected: < +/- 0.0045 in.
Estimated: 2(0.75)/2 l° = 0.0015 in.
Proc. Spec.: 0.00037 in.
J.CGo_  
10.5.3 Range Test (9.6.4)
10.5.3.1 Record the sensor and PFS Test Set full stroke positions.
Sensor Positions - Full Stroke[
+ Full Stroke[
PFS Test Set Positions - Full Stroke [

















0 to +Full Stroke
+Full Stroke to 0
0 to -Full Stroke
-Full Stroke to 0
POSITION AND FORCE SENSOR (PFS) TEST SET POSITIONS
--0.750 ] -0.563 [ -0.375 [ -0.188 0.000 0.188 0.375 0.563
O,ooc, o,1_9 0,_7; o.F'(_3
,0.o_4 ,_,lq:z. 0.?49 o.y(,_
-_.7'/_ -o._%_ -0.372 -o,i_C X
-r,.7.To -0.5%y -o.'_3S" -o.i_ o.,_c<)
10.5.4.1 Print the spreadsheet containing the PFS Test Set vs. sensor positions and the linear regression and
standard deviation analysis on those points, and attach it behind this data sheet.
10.5.4.2 Record the slope, constant, and standard deviation values.
Slopel o,qq9 I Expected: 1.0 Constant[ O,e°' Expected: 0
Standard Deviation l 0.oo z ]
Comments:
10.5.4.3 Calculate the linear regressed range of the null and full stroke values, and account for the
standard deviation to find the linear regressed range of the null and full stroke values.
y = mx + b, where m = slope, b = constant, x = sensor positions
linear regressed range = (y - standard deviation) to (y + standard deviation)
Ac a,Nu Po i.onl°°°V oooL  egres e  gel-o°° linto
MmFu,,  roke   tionl-o  e essedRangel
0.75-0Actual Max. Full Stroke Position [ ]in. Regressed Range[ o.')'q q [in. to
I °.75-3 lin.
Comments:
10.5.4.4 Calculate the deviations of the actual data points from the best straight line and record the largest
deviation. _4---aA;,,,'>z o._.,'-,> o.lfs_ _ o. 5"1r
































Least Squares Fit (y =mx + b)
Results Map
m b
se m se b









Least Square Fit Results Key
im= slope
b = y-intercept
se m = standard error for slope
se b = standard error for y-intercept
squared = coefficient of determination
se y = standard error for the y estimate
( se y = standard deviation)
F = the F statistic
df = degrees of freedom
ss reg = regression sum of squares
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10.5.1 Null Offset Test (9.6.2)
10.5.1.1 Record the PFS Test Set value during the test and the largest sensor value.
10.5 RUDDER PEDAL SENSOR DATA SHEET
Er_-J _,_q_- Date: _/,_-/¢._ Test Article Serial Number: oez
PASSE] FAIL_
Sensor Null Offset I
PFS Test Set Value I
Comments:
÷ °'°°¢/- o.cc s" ]inches




Expected: < +/- 0.0045 in.
Expected: Any constant value.
-c.ooS_ ÷o -o._ s_ ;t" ;_ po_:b_ 4_'_÷
10.5.2 Resolution Test (9.6.3)
10.5.2.1 Record the PFS Test Set position and the smallest change in the sensor position.
in.
PFS Test Set Initial Position]
Sensor Resolution ] ©" _ oz
PASS_FAII_
0 ./E'Z
Comments: TL _._,- Cka.,_l fW*,_, OJmo
in. and Ending Position [ D,/5"/
Expected: < +/- 0.0045 in.
Estimated: 2(0.75)/21° = 0.0015 in.
Proc. Spec.: 0.00037 in.
lin.
10.5.3 Range Test (9.6.4)
10.5.3.1 Record the sensor and PFS Test Set full stroke positions.
Sensor Positions - Full Stroke]
+ Full Stroke ]
PFS Test Set Positions - Full Stroke ]
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10.5.4 Linearity Test (9.6.5)
Record Sensor POSITION AND FORCE SENSOR (PFS) TEST SET POSITIONS
Positions at the
PFS Positions -0.7501-0.5631-0.3751-0.188 0.000 0.188 0.375 0.563
I I [
0 to +Full Stroke
-o,_2. o,1_(_ ,9.375" o .5"b'Z.
+Full Stroke to 0 0,v.o _, O. I9 _ o, _I 0.s-69
0 to -Full Stroke
-o.7y5--o.5-s'g -o.3"7_"-o.i_z .>ff
-Full Stroke to0 .-o.75-o -o.s'_ -=._77 -o.r$'_ -o.ooz
10.5.4.1 Print the spreadsheet containing the PFS Test Set vs. sensor positions and the linear regression and
standard deviation analysis on those points, and attach it behind this data sheet.
10.5.4.2 Record the slope, constant, and standard deviation values.
Slope[ /'°c° Expected: 1.0
Standard Deviation[ D.0oq I
Constant I O'Qcl [ Expected: 0
Comments:
10.5.4.3 Calculate the linear regressed range of the null and full stroke values, and account for the
standard deviation to find the linear regressed range of the null and full stroke values.
y =mx + b, where m = slope, b = constant, x = sensor positions
linear regressed range = (y - standard deviation) to (y + standard deviation)
Regressed Range I
i
Po   on]+°°°V-oL
Actual Min. Full Stroke Position I -0.75-0 ]in.
Actual Max. Full Stroke Position[ 0.75-0 lin.
-o. ex95 lin. to
_-o._=E" lin.
Regressed Range l - o,9;z
I -o. 7qg






10.5.4.4 Calculate the deviations of the actual data points from the best straight line and record the largest
deviation.
I
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10.6 TRAILING EDGE FLAP SENSOR DATA SHEET
Performed by: _,,-,_J _,__slL< Date: (_./z_,/¢_ Test Article Serial Number: ool
FOR THIS SENSOR: THE REFERENCE RANGE= +/-75 O,SENSOR RANGE= +l-4.050inches.
For easy comparison, all values have been converted to inches.
10.6.1 Null Offset Test (9.7.2) PAS_] FAIL_
10.6.1.1 Record the Rotary Sensor Test Set value during the test and the largest sensor value.
Sensor Null OffsetJ Y-o.123
Rotary Sensor Test Set Value l
Comments: T_ _,_,._,__ _,,_
Avg, : o.cocin.
O.ao_ [deg.
(;_+_-,_, _ m-ll of Gt.
Expected: < +/- 0.898deg = 0.049in.
Expected: Any constant value.
TL ,,'J..-,,-r@_&:.& ,_-o.C._ ,;._ o.ccc.
10.6.2 Resolution Test (9.7.3) PAS_'FAIL_




-ST.6¢z Ideg. and Ending Anglel - 6,.2_"/ Ideg.
o.5"_7 Ideg. Expected: < +/- 0.898 deg = 0.049in.
Estimated: 2(75)/29 = 0.29 deg or greater = 0.016in.
Proc. Spec.: 0.037deg = 0.002 in.
_-_o< _L.,.,,,_. Go,.,, -o.Y_3 _o -,>.sTv ;..,j.,., G- _,.IG,._ (
o..r- O.¢.9f ?,_,.L_.
10.6.3 Range Test (9.7.4)





 AS  gA C3
- FullStrokei -v.o;o li .
+F*S rokei o"o Ji .
-Fu,,Strokel Ideg.
+ Full Stroke [ '-/_,,2.2.z Ideg.
Expected: -4.050in.
Expected: 4.050in.
Expected: -75deg = -4.050in.
Expected: +75deg = 4.050in.
A-175
: [ ;i : : 1: ::;-:: ::1 ::!7 ::::: :::::::::::: :::::::::::::::::::::::::
10.6.4 Linearity Test (9.7.5)
Record Sensor ROTARY SENSOR (RS) TEST SET POSITIONS
Positions at the -4.0501-3.0375]-2.025 -1.0125 0.000RS Positions _75.000 _56.250 _37.500 _18.750 0.000
I I
0 to +Full Stroke o,0 ao
+Full Stroke to 0 -o. o_3
0 to -Full Stroke b_,,_- _ i.,,-
-Full Stroke to 0 tx_k_.- u_--
_-_._f TT_I -5,_2- -I,_37 -o.e_l
1.0125 2.025 3.0375 4.050
18.75 o 37.500 56.250 75.000
10.6.4.1 Print the spreadsheet containing the Rotary Sensor Test Set vs. sensor angles and the linear
regression and standard deviation analysis on those points, and attach it behind this data sheet.
10.6.4.2 Record the slope, constant, and standard deviation values.
Slopel f,2,_ Expected: 1.0 Constant]-°°°"/_"1 Expected." 0




10.6.4.3 Calculate the linear regressed range of the null and full stroke values, and account for the
standard deviation to find the linear regressed range of the null and full stroke values.
y =mx + b, where m = slope, b = constant, x = sensor angles
linear regressed range = (y - standard deviation) to (y + standard deviation)
Actual Null Angle I-o. _ in. Regressed.Range I -°.°q3 [in. to
Actual Min. Full Stroke Angle I- 3._,qg ]in.
Actual Max. Full Stroke Angle [ _.3_, [in.
Regressed Rangel -Z.gl, [in. to
2,,_y/ [in.
Regressed Range I 2,qz_, [in. to
a+ I lin.
Comments:
10.6.4.4 Calculate the deviations of the actual data points from the best straight line and record the largest
deviation.
I I
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Least Squares Fit (y = mx+ b)
Results Map
m b
se m se b









Least Square Fit Results Key
m = slope
b = y-intercept
se m = standard error for slope
se b = standard error for y-intercept
r squared = coefficient of determination
se y = standard error for the y estimate
( se y = standard deviation)
F = the F statistic
df = degrees of freedom
ss reg = regression sum of squares



























10.6 TRAILING EDGE FLAP SENSOR DATA SHEET
Performed by: B,-_,J K_t_,.- Date: 6/_/_ Test Article SerialNumber: ooz
t
FOR THIS SENSOR: THE REFERENCE RANGE= +/-75°,SENSOR RANGE= +/-_.050inches.
For easy comparison, all values have been converted to inches.
10.6.1 Null Offset Test (9.7.2) PASS_] FAIL[_
10.6.1.1 Record the Rotary Sensor Test Set value during the test and the largest sensor value.
II _ o. oTs-/_ ] A_.---2,s'-caSensor Null Offset - o. o-7_ lin. Expected: < +/- 0.898deg = 0.049in.
I
Rotary Sensor Test Set Value [ O, o oo
Comments: 1_ ,_:_e_;,_+ o_ +-t_ _,o,- ;_
10.6.2 Resolution Test (9.7.3)
deg. Expected: Any constant value.
_.).(o,__.:l;.gs_,a--2.S-_'o A_.5..,..I_: -z.5_-or_._
= -2.gz.g'.
10.6.2.1 Record the Rotary Sensor Test Set angle and the smallest change in the sensor angle.
RSTS Initial Angle[ 2_. ,_ Ideg. and Ending Angle[ 2_,.z_7 ]deg.
Sensor Resolution ] o, oqq
Comments: 7_ _,_ c.L,;,___
Ideg. Expected: < +/- 0.898 deg = 0.049in.
Estimated: 2(75)/29-__ 0.29 deg or greater = 0.016in.
Proc. Spec.: 0.037deg = 0.002 in.
" f
10.6.3 Range Test (9.7.4) PASSIm] FAI_
10.6.3.1 Record the sensor and Rotary Sensor Test Set full stroke positions.
Sensor Angles - Full Stroke [ - _ _ s'o






- Full Stroke[ /o_ ,_5'-/ [deg.















10.6.4 .Linearity Test (9.7.5)
Record SensorPositions at the
ROTARY SENSOR (KS) TEST SET POSITIONS
-4.0501-3.0375 -2.0251-1.0125 0.000 1.0125 2.025 3.0375 4.050KS Positions _75.0 0 _56.250 _37.500 -18"750 " 8.750 37.500 56.250 75.00 o
ov_-
0 to +Full Stroke -2.s-,dz -Z._/_3 -5,353 -_,7q7 1"-,_t
t) ,,,¢¢
+Full Stroke to 0 -2.53-/ -2.9%t -3,-¢_,-/ -3.7_-7 I -ff-c_,,¢_
0 to -Full Stroke -o,qs_ -/'"/_7 -I. _s" -2.s7o
-Full Stroke to 0 -o.gs"/ -/._/z3 -/.7']7 -2. Izz -2.5"3_
10.6.4.1 Print the spreadsheet containing the Rotary Sensor Test Set vs. sensor angles and the linear
regression and standard deviation analysis on those points, and attach it behind this data sheet.
10.6.4.2 Record the slope, constant, and standard deviation values.
SlopeJ-O-5_b I Expected: 1.0 Constant1-2"_-s-_ [ Expected: 0
Standard Deviation i 0.0"/6 ]
(
Comments: 7-/;_ u¢,,_,- _ _.v_ 7 _-;,-_,,,- _,,e ,-.,,,-_il_ _-,',d _ ,_-_,_._. %. _ _1_-+£o_-
10.6.4.3 Calculate the linear regressed range of the null and full stroke values, and account for the
standard deviation to find the linear regressed range of the null and full stroke values.
y = mx + b, where m = slope, b = constant, x = sensor angles
linear regressed range = (y - standard deviation) to (y + standard deviation)
Actual Null Angle [
Actual Min. Full Stroke Angle l
in.
Actual Max. Full Stroke Angle I
Comments:
Regressed Range [ [in. to
I








10.6.4.4 Calculate the deviations of the actual data points from the best straight line and record the largest
deviation.
Sensor Nonlinearity ] ]in.
Comments:
Expected: < +/- 0.75deg = 0.0405in.
FOXIDATA.XLS


























Least Squares Fit (y = mx + b)
Results Map
m b
se m se b
r squared se y
F df







Least Square Fit Results Key
m = slope
b = y-intercept
se m -- standard error for slope
se b = standard error for y-intercept
squared = coefficient of determination
se y = standard error for the y estimate
( se y = standard deviation)
F = the F statistic
df = degrees of freedom
ssreg = regression sum of squares









I I I 1 0






I I I I I
1 2 3 4 5
Reference (inches)
A-180
..... • ........... O_..__ _
10.7 LEADING EDGE FLAP SENSOR DAT_EE_-
Performed by: /_,--a3 Z_,_ [,._- Date: _,/m/c, 3 Test Article Serial Number: o _ q3
t I
10.7.1 Null Offset Test (9.8.2) PASSE] FAIL_]
10.7.1.1 Record the Rotary Sensor Test Set value during the test and the largest sensor value.
Sensor Null Offset {
Rotary Sensor Test Set Value [
Comments:
deg.
Expected: < +/- 0.30 deg
Expected: Any constant value.
10.7.2 Resolution Test (9.8.3) PASSe] FAIL[_]




]deg. and Ending Angle] ]deg.
deg. Expected: < +/- 0.30 deg
Estimated: 43/2 l° = 0.042 deg
Proc. Spec.: 0.0330 deg
10.7.3 Range Test (9.8.4)





 uHStro e[ ldeg
+Fu"S rokel ]deg
- u"Strokel Ideg
÷ u.S ro el ldeg
Expected: -21.5 (-7) deg




: ' : : :_ _ , ii' : i : 7 ; : :i : "_!:7 :::::::: :: :::::::::::: :::: :: ::::: ::::: ::::::::::::::::: :: :::::::::::::::::::::::::




0 to +Full Stroke
+Full Stroke to 0
0 to -Full Stroke
-Full Stroke to 0
ROTARY SENSOR (RS) TEST SET POSITIONS
-21.500 I-16.125 [-10.750 I-5.375 0.000 5.375 10.750 16.125
I I I
21.500
10.7.4.1 Print the spreadsheet containing the Rotary Sensor Test Set vs. sensor angles and the linear
regression and standard deviation analysis on those points, and attach it behind this data sheet.




Expected: 1.0 Constantl I Expected: 0
10.7.4.3 Calculate the linear regressed range of the null and full stroke values, and account for the
standard devial_on to find the linear regressed range of the null and full stroke values.
y =mx + b, where m = slope, b = constant, x = sensor angles
linear regressed range = (y - standard deviation) to (y + standard deviation)
Actual Null Angle I
Actual Min. Full Stroke Angle l
deg.
deg.
deg.Actual Max. Full Stroke Angle I
Comments:
Regressed Range l [deg. to
! [deg.
Regressed Range l [deg. to
I ]deg.
Regressed Range l Ideg. to
! Ideg.
10.7.4.4 Calculate the deviations of the actual data points from the best straight line and record the largest
deviation.
Sensor Nonlinearity [ Expected: < +/- 0.675 deg
Comments:
A-182
10.7 LEADING EDGE FLAP SENSOR DATA SHEET
8,-_,1 l_,_(_,,- Date: 6/Iq/q_ Test Article Serial Number: oo'¢5"-Performed by:
10.7.1 Null Offset Test (9.8.2) PAS_] FAII_
10.7.1.1 Record the Rotary Sensor Test Set value during the test and the largest sensor value.
Sensor Null Offset [
Rotary Sensor Test Set Value I
Comments:
Expected: < +/- 0.30 deg
Expected: Any constant value.
10.7.2 Resolution Test (9.8.3) PAS_ FAII_
10.7.2.1 Record the Rotary Sensor Test Set angle and the smallest change in the sensor angle.
RSTS Initial Angle [
Sensor Resolution I
Comments:
Jdeg. and Ending Anglei ideg.
Ideg. Expected: < +/- 0.30 deg
Estimated: 43/21° -__0.042 deg
Proc. Spec.: 0.0330 deg
10.7.3 Range Test (9.8.4)





- US okel Jdeg
+ uUS o l Ideg
F Strokel ldog
+ u"S ro l Id g
Expected: -21.5 (-7) deg








0 to +Full Stroke
+Full Stroke to 0
0 to -Full Stroke
-Full Stroke to 0
10.7.4.1 Print the spreadsheet containing the Rotary Sensor Test Set vs. sensor angles and the linear
regression and standard deviation analysis on those points, and attach it behind this data sheet.




ROTARY SENSOR (RS) TEST SET POSITIONS
-21.500 I-16.125 ]-10.750 I-5.375 0.000 5.375 10.750 16.125 21.500
i I I
Expected: 1.0 Constant i Expected: 0
10.7.4.3 Calculate the linear regressed range of the null and full stroke values, and account for the
standard deviation to find the linear regressed range of the null and full stroke values.
y =mx + b, where rn = slope, b = constant, x = sensor angles
linear regressed range = (y - standard deviation) to (y + standard deviation)
Actual Null Angle I
Actual Min. Full Stroke Angle I ideg.
Actual Max. Full Stroke Angle I
Comments:
Regressed Range I Ideg. to
I ideg.
Regressed Range I ideg. to
i ldeg.
Regressed RangeD Ideg. to
] [deg.
10.7.4.4 Calculate the deviations of the actual data points from the best straight line and record the largest
deviation.
Sensor NonlinearityI Ideg. Expected: < +/-0.675 deg
Comments:
A-184
10.8POWER LEVER CONTROL SENSOR DATA SI-I_E'T
Performed by: _._J Y_,_6__ Date:.t,t_i/#s TestAn'JcleSerialNumber: oo!
10.8.1NuU OffsetTest(9.9.2) PAS_] FAI_]
10.8.1.1RecordtheRotarySensorTestSetvalueduringthetestand thelargestsensorvalue.
Sensor Null Offset I
Rotary Sensor Test Set Value l
Comments:
Expected: < +/- 0.325 deg
Expected: Any constant value.
10.8.2 Resolution Test (9.9.3) PASS_ FAIL_
10.8.2.1 Record the Rotary Sensor Test Set angle and the smallest change in the sensor angle.
RSTS Initial Angle I
Sensor Resolution I
Comments:
Ideg. and Ending Angle I Ideg.
ideg. Expected: < +/- 0.325 deg
Estimated: 2(65)/210 = 0.13 deg
Proc. Spec.: 0.0168 deg
10.8.3 Range Test (9.9.4)






+ Full Stroke[ ]deg.
- Fun Strokei Jdeg.










0 to +Full Stroke
+Full Stroke to 0
0 to -Full Stroke




ROTARY SENSOR (RS) TEST SET POSITIONS
0.000116.250132.5000148.750 65.000 81.250 97.5000 113.750 130.000
I I I
10.8.4.1 Print the spreadsheet containing the Rotary Sensor Test Set vs. sensor angles and the linear
regression and standard deviation analysis on those points, and attach it behind this data sheet.
10.8.4.2 Record the slope, constant, and standard deviation values.
Expected: 1.0 Constant[ I Expected: 0
I
10.8.4.3 Calculate the linear regressed range of the null and full stroke values, and account for the
standard deviation to find the linear regressed range of the null and full stroke values.
y =mx + b, where m = slope, b = constant, x = sensor angles
linear regressed range = (y - standard deviation) to (y _-standard deviation)
Actual Null Angle[
Actual Min. Full Stroke Angle [
Actual Max, Full Stroke Angle[
Comments:
Regressed Range[ [deg. to
! [deg.
Regressed Range[ Ideg. to
deg.
Regressed Range[ [deg. to
Ideg.
deg.
10.8.4.4 Calculate the deviations of the actual data points from the best straight line and record the largest
deviation.
Sensor Nonlinearity i deg. Expected: Linear from < +/- 0.175 deg at 0°
to < +/- 1.5 deg at 65o
Comments:
A-186
10.8 POWER LEVER CONTROL SENSOR DATA SHEET
Performed by: _.-.-./ G,L_,- Date: 6_,_/#3 Test Article Serial Number: 002-
Ec_A _l
10.8.1 Null Offset Test (9.9.2) PAS_]/FAI I_
10.8.1.1 Record the Rotary Sensor Test Set value during the test and the largest sensor value.
Sensor Null Offsetl *" o.o_/ Ideg. A_,--62.oo_
- Expected: < +/- 0.325 deg
Rotary Sensor Test Set Value I D. o _e Ideg. Expected: Any constant value.
/_v 9 -- 6_c_, /_= _._e-/, r_;,, = W'[.q3_ .
RSTS Initial Angle]
Sensor Resolution [
10.8.2 Resolution Test (9.9.3) PAS_FAII_[[]
10.8.2.1 Record the Rotary Sensor Test Set angle and the smallest change in the sensor angle.
Zq,5"Do Ideg. and Ending Angle [ 2_. 5-7_ [deg.
O. o7_ Ideg.
Comments: 3_s,,, d.¢._,,_. Go_. Ze.9')o +_
Expected: < +/- 0.325 deg
Estimated: 2(65)/21°_- 0.13 deg
Proc. Spec.: 0.0168 deg
10.8.3 Range Test (9.9.4)





- Full Stroke ! O. ooo Jdeg. Expected:/deg
Full Stroke I ,3o.oo_v Ideg. /3O.coo
+ Expected:+++/deg
- Full Strokel -1.,o ldeg. Expected: _deg
I I
+ Full Stroke _ 5 2.03_ deg. Expected: j,6_ deg
R ST)
A-187
. . . , , . ,.,, : ,. ...... , . .... :,




0 to +Full Stroke
+Full Stroke to 0
0 to-Full Stroke
-Full Stroke to 0
ROTARY SENSOR (RS) TEST SET POSITIONS
0.000116.250132.5000148.750 65.000 81.250 97.5000
| I I
U-i,-
"r".,-=,,._I 15".37t., 3/. _"/ Z "/7. '_'/5- 6"4'.{_7
113.750 130.000
ilZ.t,./_ / zg.z,W
10.8.4.1 Print the spreadsheet containing the Rotary Sensor Test Set vs. sensor angles and the linear
regression and standard deviation analysis on those points, and attach it behind this data sheet.
10.8.4.2 Record the slope, constant, and standard deviation values.
SiopelO_'_I Expected10 Const_tl-_._) xpected0
Standard Deviation I 0.5-/03 I
Comments: 7_,_ _.z,_,,,,- ;, Cto_ _ _(:-5
10.8.4.3 Calculate the linear regressed range of the null and full stroke values, and account for the
standard deviation to find the linear regressed range of the null and full stroke values.
• t.
y = rnx + b, where m = slope, b = constant, x = sensor angles
linear regressed range = (y - standard deviation) to (y + standard deviation)
Actual Null Angle I _,s'.o_../<,_,5._z Ideg. Regressed Range 163'qZq' [deg. to




Actual Min. Full Stroke Angle I 'y"3_ _ ldeg.
Actual Max. Full Stroke Angle I tZ_: Zg¢ ]deg.
Comments:
10.8.4.4 Calculate the deviations of the actual data points from the best straight line and record the largest
deviation.
I .+ 6_
Sensor Nonlinearity l I. ol3 Ideg. Expected: Linear from < +/- 0.175 deg at 0°
to < +/- 1.5 deg at 65 o
Comments:
A-188
i!iiiiiii!i!ilililii! ilil:_ i: :_ :i_!__:_:_:_: : :_:_:_:ii_:::i!;i:i,i_!:!:i:!!:!:i:i_!_i_ i !_:_::i: i i,:_i_iilli;_i: ii,!_!i!i_ii:_ii_:i_ii?_ii: ii_!ii! iii_;_i lilz i_!i:!i .ii_ii_iiiiiiilili_!!iii! !ii i! ! lll i !iillliiilil! i!ill:iiii!!iiii!!!iiiiii!il liii:!iii _ililii i:i!iiiii!i!iiill i i!iiiiiiiiiiiiiiii!iiiiii liill i !iliiiiilii iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii:!:i:i: :_:!_:i_:i_ iii iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiilTiiiiiiiililiiiiiiiii!i!i!i
:>;i i_i ii:i _'

































Least Squares Fit (y = mx + b)
Results Map
m b
se m se b
r squared !se y
F df







Least Square Fit Results Key
m = slope
b = y-intercept
se m = standard error for slope
se b = standard error for y-intercept
r squared = coefficient of determination
se y = standard error for the y estimate
( se y = standard deviation)
F = the F statistic
df = degrees of freedom
ss reg = regression sum of squares














I I I I I I I
20 40 60 80 IOO 120 140
Reference (degrees)
10.9 NOSE WHEEL STEERING SENSOR DATA SHEET
Performed by: E,-_I _ss&,-- Date: _,/7o,/q_ Test Article Serial Number: ool
10.9.1 Null Offset Test (9.10.2) PASE_] FAI_
10.9.1.1 Record the Rotary Sensor Test Set value during the test and the largest sensor value.
Sensor Null OffsetJ +2"2"_3/-2.v1@ Ideg. AV"--Q" °_
Rotary Sensor Test Set Value l O,o_o Ideg.
Comments:
Expected: < +/- 0.186 deg
Expected: Any constant value.
RSTS Initial Angle l
Sensor Resolution I
10.9.2 Resolution Test (9.10.3) PASS_] FAIL[_
10.9.2.1 Record the Rotary Sensor Test Set angle and the smallest change in the sensor angle.
7flvvq Ideg. and Ending Anglel 7_. 739 Ideg.
O. 2 _,g Ideg.
Comments: 5__,_,_,- _t_._w L -Go_. 2s'._ _ +.
Expected: < +/- 0.186 deg
Estimated: 2(75)/29__ 0.29 deg
Proc. Spec.: 0.0366 deg
10.9.3 Range Test (9.10.4)
10.9.3.1 Record the sensor and Rotary Sensor Test Set full stroke positions.
Sensor Angles - Full Stroke I - ?sl. oo
RSTS Angles
Comments:
+ Full Strokel "75?.ooo
- Full Stroke I --Jl,/. f_,_,















0 to +Full Stroke
+Full Stroke to 0




(._ v-e-..-" 0,.,,-¢..r- 0 _.t....4- c_.,.--
- O. 220 _r"_ I -r--_,_.l _I'7_,__I 7"_'o¢*[
-'1g.'3_7 -Sto,Zgo -2'-/.o.:.[7 -Iz.t,,to ,_"
-FullStroke to0 _y_ _Tyq -27.2,/3 -2¢,7o7 -iZ./7c O, 6Go
10.9.4.1 Print the spreadsheet containing the Rotary Sensor Test Set vs. sensor angles and the linear
regression and standard deviation analysis on those points, and attach it behind this data sheet.
10.9.4.2 Record the slope, constant, and standard deviation values.
Slope] 0.qqz I Expected: 1.0 Constantl/g'7q_ I Expected: 0
I
Standard Deviation [ ( $. _ g 3 I
°,4 " .Y
10943Calcu_te._O., is _ 5_¢_a r ,_.+_} _ _l_¢_-,,_J_-,_.r-,_, _,_ s+,..L_2. ,Jk_;'_,e,'__.
• . • me dnear regressed range ot the null and full stroke values, and account for the
standard deviation to find the linear regressed range of the null and full stroke values.
y = mx + b, where m = slope, b = constant, x = sensor angles
linear regressed range = (y - standard deviation) to (y + standard deviation)




Actual Max. Full Stroke Angle [ ideg. Regressed Range J ]deg. ii !5.,-_
deg. \
Comments: \
10.9.4.4 Calculate the deviations of the actual data points from the best straight line and record the largest J
deviation. I ] /
Sensor Nonlinearity, ideg.Expected: Linear from _<+/-0.188 deg at00
to < +/- 1.5 deg at 75o
Comments: I_,s _,._',o_, _,',_ ,,of- _,_[,(_._,L s;,,,... 4-_ r,4,_;;_ ,_._.__ _:..) ,_.,._ _-_,._[ _(_,_
A-191
• FOXIDATA.XLS




























Least Squares Fit (y = mx + b)
Results Map
m b
se m se b









Least Square Fit Results Key
m = slope
b = y-intercept
se m = standard error for slope
se b = standard error for y-intercept
r squared = coefficient of determination
se y = standard error for the y estimate
( se y = standard deviation)
F = the F statistic
df = degrees of freedom
ss reg = regression sum of squares

















20 40 60 80
Reference (degrees)
A-192
10.9 NOSE WHEEL STEERING SENSOR DATA SHEET
Performed by: _,_1 _G__s_,- Date: 6/_-/,_3 Test Article Serial Number: _o 2
10.9.1 Null Offset Test (9.10.2) PASSE] FAII_
10.9.1.1 Record the Rotary Sensor Test Set value during the test and the largest sensor value.
Sensor Null Offset l _ o. 95-5 Ideg.
Rotary Sensor Test Set Value [ O. ooo
Comments:
Jdeg.
Expected: < +/- 0.186 deg
Expected: Any constant value.
RSTS Initial Angle [
Sensor Resolution I
10.9.2 Resolution Test (9.10.3) PASS[_ FAI_
10.9.2.1 Record the Rotary Sensor Test Set angle and the smallest change in the sensor angle.
21,.263 Ideg. and Ending Angle i 2-L o31, Jdeg.
O. -77 5 Ideg.
Comments: %. .... _k_y__ -17_o,_, z_,,_33
Expected: < +/- 0.186 deg
Estimated: 2(75)/29 = 0.29 deg
Proc. Spec.: 0.0366 deg
10.9.3 Range Test (9.10.4)














10.9.4 Linearity Test (9.10.5) P)_SS[_] FAIL[_ "/
Record Sensor ROTARY SENSOR (_) TEST SET POSITIONS
Positions at the
RS Positions -75.00t91-56.2501-37-5001-18.750 0.000 18._0 37.500 56.2-50 75.000
0 to +FullStroke -O._73 Iq, Z_Z 52._1 (a9._i_8 "-H,_z_?
+FullStroke to 0 -o.zq3 2z.,_¢ _-'3.,_2 71.7ol 7;.t,z_
0 to-Full Stroke -70. z3r -&l.Fcq -'-t'./.q'./¢ -22,o¢o7
-Full Stroke to 0 -7 /,o,_¢ -71,8"1_ -'./7,/q / -17,.,,_5" 2. c}3 3
10.9.4.1 Print the spreadsheet containing the Rotary Sensor Test Set vs. sensor angles and the linear
regression and standard deviation analysis on those points, and attach it behind this data sheet.
10.9.4.2 Record the slope, constant, and standard deviation values.
Slopel /,o(,7 I Expected: 1.0 Constant]0,q_/ [ Expected:0
Standard Deviation[ 7,7Zl ]
Comments:
10.9.4.3 Calculate the linear regressed range of the null and full stroke values, and account for the ;_ , t,_ _,_ of-,a
standard deviation to find the linear regressed range of the null and full stroke values, l:-,;A z c_,_d- vak,__
y = mx + b, where m = slope, b = constant, x = sensor angles
linear regressed range = (y - standard deviation) to (y + standard de_ation)
Actual Null Angle I z'_ }_/-_, zq _ Ideg. Regressed Rangel --7, z_z Ideg. to
I ¥-18_ Ideg.
Regressed Range l -8-L Z'11 Ideg. to
[-71._Hq [deg.
Regressed Rangei -rz,7_ ldeg. to
! _S.2'o Ideg.
Ac alM S oke ngael Ideg
Ac oXMaxFuHStrokeAng,el Ideg
Comments:




Sensor Nonlinearity[ /L 6"78 }deg. Expected: Linear from < +/- 0.188 deg at 0 °




i :_ _ /_i'_ ¸
, /L ii! _ _
i!:_!_i! !i!i!__:!ii










































,se m se b
r squared !se y
F df
ss reg ssresid







Least Square Fit Results Key
m = slope
b = y-intercept
se m = standard error for slope
se b = standard error for y-intercept
r squared = coefficient of determination
se y = standard error for the y estimate
( se y = standard deviation)
F = the F statistic
df = degrees of freedom
ss reg = regression sum of squares




















' : _ :i' ,i i _ ::,i,. _: _ ,: ..................
..... >. / :/..> - _ , • • •-x •• :•, :: •• • • • ••. •:• /_/: "•:i ¸¸.
J
.____, _op. -_ I o,- E'o_ _=Z
10.10 TOTAL PRESSURE SENSOR DATA SHEET
Performed by: Date: Test Article Serial Number: _o- 32 - o t
10.10.1 Leak Test (9.11.2) PAS_ FAII_
10.10.1.1 Print the file containing the sensor output data and attach it behind this data sheet.
10.10.1.2 Attach a copy of the ADT-222 data behind this data sheet.
Sensor Data Leak Rate] [in. Hg per minute
Expected: < 0.010 in Hg per minute.
ADT-222 Data Leak Rate[
Expected: < 0.010 in Hg per minute.
(Sensor Data Leak Rate minus ADT-222 Data Leak Rate) [
Expected: _<0.002 in Hg per minute.
Comments:
in. Hg per minute
l in. Hg per minute
10.10.2 Warm Up Test (9.11.3)
Room Temperature ] degrees F
10.10.2.1 Attach to this data sheet a description/sketch of the sensor orientation.
10.10.2.2 Print the file containing the sensor output data and attach it behind this data sheet.
10.10.2.3 Attach a copy of the error plot as a function of time.
Maximum Observed Error] ] in. Hg




• _ . : .... , .. , ".. . _ --: ... : ....... _ : . , , - , , .
10.10.3 Room Temperature Conversion Accuracy/Hysteresis Test (9.11.4)
Room Temperature[ I degrees F
10.10.3.1 Attach to this data sheet a description/sketch of the sensor orientation.
10.10.3.2 Print the file containing the sensor output data and attach it behind this data sheet.
10.10.3.3 Attach a copy of the error plot as a function of time. Fill in the table below.





































































Maximum Observed Error [




L10.10.4 "Cold" and "Hot" Conversion Accuracy/Hysteresis Test (9.11.5) PASS[_ FAII_
"Cold" Oven Temperature [ degrees F
10.10.4.1 Attach to this data sheet a description/sketch of the sensor orientation during "cold" test.
10.10.4.2 Print the file containing the "cold" sensor output data and attach it behind this data sheet.
10.10.4.3 Attach a copy of the "cold" error plot as a function of time. Fill in the table below.
"Cold" Temperature Test Results
(in. Hg)
Input Maximum Minimum Average Input Maximum Minimum Average
















































"Hot" Oven Temperature I I degrees F
10.10.4.4 Attach to this data sheet a description/sketch of the sensor orientation during "hot" test.
10.10.4.5 Print the file containing the "hot" sensor output data and attach it behind this data sheet.






































































10.10.5 G-Sensitivity Test (9.11.6) PASSE] FAILE]
Room Temperature I I degrees F
10.10.5.1 Attach to this data sheet a description/sketch of the sensor orientation in each of its 6 positions.







Maximum Observed Error I









10.10.6 "Creep" Test" (9.11.7)
Room Temperature i I degrees F
10.10.6.1 Attach to this data sheet a description/sketch of the sensor orientation.
10.10.6.2 Print the file containing the sensor output data and attach it behind this data sheet.
10.10.6.3 Attach a copy of the error plot as a function of time.
Maximum Observed Error I I in. Hg




10.10.7 "litter"/Short-Term Stability Test (9.11.8)
Room Temperature I ] degrees F
10.10.7.1 Attach to this data sheet a description/sketch of the sensor orientation.
10.10.7.2 Print the file containing the sensor output data and attach it behind this data sheet.
10.10.7.3 Attach a copy of the error plot as a function of time.
Maximum Observed Error [ ]in. Hg




:; : :::> :::::::::::::::::::::::
10.10.8 Humidity Sensitivity Test (9.11.9) PASSE] FAIL_
Room Temperature I degrees F
10.10.8.1 Attach to this data sheet a description/sketch of the sensor orientation during "hot" test.
10.10.8.2 Print the file containing the "hot" sensor output data and attach it behind this data sheet.
10.10.8.3 Attach a copy of the Humidity Sensitivity error plot as a function of time. Also attach an error
plot between this test and the "Hot" Test as a function of input pressure. Fill in the table below.





























































Maximum Observed Error [




10.11.1 PRT Element Accuracy Test (9.12.1)
10.11.1.1 Ice Bath Temperature[ _3Z I degrees F
10.11.1.2 Attach the ice bath PRT data behind this data sheet.
All samples within 50.00 +/- 0.05 Ohms? YE_/NC_
10.11 TOTAL TEMPERATURE PROBE DATA SHEET
"_ .G_,_(o_ Date: 6/2_/¢_ Test Article Serial Number: Z
PASS_FAII_





10.11.1.4 Average Ice Bath Resistance of PRT 2 ] "[q. qq_- IOhms
10.11.1.5 Boiling Distilled Water Bath Temperature i ] degrees F \
10.11.1.6 Attach the boiling distilled water bath PRT data behind this data sheet.
All samples within 69.63 +/- 0.15 Ohms? YE_] NC_
10.11.1.7 Average Boiling Water Bath Resistance of PRT 1 ]
10.11.1.8 Average Boiling Water Bath Resistance of PRT 2]
Comments: _ ;,-,-- _ 4_,-_ L,,_ ve_;-_i_,_ _'_ ,_ 4G,,_o_,e_. _ _-_ ,_.,,_%,_
a_ v_.v ._}&,.
.i t.2 ii_itml Room lempera_u'e Check-Out (9.12.2) P_-S_] FAII_9 _"-_-"_': ]t_
Room Temperature I I degrees F k :_,_-s;, 3















Average temperature outputs within +/- 2.0 degrees F of simulation?
ADC BIT Fails? YES[_ NC_
Comments:
YE_] NC_
10.11.3 Deicing Heater Operation Test (9.12.3) PASSE] FAII_
Room Temperature [ ] degrees F
10.11.3.1 Attach the deicing heater power data and plot to the back of this sheet.
I
Maximum Power Drawn After 5 Minutes i
Expected: < 170 Watts
Comments:
Watts
10.11.4 General Thermal Test (9.12.4) PASSIm] FAII_
10.11.4.1 Attach all PRT and TRD temperature data to the back of this sheet.
10.11.4.2 Attach ambient oven temperature data to the back of this sheet.
10.11.4.3 Attach a listing of compensated PRT temperature data to the back of this sheet.
Maximum Difference Between PRT and TRD Readings at a Given Test Point
[ ] Degrees F
Expected: < +/- 0.50 degrees F
Maximum Difference Between Oven Temperature and Either PRT or TRD Readings at a Given
Test Point
[ ] Degrees F




10.11.1 PRT Element Accuracy Test (9.12.1)
10.11.1.1 Ice Bath Temperature I 52 I degrees F
10.11.1.2 Attach the ice bath PRT data behind this data sheet.
All samples within 50.00 +/- 0.05 Ohms? YE_/NC_
10.11.1.3 Average Ice Bath Resistance of PRT 1 ] :5"o. o_)g
10.11.1.4 Average Ice Bath Resistance of PRT 21 _0.o_8
10.11 TOTAL TEMPERATURE PROBE DATA SHEET




10.11.1.5 Boiling Distilled Water Bath Temperature[ ]degrees F_ /_ _e¢o,._ _,o,,,÷ _,
sheet. /no4- c_ _,_
10.11.1.6 Attach the boiling dis_lled water bath PRT data behind this data (N PRT p_-,.,e__ s,, _e 11
All samples within 69.63 +/- 0.15 Ohms? YE_] Nor--] _,X_4- _Zo_.
10.11.1.7 Average Boiling Water Bath Resistance of PRT 1 i i Ohm \
10.11.1.8 Average Boiling Water Bath Resistance of PRT 21 ] Ohms S
ve_¢7 S_L_.
10.11.2 Initial Room Temperature Check-Out (9.12.2) PASSE] FAII_
Room Temperature[ ] degrees F
























FOCSI EOA Environmental Test Plan
Rev. 6/28/93
11.0 SCOPE
This test plan establishes the documents, equipment, and procedures necessary to verify the
operation of the Electro-Optic Architecture (EOA) under the required vibration, thermal, altitude,
and electromagnetic environments.
12.0 APPLICABLE DOCUMENTS
The following documents of the issue shown form a part of this test plan to the extent specified.
12.1 McDonnell Dou_as Corporation Documents
WS-AD-3239 Electro-optic Architecture Procurement Specification
Rev. A8 DEC 89
12_2 Government Document_
MIL-E-5400T Electronic Equipment, Airborne, General Specification for
MIL-STD-461C Electromagnetic Emission and Susceptibility Requirements for the Control of
Electromagnetic Interference
MIL-STD-462 Electromagnetic Interference Characteristics, Measurement of
MIL-STD-704D Aircraft Electrical Power Characteristics
MIL-STD-810D Environmental Test Methods and Engineering Guidelines
13.0 SUMMARY
13.1 Test Plan Objective
The objective of the test is to verify the operation of the EOA when exposed to various environmental
exlremes. This will be accomplished by comparing the performance of the EOA during and after the
environmental test to its performance before the environmental test.
132 Location
All tests will be performed at the MDC Avionics Laboratories or Environmental Test Fa "cflities.
13.3 Standard Condition_
All tests shall be performed at prevailing laboratory temperatures, barometric pressures, and
humidities unless otherwise specified.
13.4_
The test equipment consists of commercially available equipment and MDC designed equipment and




RecOrding the output of the sensors as they remain at a constant value will determine if the EOA is
functioning properly. This test is performed initially to establish baseline results and then after
each environmental test to verify proper operation.
13.5.2 _
Recording the position sensors" output of a constant value as the environmental tests are performed
will determine if the EOA is functioning properly during the test. This test is not listed as the
Monitor Test in the procedures but is performed as part of each test procedure.
13.5.3 Vibration Test
Performing three vibration tests - sinusoidal resonance surve_ sinusoidal resonance dwell and
frequency cycling, and random frequency vibration- will determine the ability of the EOA to
operate under the expected vibration environment.
13.5.4 Thermal Test
Cycling the temperature of the air surrounding the EOA from room temperature to 75°C to -30°C
to room temperature will determine the ability of the EOA to operate under the expected
temperature environment.
13.5.5 Altitude Test Procedure
Cycling the pressure surrounding the EOA from room pressure to sea level pressure to the pressure
at 50,000 feet to room pressure will determine the ability of the EOA to operate under the expected
pressureenvironment.
13.5.6 Electromagnetic Interference Test
v
Obtaining the EM radiation and condudion output of the EOA will determine how the EOA will
affect the aircraft.
13.5.7 Final Verification Test
The Integration Test Procedure for one of the sensors will be performed to determine the effect of
the environmental tests on the integrated operation of the EOA and a sensor.
13.6 Failure Handling,
v
Failures during the test procedure will be recorded, analyzed,and corrected. For a failure, the
remaining portion of the current test will be completed provided the unit under test will not be










Environmental Test Plan Equipment List
ITEM DESCRIPTION MANUFACTURER RANGE ACCURACYAND MODEL
FOCSI Test PC -




















14.2 Functional Test Procedure (Used during the environmental tests. Not a stand alone test.)
14.2.1 Procedure
14.2.1.1 Connect the sensors to the EOA so that the sensors will not be disturbed and the sensor values
will remain constant. If possible, adjust the sensors to some approximate known value to
establish a baseline sensor value.
14.2.1.2 Use the F(X23I Test PC to record the position of each sensor.
14.2.2 ]2_,.Ka_laiio_
14.2.2.1 Examine the sensor values recorded throughout the environmental test to determine if the sensor
values changed or other unexpected things occurred.
14.2.3 E x'pec_ Results
14.2.3.1 The sensor values will be constant throughout testing.
14.3 Vibration Test Procedure
14.3.1 General Preparation
14.3.1.1 Place the EOA Inits holding fixture and attach it to the vibration table. Connect to the EOA the
sensors and FOCSI Test PC which are off of the vibration table.
14.3.1.2 Attach accelerometers to the EOA and record their responses.
14.3.1.3 Use the FOCSI Test PC to monitor the constant sensor values as the vibration tests are performed.
Record the sensor values throughout the test, and record any sensor reading deviations.
14.3.1.4 The following tests will be performed in each of the three orthogonal axes, with each of the tests
being completed in one axis before the tests are performed in the next axis.
A-209
14.3.2 Resonance Survey Test
14.3.2.1 Procedure
14.3.2.1.1 A sinusoidal frequency sweep shall be made over 10 minutes from 5 to 2000Hz at the lesser
amplitude of 0.024 inch peak-to-peak or +/-2g.
14.3.2.1.2 Perform the Functional Test 14.2.
14.3.2.2 Data Evaluation
14.3.2.2.1 Note the resonant points and describe the modes of each resonant point.
14.3.2.3 _
14.3.2.3.1 The EOA will survive the test, and the sensor values will be constant throughout testing.
14.3.3 Performance Random Vibration Test
14.3.3.1 Procedure
14.3.3.1.1 Perform the random vibration profiled in Figure 1 over 30 minutes.
14.3.3.1.2 Perform the Functional Test 14.2.
14.3.3.2 Data Evaluation
14.3.3.2.1 Note the resonant points and describe the modes of each resonant point.
14.3.3.3 _
14.3.3.3.1 The EOA will survive the test, and the sensor values will be constant throughout testing.
14.3.4 Minimum Structural Rigidity Random Vibration Test
14.3.4.1 Procedure
14.3.4.1.1 Perform the random vibration profiled in Figure 2 over 60 minutes.
14.3.4.1.2 Perform the Functional Test 14.2.
14.3.4.2 Data Evaluation
14.3.4.2.1 Note the resonant points and describe the modes of each resonant point.
14.3.4.3 _L]_e_l_
14.3.4.3.1 The EOA will survive the test, and the sensor values will be constant throughout testing.
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14.4 Thermal Test Procedure
14.4.1 Procedure
14.4.1.1 Place the EOA and temperature sensor into the temperature chamber, and connect the sensors and
FOCSI Test PC to the EOA.
14.4.1.2 Place a thermocouple through a vent hole in the EOA chassis module access cover into the space
between the front panel and the power supply to measure the EOA internal temperature. Place a
thermocouple in the temperature chamber near the EOA to measure the ambient air around the
EOA.
14.4.1.3 Use the FOCSI Test PC to monitor the constant sensor values as the temperature is changed from
room temperature to 750 to -30°C to room temperature. Record the sensor values every five
degrees of chamber ambient temperature when increasing or decreasing temperature, and every
five minutes when holding the chamber at-300 or 75°C.
14.4.1.4 Slowly raise the temperature to 75°C and hold for one hour while recording sensor values.
14.4.1.5 Slowly lower the temperature to -30°C and hold for one hour while recording sensor values.
14.4.1.6 Raise the temperature of the chamber to room temperature, and monitor the sensor values for
fifteen minutes while recording the sensor values.
14.4.1.7 Perform the Functional Test 14.2.
14.4.2.1 The recorded EOA outputs should show constant sensor values with no deviations.
14.4.3_
14.4.3.1 The EOA will survive the test, and'the sensor values will be constant throughout testing
14.5 Altitude Test Proccdnr¢
14.5.1 Procedure
14.5.1.1 Place the EOA and pressure sensor into the altitude chamber, and connect the sensors and FOCSI
Test PC to the EOA.
14.5.1.2 Route the thermocouple through one of the the EOA chassis air and moisture equalization holes
and attach the thermocouple inside the EOA near the power supply. The temperature must not
greatly exceed the maximum internal operating temperature recorded in Thermal Test Procedure.
14.5.1.3 Operate the EOA until the temperature inside begins to stabilize. Abort the test if the temperature
greatly exceeds the internal operating temperature recorded in Thermal Test Procedure.
14.5.1.4 Use the FO(_I Test PC to monitor the constant sensor values as the altitude is changed from room
altitude to 50,000 feet to room altitude. Record the sensor values as much as possible while
increasing or decreasing pressure and every 5 minutes while holding at a constant pressure.
14.5.1.5 Evacuate the chamber at a rate of 500ft/sec to a pressure equaling 50,000 feet and hold for one
hour while recording sensor values.
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14.5.1.6 Raise the pressure in the chamber at a rate of 1000ft/sec until room pressure is reached, and
continue to monitor the sensor values for fifteen minutes while recording sensor values.
14.5.1.7 Perform the Functional Test 14.2.
14.5.2 Data Evaluation
14.5.2.1 The recorded EOA outputs should show constant sensor values with no deviations.
14.5.3.1 The EOA will survive the test, and the sensor values will be constant throughout testing
14.6 Electromaenetic Interference Test Procedure
14.6.1 Procedure
14.6.1.1 Place the EOA into the EMI chamber, and set up the EOA and cabling per MIL-S_. Make
sure the EOA chassis is bonded to the ground plane. Except for the first two meters of the power
and 1553 cables, shield all of those cables including the 1553 termination resistor..
14.6.1.2 When the EOA is on, check the operation of the LEDs in J2and the operation of the 1553 bus with
an oscilloscope. The LEDs should be on, and the 1553 activity should show four command words
with four responses.
14.6.1.3 Measure the EM radiation and conduction from the operating EOA according to MIL-S_2
and MIL-STD-461C (Class A1) RE02 and CE03.
14.6.2 Data Evaluation and Exr_cted Results
14.6.2.1 The radiated and conducted emissions of the EOA should be within the limits specified by
MIL-S2X)-461C (Class A1) RE02 and CE03.
14.7 Final Verification Test Procedure
14.7.1 Procedure
14.7.1.1 Perform the Integration Test Plan procedure for one of the sensors. (The Rudder Pedal Sensor.)
14.7.2 Data Evaluation
14.7.2.1 Compare the original Integration Test Plan results with the Final Verification Test results.
14.7.3 _




15.1 VIBRATION TEST DATA SHEET
15.1.1 Resonance Survey Test (143.2) dz_/q3 _,-oD K__s_&r PAS_FAII.[_
15.1.2 Print each of the sensor data files for the constant values and attach them behind this data sheet.
All of the Sensors values are constant YE_NCC_ Expect Yes.
15.1.3 Vibration results will be in a technical report; attach it behind the Vibration Test data sheets.Ve_."_ (v) _,,_-_\_
R,-.<<_<"ooZ
15.1.4 _Performance Random Vibration Test (14.3.3)
15.1.4.1 Print each of the sensor data files for the constant values and attach them behind this data sheet.
All of the Sensors values are constant Y_NCC] Expect Yes.
15.1.4.2 Vibration results will be in a technical report; attach it behind the Vibration Test data sheets.
Comments:
15.1.5 Minimum Structural Ri_dity Random Vibration Test (14.3.4) PAS_ FAI_
15.1.5.1 Print each of the sensor data files for the constant values and attach them behind this data sheet.
All of the Sensors values are constant YE NC Exl ct Yes.
15.1.5.2 Vibration results will be in a technical report; attach it behind the Vibration Test data sheets.
Comments:
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TITLE: FOCSI VIBRATION TEST
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SET-UP START: 28 JUN 93
TEST START: 28 JUN 93
TEST COMP.: 14 JUL 93
TEARDOWN COMP.: 15 JUL 93
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TEST ARTICLE DESCRIPTION: Electro-Optic
Architecture for the Fiber Optic Control System
Integration Program
MANUFACTURER: MDA-EAST
TEST ARTICLE DISPOSITION: Returned to Project
TEST LOCATION/FACILITY/NO.: BLDG 102 VIBRATION LAB, ST. LOUIS
TEST CATEGORY: GENERAL DEVELOPMENT
TUNNEL OCCUPANCY HOURS: N/A TEST RUNS/DATA POINTS: 12/4
TYPE OF DATA ACQUIRED: ACCELERATION
NO OF DATA CHANNELS: 4
TEST VARIABLES AND CONDITIONS: Ambient Lab Conditions











i. TEST OBJECTIVE: The object of this test was to determine if the
Electro-Optic Architecture (EOA) Unit would operate properly during
the vibration test program.
2. ABSTRACT OF RESULTS: The EOA exhibited several problems during the
vibration test. Any conclusions as to the ability of the EOA to operate
properly during the vibration test is left to project.
PREPARED BY: H.L. STEWART
LEAD ENGINEER
MATERIALS & STRUCTURES LAB
APPROVED BY: T.A. HILL
TECHNICAL SPECIALIST
MATERIALS & STRUCTURES LAB
RELEASED PAGE 1 OF 56
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Vibration testing was conducted on an Electro-Optic
Architecture (EOA) unit, an optic to electric decoder, for the
Fiber Optic Control System Integration Program (FOCSI). The
object of this test was to determine if the EOA would operate
properly during the vibration test program. The test program
included a sinusoidal (sine) vibration resonance survey, a
random vibration performance test, and a random vibration
minimum structrual rigidity test.
The test fixture, obtained from the Navy by the Project, was
attached to the vibration exciter vertical adapter for testing
in the vertical axis or to the horizonal table for testing in
the horizontal axes. The EOA was attached to the fixture via
the normal attachment method, pins on the rear and thumb
screw/hinge fastners on the front. A triaxial accelerometer
was bonded to the fixture and the inline channel was used as
the control accelerometer. The signals from the control
accelerometer were connected, via a charge amplifier, to a
digital vibration control system which used the signal in the
closed-loop feedback circuit to control the vibration test
environment. Three triaxial accelerometers (R1, R2, R3) were
bonded to the EOA, reference Figure I, and the inline channels
were used to monitor the frequency response of the EOA at
these locations. The signals from these accelerometers were
connected to, via charge amplifiers, the auxiliary channels of
the vibration control system to obtain the frequency response
plots. During the second vertical axis test and for the
remainder of the test, accelerometers El, R2 and R3 were
removed from the unit. Two uniaxial accelerometers (R4 and
R5) and one triaxial accelerometer were used to monitor the
the frequency response of the EOA. Accelerometer R4 was
bonded to the Bus Controller (BC) Card (in the longitudinal
axis), accelerometer R5 to the back plane between slots 2 and
3 (in the lateral axis) and accelerometer R6 to the front top
corner (reference Figure 1) to monitor the frequency response
at these locations.
The test program consisted of a sine resonance survey, a
random vibration performance test, and a random vibration
minimum structural rigidity test_ as stated in MDC Report
A3376 Addendum II, paragraphs, 4.2.2 and 4.2.17. The
resonance survey consisted of a i0 minute sine sweep from i0
to 2000 Hz with the input levels of Figure 2 (0.024 inch
double amplitude or 2 g peak whichever was less). The
frequency was swept at a logarithmic rate. The performance
test consisted of subjecting the EOA to the vibration spectrum
of Figure 3 for 30 minutes per axis. The minimum structural
test consisted of subjecting the EOA to the vibration spectrum
of Figure 4 for 60 minutes per axis. A Project representative
used the FOCSI Test Computer to monitor and record the the EOA
constant sensor values during the vibration test.
The actual vibration test program conducted and the results





response plots obtained during the test program are presented
in Figures 5 through 52. The sine frequency response plots
present transfer function (Xfer Mag) versus frequency. The
plots obtained during the random tests present power spectral
density (g_/Hz) versus frequency. The EOA exhibited some
problems (no monitor update) after i0 minutes • and I0 seconds
of the performance test in the vertical axis (first axis).
The problems were with the two 1773/1553 cards. The two cards
were removed, the "data bus" jumpered, and testing continued.
The EOA also exhibited some additional problems after 6
minutes and 38 seconds of the structural rigidity test in the
vertical axis. The EOA was returned to the avionics lab for
repairs and the test was reinitiated in the vertical axis.
The vibration test was then completed in the vertical and
lateral axes with no additional problems. However, the EOA's
internal power supply failed after 23 minutes and 16 seconds
of the structural rigidity test in the longitudinal axis.
Project decided to stop testing at this point, since the EOA
had passed the performance test requirements.
• Any conclusions as to the ability of the EOA to operate
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TIN 2 PERFORMANCE TEST VERT AXIS
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TABLE 1 - CHRONOLOGICAL VIBRATIO_ TEST LOG
FIBER OPTIC CONTROL SYSTEM INTEGRATION (FOCSI) PROGRAM
ELECTRO-OPTIC ARCHITECTURE (EOA> UNIT
TEST TEST VIBRATION TEST
TYPE FREQUENCY INPUT TIME
(HZ) LEVEL (min
............................. i .............
Resonant Survey 10-2000 Figure 2 20
Performance
Structural Rigldlty
10-2000 4.4 grms 30
10-2000 7.7 grms 6.6
Structural Rlgldlty ' 10-2000 '7.8 grms
Performance 10-2000 4.3 grms
................ . ............ | .........
Resonant Survey 10-2000 Figure 2
Resonant Survey 10-2000 Figure 2
Structural Rigidity 10-2000 7.7 gms
............................ -- m .... .-Q__
Performance 10-2000 4.4 grms
Resonant Survey 10-2000 Figure 2
------.------.-- | ------. .....
11 Performance 10-2000 4.4 grins













The test was conducted In two 10 mlnute
sweeps to obtain the frequency response
)lots.
The test was stopped after 10 minutes &
10 seconds when the monitoring system
stopped updatlng. The two 1553/1773
converter cards were removed, the data
bus was jumpered together and testing
resumed. The test was completed without
additional problems.
The test was stopped after 6 mlnutes &
38 seconds when the monltorlng system
stopped updatl ng agal n.
The EOAwas repal red and testing was
relnltlated (without the two converter
cards) in the vertical axis. Accels R1,




The test was conducted t n two 10 minute
sweeps to obtatn the frequency response
)lots.
The fre_ency response plots were
obtained |n one sweep for this test.
No fat|ures detected.
No failures detected.
The fre_ency response p|ots were
obtained in one sweep for this test.
No fal]ures detected.
The test was stopped after 23 minutes &
16 seconds due to a failure of the
Internal power supply. Project decided
to stop testing, since the EOA had











1 64FE Total Temp
2 4800 Pitot Pressure
3 4F2B Long. Stick
4 5334 Right TEF
5 155A NWS
6 5BFF Right LEF
7 5C00 Power Lever Cntl
8 233E Rudder Pedal
9 6501 Left Stabilator
I0 2954 Left Rudder
WD VALUE NAME
496.559 DegR -->FAULT UTrav
1.250 Hg -->FAULT UTrav UPwr
1.392 In -->FAULT OSlew
2.443 In -->FAULT OSlew
-24.267 Deg
36.000 Deg -->FAULT OTrav OSlew
0.000 Deg -->FAULT UTrav UPwr
0.467 In
-1.771 In -->FAULT OSlew
-0.223 In
3 max= 1.351 min= 1.351 avg= 1.351
4 max= 2.118 min= 1.888 avg= 2.003
5 max=-19.428 min=-28.519 avg=-23.974
8 max= 0.467 min= 0.466 avg= 0.466
9 max= -1.771 min= -2.356 avg= -2.064
i0 max= -0.141 min= -0.226 avg= -0.183
ENTER DATA preXSweep
RT 4 EOA
ZG 2 Sensor Values
* DONE
WD VALUE NAME
1 D7FE Total Temp
2 4800 Pitot Pressure
3 4FIE Long. Stick
4 5323 Right TEF
5 5558 NWS
6 5BFF Right LEF
7 5C00 Power Lever Cntl
8 233D Rudder Pedal
9 64AA Left Stabilator
I0 2952 Left Rudder
WD VALUE NAME
909.462 DegR -->FAULT UTrav
1.250 Hg -->FAULT UTrav UPwr
1.354 In -->FAULT OSlew
2.308 In -->FAULT OSlew
-24.560 Deg -->FAULT OSlew
36.000 Deg -->FAULT OTrav OSlew
0.000 Deg -->FAULT UTrav UPwr
0.466 In
-2.377 In -->FAULT OSlew
-0.226 In
3 max= 1.448 min= 1.300 avg= 1.374
4 max= 2.363 min= 1.706 avg= 2.035
5 max=-16.642 min=-29.252 avg=-22.947
8 max= 0.468 min= 0.466 avg= 0.467
9 max= -1.764 min= -2.968 avg= -2.366







1 64FE Total Temp
2 4800 Pitot Pressure
3 0F74 Long. Stick
4 5305 Right TEF
5 555A NWS
6 5800 Right LEF
7 5C00 Power Lever Cntl
8 233D Rudder Pedal
9 2500 Left Stabilator
i0 2954 Left Rudder
WD VALUE NAME
496.559 DegR -->FAULT UTrav
1.250 Hg -->FAULT UTrav UPwr
1.608 In
2.071 In -->FAULT OSlew
-24.267 Deg -->FAULT OSlew
-7.000 Deg -->FAULT UTrav OSlew




3 max= 1.608 min= 1.519 avg= 1.564
4 max= 2.110 min= 1.778 avg= 1.944
5 max=-18.988 min=-27.493 avg=-23.240
8 max= 0.468 min= 0.466 avg= 0.467
9 max = -1.764 min = -2.412 avg = -2.088
i0 max= -0.151 min= -0.233 avg= -0.192
ENTER DATA SWP,100HZ
RT 4 EOA
IG 2 Sensor Values
* DONE
WD VALUE NAME
1 74FE Total Temp
2 4800 Pitot Pressure
3 0F24 Long. stick
4 12C8 Right TEF
5 554F NWS
6 5800 Right LEF
7 5C00 Power Lever Cntl
8 233F Rudder Pedal
9 6601 Left Stabilator





















3 max= 1.448 min= 1.339 avg= 1.394
4 max= 2.237 min= 1.588 avg= 1.912
5 max=-18.402 min=-27.933 avg=-23.167
8 max= 0.468 min= 0.466 avg= 0.467
9 max= -1.771 min= -2.412 avg= -2.091




MSG 2 Sensor Values
* DONE
WD VALUE NAME WD VALUE NAME
1D7FE Total Temp
2 4800 Pitot Pressure
3 4FOD Long. Stick
4 52B8 Right TEF
5 552B NWS
6 5800 Right LEF
7 5C00 Power Lever Cntl
8 233E Rudder Pedal
9 24AA Left Stabilator
i0 2954 Left Rudder
909.462 DegR -->FAULT UTrav
1.250 Hg -->FAULT UTrav UPwr
1.303 In -->FAULT OSlew
1.461 In -->FAULT OSlew
-31.158 Deg -->FAULT OSlew
-7.000 Deg -->FAULT OTrav OSlew




3 max= 1.475 min= 1.371 avg= 1.423
4 max= 2.213 min= 1.762 avg= 1.987
5 max=-19.428 min=-26.466 avg=-22.947
8 max= 0.468 min= 0.436 avg = 0.452
9 max = -1.764 min= -2.412 avg= -2.088
i0 max= -0.151 min= -0.229 avg= -0.190
ENTER DATA SWP,1000HZ
RT 4 EOA
ZG 2 Sensor Values
* DONE
WD VALUE NAME
1 64FE Total Temp
2 4800 Pitot Pressure
3 4FB8 Long. Stick
4 52FC Right TEF
5 556B NWS
6 5BFF Right LEF
7 5C00 Power Lever Cntl
8 233D Rudder Pedal
9 2501 Left Stabilator
I0 2952 Left Rudder
WD VALUE NAME
496.559 DegR -->FAULT UTrav
1.250 Hg -->FAULT UTrav UPwr
1.810 In -->FAULT OSlew
1.999 In -->FAULT OSlew
-21.774 Deg -->FAULT OSlew
36.000 Deg -->FAULT OTrav OSlew




3 max= 1.697 min= 1.525 avg= 1.611
4 max= 2.300 min= 1.944 avg= 2.122
5 max=-17.815 min=-24.413 avg=-21.114
8 max= 0.468 min= 0.466 avg= 0.467
9 max= -1.764 min= -2.377 avg= -2.071
i0 max= -0.223 min= -0.233 avg= -0.228
ENTER DATA POSTXSWP
A-273








NAME WD VALUE NAME
1 74FE Total Temp
2 4800 Pitot Pressure
3 0EDE Long. Stick
4 52A7 Right TEF
5 551C NWS
6 5BFF Right LEF
7 5C00 Power Lever Cntl
8 233D Rudder Pedal
9 2502 Left Stabilator
i0 2952 Left Rudder
496.559 DegR -->FAULT UTrav
1.250 Hg -->FAULT UTrav UPwr
1.164 In
1.326 In -->FAULT OSlew
-33.358 Deg -->FAULT OSlew
36.000 Deg -->FAULT OTrav OSlew




3 max= 1.200 min= 1.117 avg= 1.158
4 max= 1.920 min= 1.683 avg= 1.801
5 max=-30.425 min=-38.783 avg=-34.604
4 EOA
2 Sensor Values
8 max= 0.467 min= 0.466 avg= 0.466
9 max= -1.737 min= -2.968 avg= -2.352
i0 max= -0.223 min= -0.226 avg= -0.224
ENTER DATA PRE RAND
* DONE
WD VALUE NAME
1 64FE Total Temp
2 4800 Pitot Pressure
3 0EBF Long. Stick
4 52BD Right TEF
5 14F9 NWS
6 5BFF Right LEF
7 5C00 Power Lever Cntl
8 233E Rudder Pedal
9 6502 Left Stabilator
i0 2954 Left Rudder
WD VALUE NAME
496.559 DegR -->FAULT UTrav
1.250 Hg -->FAULT UTrav UPwr
1.072 In
1.500 In -->FAULT OSlew
-38.490 Deg
36.000 Deg -->FAULT OTrav OSlew
0.000 Deg -->FAULT UTrav UPwr
0.467 In
-1.764 In -->FAULT OSlew
-0.223 In
3 max= 1.185 min= 1.072 avg= 1.128
4 max= 1.849 min= 1.469 avg= 1.659
5 max=-27.199 min=-39.956 avg=-33.578
8 max= 0.468 min= 0.466 avg= 0.467
9 max= -1.737 min= -2.968 avg= -2.352
i0 max= -0.223 min= -0.233 avg= -0.228







WD VALUE NAME WD VALUE NAME
1 0000 Total Temp
2 0000 Pitot Pressure
3 0000 Long. Stick
4 0000 Right TEF
5 0000 NWS
6 0000 Right LEF
7 0000 Power Lever Cntl
8 0000 Rudder Pedal
9 0000 Left Stabilator











1 max=360.000 min=360.000 avg=360.000
2 max= 1.250 min= 1.250 avg= 1.250
3 max= -I.010 min= -i.010 avg= -i.010
4 max= -4.050 min= -4.050 avg= -4.050
5 max=-75.000 min=-75.000 avg=-75.000
4
6 max= -7.000 min= -7.000 avg= -7.000
7 max= 0.000 min= 0.000 avg= 0.000
8 max= -0.750 min= -0.750 avg= -0.750
9 max = -3.560 min= -3.560 avg = -3.560




WD VALUE NAME WD VALUE NAME
1 74FE Total Temp
2 4800 Pitot Pressure
3 4E75 Long. Stick
4 131E Right TEF
5 1595 NWS
6 5BFF Right LEF
7 5C00 Power Lever Cntl
8 633D Rudder Pedal
9 2601 Left Stabilator
I0 2952 Left Rudder
496.559 DegR -->FAULT UTrav
1.250 Hg -->FAULT UTrav UPwr
0.853 In -->FAULT OSlew
2.268 In
-15.616 Deg
36.000 Deg -->FAULT OTrav OSlew
0.000 Deg -->FAULT UTrav UPwr
0.466 In -->FAULT OSlew
0.010 In
-0.226 In
3 max= 0.933 min= 0.868 avg= 0.900
4 max= 2.379 min= 2.086 avg= 2.233
5 max=-13.123 min=-17.229 avg=-15.176
8 max= 0.468 min= 0.466 avg= 0.467
9 max= 0.010 min= -2.968 avg= -1.479
i0 max= -0.223 min= -0.606 avg= -0.415




MSG 2 Sensor Values
WD VALUE NAME WD VALUE NAME
1 E8FE Total Temp
2 4800 Pitot Pressure
3 4F89 Long. Stick
4 5326 Right TEF
5 5565 NWS
6 5BFF Right LEF
7 5C00 Power Lever Cntl
8 233D Rudder Pedal
9 6501 Left Stabilator
I0 294C Left Rudder
496.559 DegR -->FAULT UTrav
1.250 Hg -->FAULT UTrav UPwr
1.670 In -->FAULT OSlew
2.332 In -->FAULT OSlew
-22.654 Deg -->FAULT OSlew
36.000 Deg -->FAULT OTrav OSlew
0.000 Deg -->FAULT UTrav UPwr
0.466 In
-1.771 In -->FAULT OSlew
-0.233 In
* DONE
3 max= 1.434 min= 0.915 avg= 1.174
4 max= 2.126 min= 1.928 avg= 2.027
5 max=-20.455 min=-22.361 avg=-21.408
EOA
2 Sensor Values
8 max= 0.468 min= 0.466 avg= 0.467
9 max= -1.771 min= -2.968 avg= -2.370





1 D7FE Total Temp
2 4800 Pitot Pressure
3 4F02 Long. Stick
4 5312 Right TEF
5 5563 NWS
6 5BFF Right LEF
7 5C00 Power Lever Cntl
8 233D Rudder Pedal
9 64AA Left Stabilator
i0 2952 Left Rudder
WD VALUE NAME
909.462 DegR -->FAULT UTrav
1.250 Hg -->FAULT UTrav UPwr
1.271 In -->FAULT OSlew
2.173 In -->FAULT OSlew
-22.947 Deg -->FAULT OSlew
36.000 Deg -->FAULT OTrav
0.000 Deg -->FAULT UTrav UPwr
0.466 In
-2.377 In -->FAULT OSlew
-0.226 In
3 max= 1.428 min= 0.915 avg= 1.171
4 max= 2.213 min= 1.785 avg= 1.999
5 max=-20.601 min=-23.974 avg=-22.287
8 max= 0.468 min= 0.433 avg= 0.451
9 max= -1.771 min= -2.968 avg= -2.370








1 64FE Total Temp
2 4800 Pitot Pressure
3 0F2B Long. Stick
4 52F3 Right TEF
5 156A NWS
6 5BFF Right LEF
7 5C00 Power Lever Cntl
8 233D Rudder Pedal
9 64AA Left Stabilator
i0 2952 Left Rudder
WD VALUE NAME
496.559 DegR -->FAULT UTrav
1.250 Hg -->FAULT UTrav UPwr
1.392 In
1.928 In -->FAULT OSlew
-21.921 Deg
36.000 Deg -->FAULT OTrav OSlew
0.000 Deg -->FAULT UTrav UPwr
0.466 In
-2.377 In -->FAULT OSlew
-0.226 In
* DONE
3 max= 1.442 min= 1.360 avg= 1.401
4 max= 2.142 min= 1.928 avg= 2.035
5 max=-21.041 min=-23.827 avg=-22.434
8 max= 0.467 min= 0.466 avg= 0.466
9 max= -1.771 min= -2.968 avg= -2.370
i0 max= -0.150 min= -0.233 avg= -0.192
ENTER DATA POST RAND
RT 4 EOA
"qG 2 Sensor Values
* DONE
WD VALUE NAME
1 64FE Total Temp
2 4800 Pitot Pressure
3 0F30 Long. Stick
4 52F0 Right TEF
5 156A NWS
6 5BFF Right LEF
7 5C00 Power Lever Cntl
8 6329 Rudder Pedal
9 6455 Left Stabilator
i0 2952 Left Rudder
WD VALUE NAME
496.559 DegR -->FAULT UTrav
1.250 Hg -->FAULT UTrav UPwr
1.407 In
1.904 In -->FAULT OSlew
-21.921 Deg
36.000 Deg -->FAULT OTrav
0.000 Deg -->FAULT UTrav UPwr
0.436 In -->FAULT OSlew
-2.968 In -->FAULT OSlew
-0.226 In
3 max= 1.448 min= 1.404 avg= 1.426
4 max= 2.063 min= 2.015 avg= 2.039
5 max=-21.041 min=-23.827 avg=-22.434
8 max= 0.467 min= 0.466 avg= 0.466
9 max= -2.356 min= -2.968 avg= -2.662
i0 max= -0.151 min= -0.226 avg= -0.189
ENTER DATA POST RAND
A-277
i RT 4 EOA
MSG 2 Sensor Values
* DONE
_ i WD VALUE NAME WD VALUE NAME
1 E8FE Total Temp
2 4800 Pitot Pressure
3 4F17 Long. Stick
4 1305 Right TEF
5 1574 NWS
6 5BFF Right LEF
7 5C00 Power Lever Cntl
8 233E Rudder Pedal
9 6455 Left Stabilator
I0 2952 Left Rudder
496.559 DegR -->FAULT UTrav
1.250 Hg -->FAULT UTrav UPwr
1.333 In -->FAULT OSlew
2.071 In
-20.455 Deg
36.000 Deg -->FAULT OTrav OSlew
0.000 Deg -->FAULT UTrav UPwr
0.467 In
-2.968 In -->FAULT OSlew
-0.226 In
3 max = 1.336 min = 1.262 avg = 1.299
4 max= 2.356 min= 1.904 avg= 2.130
5 max=-19.135 min=-23.827 avg=-21.481
8 max= 0.467 min= 0.466 avg= 0.466
9 max= -1.764 min= -2.377 avg= -2.071
i0 max= -0.223 min= -0.226 avg= -0.224
ENTER DATA PRE STRUCT
RT 4 EOA
"'qG 2 Sensor Values
* DONE
WD VALUE NAME
1 64FE Total Temp
2 4800 Pitot Pressure
3 0FI0 Long. Stick
4 1317 Right TEF
5 1573 NWS
6 5BFF Right LEF
7 5C00 Power Lever Cntl
8 233D Rudder Pedal
9 6455 Left Stabilator

















3 max= 1.339 min= 1.274 avg= 1.306
4 max= 2.245 min= 1.920 avg= 2.082
5 max=-19.428 min=-24.120 avg=-21.774
8 max= 0.468 min= 0.464 avg= 0.466
9 max= -1.764 min= -2.968 avg= -2.366
i0 max= -0.141 min= -0.233 avg= -0.187
ENTER DATA PRE STRUCT
A-278
.... i _ " _ .... _: _i_
_RT 4 EOA
MSG 2 Sensor Values
WD VALUE NAME
1 64FE Total Temp
2 4800 Pitot Pressure
3 0EA6 Long. Stick
4 1303 Right TEF
5 1569 NWS
6 5800 Right LEF
7 5C00 Power Lever Cntl
8 233F Rudder Pedal
9 6502 Left Stabilator




















3 max= 1.031 min= 0.969 avg= 1.000
4 max= 2.261 min= 1.952 avg= 2.106
5 max=-19.135 min=-22.067 avg=-20.601
8 max= 0.468 min= 0.466 avg= 0.467
9 max= -1.764 min= -2.377 avg= -2.071
i0 max= -0.223 min= -0.233 avg= -0.228
ENTER DATA PRE STRUCT
RT 4 EOA
*'_G 2 Sensor Values
* DONE
WD VALUE NAME
1 E8FE Total Temp
2 4800 Pitot Pressure
3 4E31 Long. Stick
4 5319 Right TEF
5 1568 NWS
6 5BFF Right LEF
7 5C00 Power Lever Cntl
8 6358 Rudder Pedal
9 2455 Left Stabilator
i0 6800 Left Rudder
WD VALUE NAME
496.559 DegR -->FAULT UTrav
1.250 Hg -->FAULT UTrav UPwr
0.652 In -->FAULT OSlew
2.229 In -->FAULT OSlew
-22.214 Deg
36.000 Deg -->FAULT OTrav OSlew
0.000 Deg -->FAULT UTrav UPwr
0.505 In -->FAULT OSlew
-2.968 In
-0.665 In -->FAULT
3 max= 0.989 min= 0.583 avg= 0.786
4 max= 2.419 min= 1.991 avg= 2.205
5 max=-19.575 min=-23.240 avg=-21.408
8 max= 0.468 min= 0.466 avg= 0.467
9 max= -1.764 min= -2.968 avg= -2.366
i0 max= -0.141 min= -0.233 avg= -0.187
ENTER DATA ST STRUCT
A-279
J.-7
15.2 THERMAL TEST DATA SHEET
152.1.1 Print each of the sensor data files for the constant values and attach them behind this data sheet.
EOA Maximum Internal Operating Temperature with 75°C Ambient Temperature !













"l'2b_'C ÷o _3_°C I- 5--y,._;,,,_1__$ _,_. +lO':'c- _ +/oo°¢...
÷2.ia_C +_ -5"oC..
A-280
....................................................................<< i:< iiiii_!i_!< !i<!ii!!<!il!if!illi!_!_ili<_iliiilliii!i:!i:i!i ii:iii:!iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiilil: l ! : liii!i<iill _ !il l! !i iiiiiiiii!iiiiiiiiilil i iii¸ l :!ilill i! iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii]iiiiiiiiiiiiii !] iiiiiiiili]iiiiliIII_!ll lll!!__ _i__ _i i_i__]i_i_i__iiiiii_iiiiiii_iii_iiiii_iiiiiiiiiii_iiiii_iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii
RT
G
RT 4 EOA _l
G 2 Sensor Values
WD VALU_____E NAME N _ _°_ ,
2 1 C5FF Total Temp- --_/_31 DegR
3 2 4BFF Pitot Press_ 80.000 Hg
3 0CD0 Long. Stick -0.394 In4
4 528B Right TEF 1.105 In5
5 56CI NWS 28.372 Deg6
6 5800 Right LEF -7.000 Deg7
7 IEFF Power Lever Cntl 97.468 Deg8
8 22C7 Rudder Pedal 0.293 In9
9 2432 Left Stabilator -3.212 Ini0

















3 max= -0.320 min= -0.394 avg= -0.357
4 max= 1.231 min= 0.922 avg= 1.077
5 max= 27.786 min= 23.680 avg= 25.733
RT 4 EOA
J
,,'J'_;_;_;_,_JA_-_ wl_._ _,J.,/- 6 max= 4.223 min= 4.223 avg= 4.223
_ _f-/-_,;_ +_+_. J 7 max= 97.468 min= 97.341 avg= 97.405
8 max= 0.294 min= 0.293 avg= 0.293
9 max= -3.191 min= -3.212 avg= -3.202
i0 max= -0.382 min= -0.496 avg= -0.439
ENTER DATA 26C, 28C
G

















1 7DFF Total Temp
2 4BFF Pitot Pressure
3 0CE7 Long. Stick
4 1286 Right TEF
5 16B9 NWS
6 5800 Right LEF
7 IEFF Power Lever Cntl
8 62C7 Rudder Pedal
9 2432 Left Stabilator











3 max= -0.302 min= -0.424 avg= -0.363
4 max= 1.287 min= 0.907 avg= 1.097







6 max= 4.223 min= 4.223 avg= 4.223
7 max= 97.468 min= 97.214 avg= 97.341
8 max= 0.294 min= 0.282 avg= 0.288
9 max= -3.191 min= -3.212 avg= -3.202
i0 max= -0.387 min= -0.562 avg= -0.475
ENTER DATA 20C, 27C
J
A-281
: ....... :: : :" i:'< ,, :: _::5 'Y:: <': ;i<: :: :_
4 RT 4 EOA
G 2 Sensor Values
* DONE







1 4800 Total Temp
2 4BFF Pitot Pressure
3 4CF3 Long. Stick
4 1296 Right TEF
5 56B7 NWS
6 5800 Right LEF
7 IE 7 IEFF Power Lever Cntl
B 22 8 22C7 Rudder Pedal
9 24 9 2432 Left Stabilator














3 max= -0.243 min= -0.329 avg= -0.286
4 max= 1.287 min= 1.010 avg = 1.148








6 max= 4.223 min= 4.223 avg= 4.223
7 max= 97.468 min= 97.214 avg= 97.341
8 max= 0.294 min= 0.285 avg=: 0.290
9 max= -3.191 min= -3.212 avg= -3.202
i0 max= -0.376 min= -0.497 avg= -0.437
ENTER DATA -5C, 7C
4 RT 4 EOA
,G 2 Sensor Values
* DONE
) VA WD VALUE NAME
7D 1 7000 Total Temp
4B 2 4BFF Pitot Pressure
4C 3 0CF3 Long. Stick
52 4 128C Right TEF
56 5 56A3 NWS
58 6 5BFF Right LEF
IE 7 IEFF Power Lever Cntl
22 8 22C7 Rudder Pedal
24 9 2432 Left Stabilator














3 max= -0.234 min= -0.332 avg= -0.283
4 max= 1.287 min= 1.017 avg= 1.152







6 max= 4.223 min= 4.223 avg=/ 4.223
7 max= 97.468 min= 97.468 avg= 97.468
8 max= 0.294 min= 0.288 avg= 0.291
9 max= -3.212 min= -3.212 avg= -3.212
i0 max= -0.495 min= -0.538 avg= -0.516
ENTER DATA -10C, 3C
A-284
RT 4 EOA
G 2 Sensor Val_es
* DONE
WD VALUE NAME
1 4800 Total Temp
2 4BFF Pitot Pressure
3 0CDD Long. Stick
4 1242 Right TEF
5 566A NWS
6 5800 Right LEF
7 IEFF Power Lever Cntl
8 6338 Rudder Pedal
9 2432 Left Stabilator











3 max= -0.302 min= -0.391 avg= -0.347
4 max= 0.764 min= 0.439 avg= 0.602








6 max= 4.223 min= 4.223 avg= 4.223
7 max= 97.468 min= 97.341 avg= 97.405
8 max= 0.464 min= 0.293 avg= 0.378
9 max= -3.212 min= -3.212 avg= -3.212
I0 max= -0.495 min= -0.497 avg= -0.496
ENTER DATA -15C, -3C
RT 4 EOA
G 2 Sensor Values
* DONE
WD VALUE NAME
1 7DFF Total Temp
2 4BFF Pitot Pressure
3 4CE7 Long. Stick
4 1243 Right TEF
5 1662 NWS
6 5800 Right LEF
7 IEFF Power Lever Cntl
8 22C7 Rudder Pedal
9 2432 Left Stabilator











3 max= -0.317 min= -0.370 avg= -0.344
4 max= 0.645 min= 0.455 avg= 0.550







6 max= 4.223 min= 4.223 avg= 4.223
7 max= 97.468 min= 97.468 avg= 97.468
8 max= 0.294 min= 0.293 avg= 0.293
9 max= -3.212 min= -3.212 avg= -3.212
i0 max= -0.495 min= -0.496 avg= -0.495













1 5400 Total Temp
2 4BFF Pitot Pressure
3 0CEA Long. Stick
4 1246 Right TEF
5 1662 NWS
6 5BFF Right LEF
7 IEFF Power Lever Cntl
8 22C7 Rudder Pedal
9 2432 Left Stabilator












3 max= -0.296 min= -0.352 avg= -0.324
4 max= 0.661 min= 0.503 avg= 0.582






1 55FF Total Temp
2 4BFF Pitot Pressure
3 0CEB Long. Stick
4 5239 Right TEF
5 565A NWS
6 5800 Right LEF
7 IEFF Power Lever Cntl
8 62C7 Rudder Pedal
9 2432 Left Stabilator

















7 max= 97.468 min= 97.341 avg= 97.405
8 max= 0.294 min= 0.293 avg= 0.293
9 max= -3.212 min= -3.212 avg= -3.212
i0 max= -0.400 min= -0.496 avg= -0.448









3 max= -0.290 min= -0.370 avg= -0.330
4 max= 0.550 min= 0.321 avg= 0.435
5 max= 13.270 min= 9.164 avg= 11.217
6 max= 4.223 min= 4.223 avg=, 4.223
7 max= 97.468 min= 97.341 avg= 97.405
8 max= 0.294 min= 0.287 avg= 0.290
9 max= -3.212 min= -3.212 avg= -3.212
i0 max= -0.493 min= -0.497 avg= -0.495










G 2 Sensor Values
* DONE
WD VALUE NAME
1 7000 Total Temp
2 4BFF Pitot Pressure
3 4CE6 Long. Stick
4 522D Right TEF
5 564D NWS
6 5800 Right LEF
7 IEFF Power Lever Cntl
8 62C7 Rudder Pedal
9 2432 Left Stabilator






















3 max= -0.240 min= -0.335 avg= -0.287
4 max= 0.693 min= 0.321 avg= 0.507






1 7DFF Total Temp
2 4BFF Pitot Pressure
3 0DIC Long. Stick
4 1284 Right TEF
5 5689 NWS
6 5800 Right LEF
7 5C00 Power Lever Cntl
8 22C7 Rudder Pedal
9 2432 Left Stabilator











3 max= -0.133 min= -0.255 avg= -0.194
4max= 1.279 min= 0.827 avg= 1.053
5 max= 25.440 min= 17.229 avg= 21.334
7 max= 97.468 min= 97.341 avg= 97.405
8 max= 0.294 min= 0.293 avg= 0.293
9 max= -3.212 min= -3.212 avg= -3.212














7 max= 97.468 min= 97.341 avg-= 97.405
8 max= 0.463 min= 0.293 avg= 0.378
9 max= -3.212 min= -3.212 avg= -3.212
i0 max= -0.491 min= -0.496 avg= "0.493
ENTER DATA -30+IOM-22
i%,_-t _ _-,_. _, -3_ _ _/0_4_5_. t
A-287
..... < ...... :_ v: :• :•: > _:_ • _ i¸ :•__ •:;!••:::/!i•!:•_•i_ii/!<:x_ii< i!!•} iii i_:<IL!I__• i•<•:_:iii:•:_i:iiii•::ii:iiiiiiiiiiii!::i_ii_iiiii_ili_iiiiiiiiiiiiii]ill
RT 4 EOA
G 2 Sensor Values
* DONE
WD VALUE NAME
1 4000 Total Temp
2 4BFF Pitot Pressure
3 0D34 Long. Stick
4 12C2 Right TEF
5 56CF NWS
6 5800 Right LEF
7 IEFF Power Lever Cntl
8 633C Rudder Pedal
9 2432 Left Stabilator





















3 max= -0.036 min= -0.142 avg = -0.089
4 max= 1.572 min= 1.160 avg= 1.366
5 max= 31.305 min= 23.240 avg= 27.273
7 max= 97.468 min= 97.341 avg= 97.405
8 max= 0.464 min= 0.293 avg .... 0.378
9 max= -3.212 min= -3.212 avg= -3.212
i0 max= -0.495 min= -0.496 avg= -0.495
ENTER DATA -30+15M-23
RT 4 EOA
$ 2 Sensor Values
* DONE
WD VALUE NAME
1 5400 Total Temp
2 4BFF Pitot Pressure
3 0D3E Long. Stick
4 12CC Right TEF
5 16DE NWS
6 5800 Right LEF
7 IEFF Power Lever Cntl
8 6338 Rudder Pedal
9 2432 Left Stabilator











2 max= 79.769 min= 70.301 avg= 75.035
3 max= -0.012 min= -0.104 avg= -0.058
4 max= 1.722 min= 1.405 avg= 1.564







6 max= 4.223 min= 4.223 avg= 4.223
7 max= 97.468 min= 97.341 avg= 97.405
8 max= 0.463 min= -0.438 avg= 0.012
9 max= -3.212 min= -3.212 avg= -3.212







1 5400 Total Temp
2 4BE1 Pitot Pressure
3 0D45 Long. Stick
4 12D5 Right TEF
5 16E8 NWS
6 5800 Right LEF
7 IEFF Power Lever Cntl
8 22C7 Rudder Pedal
9 2432 Left Stabilator















2 max= 79.846 min= 70.839 avg= 75.343
3 max= -0.006 min= -0.077 avg= -0.041
4 max= 1.793 min= 1.580 avg= 1.687
5 max= 34.238 min= 29.692 avg= 31.965
7 max= 97.468 min= 97.341 avg= 97.405
8 max= 0.464 min= -0.439 avg= 0.012
9 max= -3.212 min= -3.226 avg= -3.219
I0 max= -0.493 min= -0.497 avg= -0.495
ENTER DATA -30+25M-24
RT 4 EOA
G 2 Sensor Values
* DONE
WD VALUE NAME
I 7DFF Total Temp
2 4BA3 Pitot Pressure
3 4D4D Long. Stick
4 12DD Right TEF
5 56F5 NWS
6 5800 Right LEF
7 5C00 Power Lever Cntl
8 62C7 Rudder Pedal
9 2432 Left Stabilator
i0 6800 Left Rudder
WD VALUE NAME
634.731 DegR -->FAULT UTrav
72.918 Hg -->FAULT OSlew
-0.024 In -->FAULT OSlew
1.754 In
35.997 Deg -->FAULT OSlew
-7.000 Deg -->FAULT UTrav OSlew
0.000 Deg -->FAULT UTrav OSlew
0.293 In -->FAULT OSlew
-3.212 In
-0.665 In -->FAULT UTrav OSlew
2 max= 79.846 min= 66.452 avg= 73.149
3 max= 0.003 min= -0.071 avg= -0.034
4 max= 1.857 min= 1.675 avg= 1.766
5 max= 35.117 min= 31.452 avg= 33.284
6 max= -4.394 min= -4.394 avg=,-4.394
7 max= 97.468 min= 97.341 avg=97.405
8 max= 0.464 min= 0.293 avg= 0.378
9 max= -3.212 min= -3.212 avg= -3.212




_G 2 Sensor Values
* DONE
WD VALUE NAME
1 55FF Total Temp
2 4BB8 Pitot Pressure
3 0D4E Long. Stick
4 12EC Right TEF
5 16DC NWS
6 5800 Right LEF
7 IEFF Power Lever Cntl
8 22C7 Rudder Pedal
9 2432 Left Stabilator











2 max= 79.769 min= 66.067 avg= 72.918
3 max= 0.009 min= -0.068 avg= -0.030
4 max= 1.920 min= 1.714 avg= 1.817






6 max= -4.394 min= -4.394 avg= -4.394
7 max= 97.468 min= 97.468 avg= 97.468
8 max= 0.463 min= -0.463 avg= 0.000
9 max= -3.212 min= -3.212 avg= -3.212
i0 max= -0.376 min= -0.496 avg= -0.436
ENTER DATA -30+35M-25
RT 4 EOA
G 2 Sensor Values
* DONE
WD VALUE NAME
1 4800 Total Temp
2 4B9C Pitot Pressure
3 4D50 Long. Stick
4 52EF Right TEF
5 16E6 NWS
6 5800 Right LEF
7 IEFF Power Lever Cntl
8 22C7 Rudder Pedal
9 2432 Left Stabilator











2 max= 79.846 min= 64.296 avg= 72.071
3 max= 0.021 min= -0.053 avg= -0.016
4 max= 1.912 min= 1.683 avg= 1.797








6 max= -4.394 min= -4.394 avg=-4.394
7 max= 97.468 min= 97.341 avg= 97.405
8 max= 0.463 min= 0.293 avg= 0.378
9 max= -3.212 min= -3.212 avg= -3.212




"_G 2 Sensor Values
* DONE
WD VALUE NAME
1 6000 Total Temp
2 4BB3 Pitot Pressure
3 0D51 Long. Stick
4 52DF Right TEF
5 16EB NWS
6 5800 Right LEF
7 IEFF Power Lever Cntl
8 60C4 Rudder Pedal
9 2432 Left Stabilator
I0 6883 Left Rudder
WD VALUE NAME
360.000 DegR -->FAULT UTrav
74.150 Hg -->FAULT OSlew
-0.012 In
1.770 In -->FAULT OSlew
34.531 Deg
-7.000 Deg -->FAULT UTrav
97.468 Deg
-0.463 In -->FAULT OSlew
-3.212 In
-0.495 In -->FAULT OSlew
2 max= 76.382 min= 64.450 avg= 70.416
3 max= 0.024 min= -0.053 avg= -0.015
4 max= 1.952 min= 1.714 avg= 1.833
5 max= 36.144 min= 32.185 avg= 34.164
6 max= -4.394 min= -4.394 avg= -4.394
7 max= 97.468 min= 97.341 avg= 97.405
8 max= 0.463 min= -0.444 avg= 0.010
9 max= -3.212 min= -3.212 avg= -3.212
i0 max= -0.493 min= -0.497 avg= -0.495
ENTER DATA -30+45M-2_
RT 4 EOA
_G 2 Sensor Values
* DONE
WD VALUE NAME
1 7DFF Total Temp
2 4B93 Pitot Pressure
3 0D51 Long. Stick
4 12E4 Right TEF
5 16EE NWS
6 5800 Right LEF
7 IEFF Power Lever Cntl
8 22C7 Rudder Pedal
9 2432 Left Stabilator











2 max= 78.306 min= 65.605 avg= 71.956
3 max= 0.033 min= -0.036 avg= -0.001
4 max= 1.983 min= 1.762 avg= 1.873






6 max= -4.394 min= -4.394 avg= -4.394
7 max= 97.468 min= 97.341 avg= 97.405
8 max= 0.458 min= 0.293 avg= 0.375
9 max= -3.212 min= -3.212 avg= -3.212
i0 max= -0.493 min= -0.496 avg= -0.495
ENTER DATA -30+_-2. =
A-291
[ ........... - i _ C LCj_ ¸ _ • •/ • L • : • •" • • • /• - / •_• •u ; :] • •- • • •• _ /: : :2 : • ••:• : • :• • •:• 7 :f:•:CU/A •>:•::••q::U::_:'''•'•''-•''
> > : :: _ • /; < • ::7: :>:2+ UALAA2>:<>:U::7:+: :U><:::<:::2:::::::::::2:::::2:::.:
RT 4 EOA
MSG 2 Sensor Values
* DONE
WD VALUE NAME WD VALUE NAME
1 7C00 Total Temp
2 4B6B Pitot Pressure
3 4D5F Long. Stick
4 12E9 Right TEF
5 16FI NWS
6 5800 Right LEF
7 5C00 Power Lever Cntl
8 632C Rudder Pedal
9 2432 Left Stabilator
i0 6800 Left Rudder
360.000 DegR -->FAULT UTrav
68.607 Hg -->FAULT OSlew
0.030 In -->FAULT OSlew
1.849 In
35.411 Deg
-7.000 Deg -->FAULT UTrav OSlew
0.000 Deg -->FAULT UTrav OSlew
0.441 In -->FAULT OSlew
-3.212 In
-0.665 In -->FAULT UTrav
2 max= 79.538 min= 67.067 avg= 73.303
3 max= 0.036 min= -0.059 avg= -0.012
4 max= 1.968 min= 1.778 avg= 1.873
5 max= 36.437 min= 32.331 avg= 34.384
6 max= -4.394 min= -4.394 avg= -4.394
7 max= 97.468 min= 97.468 avg= 97.468
8 max= 0.464 min= 0.293 avg= 0.378
9 max= -3.212 min= -3.212 avg= -3.212
i0 max= -0.493 min= -0.496 avg= -0.495
ENTER DATA -30_-25
RT 4 EOA
MSG 2 Sensor Values
WD VALUE NAME
1 7DFF Total Temp
2 4B7D Pitot Pressure
3 0D54 Long. Stick
4 52E3 Right TEF
5 56E4 NWS
6 5800 Right LEF
7 IEFF Power Lever Cntl
8 22C7 Rudder Pedal
9 2432 Left Stabilator











2 max= 72.995 min= 68.915 avg= 70.955
3 max= 0.039 min= -0.036 avg= 0.001
4 max= 1.944 min= 1.785 avg= 1.865












6 max= -4.394 min= -4.394 avg= -4.394
7 max= 97.468 min= 97.341 avg= 97.405
8 max= 0.463 min= 0.293 avg= 0.378
9 max= -3.212 min= -3.212 avg= -3.212









1 7DFF Total Temp
2 4B2B Pitot Pressure
3 0D57 Long. Stick
4 52DE Right TEF
5 16EB NWS
6 5800 Right LEF
7 5C00 Power Lever Cntl
8 22C7 Rudder Pedal
9 2432 Left Stabilator
i0 6800 Left Rudder
WD VALUE NAME
634.731 DegR -->FAULT UTrav
63.680 Hg -->FAULT OSlew
0.006 In
1.762 In -->FAULT OSlew
34.531 Deg
-7.000 Deg -->FAULT UTrav OSlew
0.000 Deg -->FAULT UTrav OSlew
0.293 In
-3.212 In
-0.665 In -->FAULT UTrav OSlew
2 max= 75.381 min= 70.070 avg= 72.725
3 max= 0.041 min= -0.036 avg= 0.003
4 max= 1.968 min= 1.770 avg= 1.869
5 max= 36.290 min= 32.478 avg= 34.384
6 max= -4.394 min= -4.394 avg= -4.394
7 max= 97.468 min= 97.341 avg= 97.405
8 max= 0.463 min= 0.293 avg= 0.378
9 max= -3.212 min = -3.212 avg= -3.212
i0 max= -0.495 min= -0.536 avg= -0.515
ENTER DATA -25C, -24C
RT 4 EOA
,G 2 Sensor Values
* DONE
WD VALUE NAME
1 7000 Total Temp
2 0BB9 Pitot Pressure
3 4D58 Long. Stick
4 12ED Right TEF
5 56E5 NWS
6 5800 Right LEF
7 IEFF Power Lever Cntl
8 22C7 Rudder Pedal
9 2432 Left Stabilator











2 max= 75.381 min= 64.912 avg= 70.147
3 max= 0.024 min= -0.036 avg= -0.006
4 max= 1.912 min= 1.722 avg= 1.817






6 max= -4.394 min= -4.394 avg= -4.394
7 max= 97.468 min= 97.468 avg= 97.468
8 max= 0.464 min= 0.293 avg= 0.378
9 max= -3.212 min= -3.212 avg= -3.212
I0 max= -0.493 min= -0.496 avg= -0.495
ENTER DATA -20C, -21C
A-293
RT 4 EOA
G 2 Sensor Values
WD VALUE NAME WD VALUE NAME
1 5400 Total Temp
2 4B69 Pitot Pressure
3 4D51 Long. Stick
4 12E9 Right TEF
5 56EB NWS
6 5800 Right LEF
7 IEFF Power Lever Cntl
8 62C7 Rudder Pedal
9 2432 Left Stabilator
i0 6800 Left Rudder
360.000 DegR -->FAULT UTrav
68.453 Hg -->FAULT OSlew
-0.012 In -->FAULT OSlew
1.849 In
34.531Deg -->FAULT OSlew
-7.000 Deg -->FAULT UTrav
97.468 Deg
0.293 In -->FAULT OSlew
-3.212 In
-0.665 In -->FAULT UTrav
2 max= 79.461 min= 68.838 avg= 74.150
3 max= -0.006 min= -0.065 avg= -0.036
4 max= 1.873 min= 1.730 avg= 1.801
5 max= 34.971 min= 31.012 avg= 32.991
* DONE
6 max= -4.394 min= -4.394 avg= -4.394
7 max= 97.468 min= 97.468 avg= 97.468
8 max= 0.464 min= -0.441 avg= 0.012
9 max= -3.212 min= -3.212 avg= -3.212
i0 max= -0.376 min= -0.496 avg= -0.436
ENTER DATA -15C, -16C
RT 4 EOA
G 2 Sensor Values
* DONE
WD VALUE NAME
1 5400 Total Temp
2 4BB3 Pitot Pressure
3 4D44 Long. Stick
4 52C9 Right TEF
5 56C5 NWS
6 5800 Right LEF
7 IEFF Power Lever Cntl
8 22C7 Rudder Pedal
9 2432 Left Stabilator
i0 6882 Left Rudder
WD VALUE NAME
360.000 DegR -->FAULT UTrav
74.150 Hg -->FAULT OSlew
-0.050 In -->FAULT OSlew
1.595 In -->FAULT OSlew
28.959 Deg -->FAULT OSlew




-0.496 In -->FAULT OSlew
2 max= 79.615 min= 68.222 avg= 73.919
3 max= 0.018 min= -0.059 avg= -0.021
4 max= 1.793 min= 1.619 avg= 1.706
5 max= 33.651 min= 30.572 avg= 32.111
7 max= 97.468 min= 97.341 avg= 97.405
8 max= 0.461 min= 0.293 avg= 0.377
9 max= -3.212 min= -3.212 avg= -3.212
i0 max= -0.495 min= -0.497 avg= -0.496
ENTER DATA -10C, -12C
A-294
RT 4 EOA
G 2 Sensor Values
* DONE
WD VALUE NAME
1 7DFF Total Temp
2 4B91 Pitot Pressure
3 4D39 Long. Stick
4 12BB Right TEF
5 56BC NWS
6 590B Right LEF
7 5C00 Power Lever Cntl
8 22C7 Rudder Pedal
9 2432 Left Stabilator
i0 6800 Left Rudder
WD VALUE NAME
634.731 DegR -->FAULT UTrav
71.532 Hg -->FAULT OSlew
-0.083 In -->FAULT OSlew
1.485 In
27.639 Deg -->FAULT OSlew
4.223 Deg -->FAULT OSlew
0.000 Deg -->FAULT UTrav OSlew
0.293 In
-3.212 In
-0.665 In -->FAULT UTrav OSlew
2 max= 79.846 min= 78.614 avg= 79.230
3 max= -0.039 min= -0.116 avg= -0.077
4 max= 1.619 min= 1.279 avg= 1.449
5 max= 30.718 min= 24.560 avg= 27.639
7 max= 97.468 min= 97.341 avg= 97.405
8 max= 0.463 min= 0.293 avg= 0.378
9 max= -3.212 min= -3.212 avg= -3.212
i0 max= -0.493 min= -0.497 avg= -0.495
ENTER DATA -5C, -7C
RT 4 EOA
,G 2 Sensor Values
WD VALUE NAME
1 55FF Total Temp
2 4BFF Pitot Pressure
3 4D22 Long. Stick
4 52AC Right TEF
5 169D NWS
6 5800 Right LEF
7 IEFF Power Lever Cntl
8 22C7 Rudder Pedal
9 2432 Left Stabilator











3 max= -0.118 min= -0.228 avg= -0.173
4 max= 1.390 min= 0.970 avg= 1.180














6 max= 4.223 min= 4.223 avg= 4.223
7 max= 97.468 min= 97.341 avg= 97.405
8 max= 0.294 min= 0.293 avg= 0.293
9 max= -3.212 min= -3.212 avg= -3.212
I0 max= -0.495 min= -0.496 avg= -0.495
ENTER DATA 0C, -2C
A-295
RT 4 EOA
G 2 Sensor Values
* DONE
WD VALUE NAME
1 47FF Total Temp
2 4BFF Pitot Pressure
3 0CF2 Long. Stick
4 1244 Right TEF
5 1654 NWS
6 5800 Right LEF
7 IEFE Power Lever Cntl
8 6338 Rudder Pedal
9 2432 Left Stabilator




















3 max = -0.207 min= -0.344 avg= -0.275
4 max= 0.907 min= 0.408 avg= 0.657
5 max= 18.842 min= 8.431 avg= 13.636
7 max= 97.468 min= 97.341 avg= 97.405
8 max= 0.458 min= 0.287 avg =_ 0.372
9 max= -3.212 min= -3.212 avg= -3.212
i0 max= -0.376 min= -0.497 avg= -0.437
ENTER DATA 5C, 3C
RT 4 EOA
.G 2 Sensor Values
* DONE
WD VALUE NAME
1 7DFF Total Temp
2 4BFF Pitot Pressure
3 4CD4 Long. Stick
4 1213 Right TEF
5 562A NWS
6 5800 Right LEF
7 IEFF Power Lever Cntl
8 22C7 Rudder Pedal
9 2432 Left Stabilator

















3 max= -0.314 min= -0.403 avg= -0.358
4 max= 0.447 min= 0.099 avg= 0.273
5 max= 11.217 min= 4.619 avg= 7.918
/
7 max= 97.468 min= 97.341 avg= 97.405
8 max= 0.458 min= 0.293 avg= 0.375
9 max= -3.212 min= -3.212 avg= -3.212
i0 max= -0.495 min= -0.497 avg= -0.496
ENTER DATA 10C, 6C
A-296
_•• ,_ _ T•< _ i
RT 4 EOA
]G 2 Sensor Val_es
* DONE
WD VALUE NAME
I 55FF Total Temp
2 4BFF Pitot Pressure
3 0CEB Long. Stick
4 124B Right TEF
5 166A NWS
6 5800 Right LEF
7 IEFF Power Lever Cntl
8 22C7 Rudder Pedal
9 2432 Left Stabilator















3 max= -0.264 min= -0.341 avg= -0.302
4 max= 0.653 min= 0.471 avg= 0.562
5 max= 15.762 min= 12.683 avg= 14.223
7 max= 97.468 min= 97.341 avg= 97.405
8 max= 0.466 min= 0.293 avg= 0.379
9 max= -3.212 min = -3.212 avg= -3.212
i0 max= -0.376 min= -0.497 avg= -0.437
ENTER DATA 15C, IIC
RT 4 EOA
3G 2 Sensor Values
* DONE
WD VALUE NAME
1 7DFF Total Temp
2 4BFF Pitot Pressure
3 0CE4 Long. Stick
4 1245 Right TEF
5 1663 NWS
6 5800 Right LEF
7 IEFF Power Lever Cntl
8 22C7 Rudder Pedal
9 2432 Left Stabilator
















3 max= -0.302 min= -0.367 avg= -0.335
4 max= 0.637 min= 0.432 avg= 0.534
5 max= 15.469 min= 11.804 avg= 13.636
7 max= 97.468 min= 97.341 avg= 97.405
8 max= 0.294 min= 0.287 avg= 0.290
9 max= -3.212 min= -3.212 avg= -3.212
i0 max= -0.376 min= -0.496 avg= -0.436
ENTER DATA 20C, 16C
A-297
i!iiii!!ii!i!!:¸¸¸¸¸¸...................................._ ¸_%¸: _¸:__:>:_:_¸_¸:¸_: _¸_:? ?_% :_ ¸_:_ _ :_¸_;_;:_i!iiii l_!!ili;__ii_ii_i_i_i_!:i_ii_i_i; ii! i!ii _ii:_i;!il ii!!ii!! li il! iii!iill_i!_iiiii_i}_i!ill!!ii_ii!_i_iiiiiii_!iii_iiii_ii_i_ii_i_iii_i_i_iiiii_i_iiiii_i_i_iiiii_iiiiiii_iiiii_iiiii_iii_iiiiiiiiiiiii
RT 4 EOA
"G 2 Sensor Values
WD VALUE NAME
_: 1 7DFF Total Temp
2 4BFF Pitot Pressure
3 4CE3 Long. Stick
_iii_: 4 5260 Right TEF
5 1691 ms
_i:_i 6 5800 Right LEF
7 IEFF Power Lever Cntl
_ ..... 8 22C8 Rudder Pedal
•i!i•:ii 9 2432 Left Stabilator
























3 max= -0.267 min= -0.361 avg= -0.314
4 max= 0.994 min= 0.661 avg= 0.827
5 max= 23.240 min= 17.669 avg= 20.455
7 max= 97.468 min= 97.341 avg= 97.405
8 max= 0.294 min= 0.293 avg= 0.293
9 max= -3.212 min= -3.212 avg= -3.212
i0 max= -0.387 min= -0.497 avg= -0.442
ENTER DATA 25C, 22C
RT 4 EOA
G 2 Sensor Values
WD VALUE NAME
1 55FF Total Temp
2 4BFF Pitot Pressure
3 0CF2 Long. Stick
4 529B Right TEF
5 56B9 NWS
6 5800 Right LEF
7 IEFF Power Lever Cntl
8 22C7 Rudder Pedal
9 2432 Left Stabilator











3 max= -0.222 min= -0,323 avg= -0.272
4•max = 1.326 min= 1.041 avg= 1.184









6 max= 4.223 min= 4.223 avg= 4.223
7 max= 97.468 min= 97.341 avg= 97.405
8 max= 0.294 min= 0.284 avg= 0.289
9 max= -3.191 min= -3.212 avg= -3.202
i0 max= -0.385 min= -0.496 avg= -0.441





"G 2 Sensor Values
WD VALUE NAME
1 7DFF Total Temp
2 4BFF Pitot Pressure
3 0CEF Long. Stick
4 5297 Right TEF
5 56A7 NWS
6 5800 Right LEF
7 5C00 Power Lever Cntl
8 22C7 Rudder Pedal
9 2432 Left Stabilator











3 max= -0.240 min= -0.352 avg= -0.296
4 max= 1.295 min= 0.970 avg= 1.132

















7 max= 97.468 min= 97.468 avg= 97.468
8 max= 0.294 min= 0.287 avg= 0.290
9 max= -3.191 min= -3.226 avg= -3.209
i0 max= 0.254 min= -0.496 avg= -0.121
ENTER DATA 35C, 31C
RT 4 EOA




1 7000 Total Temp
2 4BFF Pitot Pressure
3 0CE7 Long. Stick
4 128B Right TEF
5 16C5 NWS
6 5800 Right LEF
7 IEFF Power Lever Cntl
8 22C7 Rudder Pedal
9 2432 Left Stabilator
















3 max= -0.252 min= -0.364 avg= -0.308
4 max= 1.263 min= 0.907 avg= 1.085
5 max= 30.572 min= 22.801 avg= 26.686
7 max= 97.468 min= 97.214 avg= 97.341
8 max= 0.294 min= 0.284 avg= 0.289
9 max= -3.191 min= -3.212 avg= -3.202
i0 max= -0.376 min= -0.496 avg= -0.436
ENTER DATA 40C, 36C
A-299
RT 4 EOA
G 2 Sensor Values
* DONE
WD VALUE NAME
1 55FF Total Temp
2 4BFF Pitot Pressure
3 0CDA Long. Stick
4 5291 Right TEF
5 16AA NWS
6 590B Right LEF
7 IEFF Power Lever Cntl
8 22C7 Rudder Pedal
9 2432 Left Stabilator
i0 2882 Left Rudder
WD VALUE NAME
634.731 DegR -->FAULT UTrav
80.000 Hg -->FAULT OTrav UPwr
-0.364 In
1.152 In -->FAULT OSlew
25.000 Deg





3 max = -0.278 min= -0.379 avg= -0.329
4 max= 1.334 min= 0.922 avg= 1.128
5 max= 28.812 min= 23.534 avg= 26.173
7 max= 97.468 min= 97.341 avg= 97.405
8 max= 0.294 min= 0.293 avg= 0.293
9 max= -3.191 min= -3.212 avg= -3.202
i0 max= -0.376 min= -0.497 avg= -0.437






1 7DFF Total Temp
2 4BFF Pitot Pressure
3 0CE5 Long. Stick
4 128E Right TEF
5 16B0 NWS
6 5800 Right LEF
7 IEFF Power Lever Cntl
8 22C8 Rudder Pedal
9 2432 Left Stabilator

















3 max= -0.296 min= -0.391 avg= -0.344
4 max= 1.302 min= 1.025 avg= 1.164
5 max= 27.346 min= 23.534 avg= 25.440
7 max= 97.468 min= 97.341 avg= 97.405
8 max= 0.294 min= 0.293 avg= 0.293
9 max= -3.191 min= -3.212 avg= -3.202
I0 max= -0.493 min= -0.496 avg= -0.495








1 EA00 Total Temp
2 4BFF Pitot Pressure
3 4CD3 Long. Stick
4 5287 Right TEF
5 16AC NWS
6 5800 Right LEF
7 5C00 Power Lever Cntl
8 22C7 Rudder Pedal
9 2432 Left Stabilator
i0 2883 Left Rudder
WD VALUE NAME
635.269 DegR -->FAULT UTrav
80.000 Hg -->FAULT OTrav UPwr
-0.385 In -->FAULT OSlew
1.073 In -->FAULT OSlew
25.293 Deg
-7.000 Deg -->FAULT UTrav OSlew




3 max= -0.302 min= -0.400 avg= -0.351
4 max= 1.176 min= 0.978 avg= 1.077
5 max= 26.320 min= 22.361 avg= 24.340
7 max= 97.468 min= 97.214 avg= 97.341
8 max= 0.294 min= 0.293 avg= 0.293
9 max= -3.191 min= -3.212 avg= -3.202
i0 max= -0.495 min= -0.496 avg= -0.495
ENTER DATA 55C, 47C
RT 4 EOA
,G 2 Sensor Values
WD VALUE NAME
1 DA00 Total Temp
2 4BFF Pitot Pressure
3 0CDF Long. Stick
4 1273 Right TEF
5 56A7 NWS
6 5800 Right LEF
7 IEFF Power Lever Cntl
8 22C7 Rudder Pedal
9 2432 Left Stabilator











3 max= -0.317 min= -0.450 avg= -0.384
4 max= 1.105 min= 0.875 avg= 0.990








6 max= 4.223 min= 4.223 avg= 4.223
7 max= 97.468 min= 97.341 avg= 97.405
8 max= 0.294 min= 0.284 avg= 0.289
9 max= -3.191 min= -3.226 avg= -3.209
I0 max= -0.376 min= -0.502 avg= -0.439
ENTER DATA 60C, 51C
A-301
RT 4 EOA
G 2 Sensor Values
* DONE
WD VALUE NAME
1 5400 Total Temp
2 4BFF Pitot Pressure
3 0CCC Long. Stick
4 526A Right TEF
5 16A3 NWS
6 5BFF Right LEF
7 IEFF Power Lever Cntl
8 22C7 Rudder Pedal
9 2432 Left Stabilator











3 max= -0.305 min= -0.509 avg= -0.407
4 max= 1.073 min= 0.637 avg= 0.855







6 max= 4.223 min= 4.223 avg= 4.223
7 max= 97.468 min= 97.341 avg= 97.405
8 max= 0.294 min= 0.282 avg= 0.288
9 max= -3.191 min = -3.212 avg= -3.202
i0 max= -0.495 min= -0.539 avg= -0.517
ENTER DATA 65C, 56C
RT 4 EOA
_G 2 Sensor Values
* DONE
WD VALUE NAME
1 5400 Total Temp
2 4B4B Pitot Pressure
3 0CC9 Long. Stick
4 1254 Right TEF
5 5699 NWS
6 5800 Right LEF
7 IEFF Power Lever Cntl
8 22C7 Rudder Pedal
9 2432 Left Stabilator

















3 max= -0.412 min= -0.560 avg= -0.486
4 max = 0.851 min= 0.519 avg= 0.685
5 max= 21.334 min= 12.390 avg= 16.862
7 max= 97.468 min= 97.214 avg= 97.341
8 max= 0.294 min= 0.282 avg= 0.288
9 max= -3.191 min= -3.212 avg= -3.202
i0 max= -0.493 min= -0.496 avg= -0.495
ENTER DATA 70C, 60C
A-302
RT 4 EOA
;G 2 Sensor Values
WD VALUE NAME WD VALUE NAME
1 7DFF Total Temp
2 4B6A Pitot Pressure
3 4C89 Long. Stick
4 1231 Right TEF
5 5652 NWS
6 5800 Right LEF
7 IEFF Power Lever Cntl
8 22C7 Rudder Pedal
9 2432 Left Stabilator











3 max= -0.471 min= -0.601 avg= -0.536
4 max= 0.637 min= 0.368 avg= 0.503








6 max= 4.223 min= 4.223 avg= 4.223
7 max= 97.468 min= 97.214 avg= 97.341
8 max= 0.294 min= 0.291 avg= 0.293
9 max= -3.191 min = -3.212 avg= -3.202
I0 max= -0.493 min= -0.540 avg= -0.517
ENTER DATA 75C, 65C
RT 4 EOA
G 2 Sensor Values
* DONE
WD VALUE NAME
1 4000 Total Temp
2 48DE Pitot Pressure
3 0C7C Long. Stick
4 5263 Right TEF
5 5693 NWS
6 5800 Right LEF
WD VALUE NAME
7 5F3B Power Lever Cntl 105.093 Deg
8 22C7 Rudder Pedal 0.293 In
9 2432 Left Stabilator -3.212 In
i0 6861 Left Rudder -0.539 In
360.000 DegR -->FAULT UTrav
18.339 Hg -->FAULT OSlew UPwr
-0.643 In
0.788 In -->FAULT OSlew
21.628 Deg -->FAULT OSlew
-7.000 Deg -->FAULT UTrav OSlew
-->FAULT OSlew
-->FAULT OSlew
3 max= -0.533 min= -0.666 avg= -0.600
4 max= 1.041 min= 0.590 avg= 0.816
5 max= 23.240 min= 16.349 avg= 19.795
7 max= 97.468 min= 97.341 avg= 97.405
8 max= 0.294 min= 0.291 avg= 0.293
9 max= -3.191 min= -3.226 avg= -3.209
i0 max= -0.378 min= -0.496 avg= -0.437
ENTER DATA 75_+5_ 69_C
A-303
";<' : : :'{ ' : i ; i } >, i{:
RT 4 EOA
'G 2 Sensor Values
* DONE
: WD VALUE NAME WD VALUE NAME
1 C200 Total Temp
2 4970 Pitot Pressure
3 4C59 Long. Stick
4 122F Right TEF
5 5657 NWS
6 5BFF Right LEF
7 IEFF Power Lever Cntl
8 22C7 Rudder Pedal
9 2430 Left Stabilator











3 max= -0.666 min= -0.835 avg= -0.751
4 max= 0.566 min= 0.337 avg= 0.451







6 max= 4.223 min= 4.223 avg= 4.223
7 max= 97.468 min= 97.214 avg= 97.341
8 max= 0.294 min= 0.282 avg= 0.288
9 max= -3.191 min= -3.226 avg= -3o209
I0 max= -0.376 min= -0.497 avg= -0.437
ENTER DATA 75+IOM 72C
RT 4 EOA
G 2 Sensor Values
* DONE
WD VALUE NAME
1 D7FF Total Temp
2 4A24 Pitot Pressure
3 4C3D Long. Stick
4 5216 Right TEF
5 55FB NWS
6 5800 Right LEF
7 5EFE Power Lever Cntl
8 22C7 Rudder Pedal
9 2432 Left Stabilator
i0 6874 Left Rudder
WD VALUE NAME
910.000 DegR -->FAULT UTrav
43.435 Hg -->FAULT OSlew UPwr
-0.829 In -->FAULT OSlew
0.178 In -->FAULT OSlew
-0.660 Deg -->FAULT OSlew
-7.000 Deg -->FAULT UTrav OSlew
97.341 Deg -->FAULT OSlew
0.293 In
-3.212 In
-0.514 In -->FAULT OSlew
3 max= -0.723 min= -0.844 avg= -0.783
4 max= 0.321 min= -0.020 avg= 0.150
5 max= 10.191 min= -0.953 avg= 4.619
7 max= 97.468 min= 97.341 avg= 97.405
8 max= 0.458 min= 0.282 avg= 0.370
9 max= -3.191 min= -3.212 avg= -3.202
i0 max= -0.492 min= -0.562 avg= -0.527








1 4000 Total Temp
2 4A21 Pitot Pressure
3 4C3F Long. Stick
4 120E Right TEF
5 5622 NWS
6 590B Right LEF
7 IEFE Power Lever Cntl
8 22C7 Rudder Pedal
9 2432 Left Stabilator











3 max= -0.758 min= -0.853 avg= -0.806
4 max= 0.265 min= 0.028 avg= 0.146








6 max= 4.223 min= 4.223 avg= 4.223
7 max= 97.468 min= 97.341 avg= 97.405
8 max= 0.294 min= 0.282 avg= 0.288
9 max= -3.191 min= -3.212 avg= -3.202
i0 max= 0.493 min= -0.535 avg= -0.021
ENTERDATA 75+20M 75C
RT 4 EOA
G 2 Sensor Values
* DONE
WDVALUE NAME
1 4800 Total Temp
2 49C2 Pitot Pressure
3 4C52 Long. Stick
4 5230 Right TEF
5 5651 NWS
6 5BFF Right LEF
7 5EFF Power Lever Cntl
8 22C7 Rudder Pedal
9 2432 Left Stabilator
i0 6800 Left Rudder
WDVALUE NAME
360.000 DegR -->FAULT UTrav
35.891 Hg -->FAULT UPwr
-0.767 In -->FAULT OSlew
0.384 In -->FAULT OSlew
11.950 Deg -->FAULT OSlew




-0.665 In -->FAULT UTrav OSlew
3 max= -0.711 min= -0.835 avg= -0.773
4 max= 0.360 min= 0.020 avg= 0.190
5 max= 14.883 min= 5.792 avg= 10.337
7 max= 97.468 min= 97.341 avg= 97.405
8 max= 0.468 min= 0.282 avg= 0.375
9 max= -3.191 min= -3.226 avg= -3.209
I0 max= -0.376 min= -0.514 avg= -0.445
ENTER DATA 75+25M 76C
A-305
RT 4 EOA
"G 2 Sensor Values
* DONE
WD VALUE NAME
1 4000 Total Temp
2 49D6 Pitot Pressure
3 0C6B Long. Stick
4 5234 Right TEF
5 5659 NWS
6 590B Right LEF
7 5C00 Power Lever Cntl
8 22C7 Rudder Pedal
9 2432 Left Stabilator











3 max= -0.640 min= -0.764 avg= -0.702
4 max= 0.653 min= 0.257 avg= 0.455















6 max= 4.223 min= 4.223 avg= 4.223
7 max=104.966 min = 97.341 avg=101.153
8 max= 0.464 min= 0.282 avg= 0.373
9 max= -2.133 min= -3.212 avg= -2.673
i0 max= -0.493 min= -0.496 avg= "0.495





1 FCFF Total Temp
2 49DI Pitot Pressure
3 0C70 Long. Stick
4 5251 Right TEF
5 565B NWS
6 5BA9 Right LEF
7 5EFF Power Lever Cntl
8 22C7 Rudder Pedal
9 2432 Left Stabilator
i0 6800 Left Rudder
WD VALUE NAME
497.097 DegR -->FAULT UTrav
37.045 Hg -->FAULT OSlew UPwr
-0.678 In
0.645 In -->FAULT OSlew
13.416 Deg -->FAULT OSlew
32.385 Deg -->FAULT OSlew
97.468 Deg -->FAULT OSlew
0.293 In
-3.212 In
-0.665 In -->FAULT UTrav OSlew
3 max= -0.575 min= -0.693 avg= -0.634
4 max= 0.780 min= 0.527 avg= 0.653
5 max= 17.229 min= 11.070 avg= 14.150
6 max= 4.223 min= 4.223 avg= 4.223
7 max= 97.468 min= 97.214 avg= 97.341
8 max= 0.468 min= 0.282 avg= 0.375
9 max= -3.191 min= -3.226 avg= -3.209
i0 max= -0.497 min= -0.497 avg= -0.497
ENTER DATA 75+35M 77C
A-306
RT 4 EOA
"'_G 2 Sensor Values
* DONE
WDVALUE NAME WDVALUE NAME
1 7DFF Total Temp
2 4953 Pitot Pressure
3 4CA1 Long. Stick
4 1278 Right TEF
5 165B NWS
6 5800 Right LEF
7 5C00 Power Lever Cntl
8 22C7 Rudder Pedal
9 2430 Left Stabilator
I0 6800 Left Rudder
634.731 DegR -->FAULT UTrav
27.346 Hg -->FAULT OSlew UPwr
-0.533 In -->FAULT OSlew
0.954 In
13.416 Deg
-7.000 Deg -->FAULT UTrav OSlew
0.000 Deg -->FAULT UTrav
0.293 In
-3.226 In
-0.665 In -->FAULT UTrav OSlew
3 max= -0.483 min= -0.637 avg= -0.560
4 max= 1.144 min= 0.772 avg= 0.958
5 max= 19.575 min= 12.243 avg= 15.909
6 max= 4.223 min= 4.223 avg= 4.223
7 max=105.093 min= 97.341 avg=101.217
8 max= 0.464 min= 0.282 avg= 0.373
9 max= -3.191 min= -3.226 avg= -3.209
i0 max= 0.561 min= -0.496 avg= 0.033
ENTER DATA 75+40M 77C
RT 4 EOA




2 4A04 Pitot Pressure
3 4CCB Long. Stick
4 527A Right TEF
5 5670 NWS
6 5BFF Right LEF
7 5EFF Power Lever Cntl
8 22C7 Rudder Pedal
9 2432 Left Stabilator











3 max= -0.409 min= -0.566 avg= -0.487
4 max= 1.429 min= 1.010 avg= 1.219

















6 max= 4.223 min= 4.223 avg= 4.223
7 max= 97.468 min= 97.087 avg= 97.278
8 max= 0.464 min= 0.282 avg= 0.373
9 max= -3.191 min= -3.226 avg= -3.209
i0 max= -0.376 min= -0.376 avg= -0.376
ENTER DATA 75+45M 78C
A-307
RT 4 EOA
"qG 2 Sensor Values
* DONE
WD VALUE NAME WD VALUE NAME
1 77FE Total Temp
2 4A51 Pitot Pressure
3 4CCC Long. Stick
4 52AE Right TEF
5 1683 NWS
6 5BFF Right LEF
7 5EFF Power Lever Cntl
8 62C7 Rudder Pedal
9 2432 Left Stabilator
I0 6ABB Left Rudder
909.462 DegR -->FAULT UTrav
46.899 Hg -->FAULT OSlew UPwr
-0.406 In -->FAULT OSlew
1.382 In -->FAULT OSlew
19.282 Deg
36.000 Deg -->FAULT OTrav OSlew
97.468 Deg -->FAULT OSlew
0.293 In -->FAULT OSlew
-3.212 In
0.244 In -->FAULT OSlew
3 max= -0.382 min= -0.504 avg= -0.443
4 max= 1.437 min= 0.986 avg= 1.211
5 max= 20.601 min= 15.469 avg= 18.035
7 max= 97.468 min= 97.214 avg= 97.341
8 max= 0.468 min= 0.282 avg= 0.375
9 max= -3.205 min= -3.226 avg= -3.215
i0 max= 0.561 min= -0.496 avg= 0.033
ENTER DATA 75+50M 78C
RT 4 EOA




2 4AD7 Pitot Pressure
3 0CDD Long. Stick
4 5292 Right TEF
5 5682 NWS
6 590B Right LEF
7 IEFF Power Lever Cntl
8 22C7 Rudder Pedal
9 2432 Left Stabilator
i0 6800 Left Rudder
WD VALUE NAME
360.000 DegR -->FAULT UTrav
57.214 Hg -->FAULT OSlew UPwr
-0.355 In
1.160 In -->FAULT OSlew





-0.665 In -->FAULT UTrav
3 max= -0.308 min= -0.432 avg= -0.370
4 max= 1.445 min= 1.041 avg= 1.243
5 max= 23.827 min= 16.935 avg= 20.381
7 max= 97.468 min= 97.468 avg= 97.468
8 max= 0.458 min= 0.282 avg= 0.370
9 max= -3.212 min= -3.247 avg= -3.229
I0 max= 0.257 min= -0.379 avg= -0.061







1 5800 Total Temp
2 4AAF Pitot Pressure
3 4CEI Long. Stick
4 5283 Right TEF
5 567E NWS
6 5BFF Right LEF
7 IEFF Power Lever Cntl
8 22C7 Rudder Pedal
9 2432 Left Stabilator



















3 max= -0.281 min= -0.403 avg= -0.342
4 max= 1.405 min= 1.105 avg= 1.255
5 max= 23.974 min= 16.642 avg= 20.308
7 max= 97.468 min= 89.971 avg= 93.719
8 max= 0.467 min= 0.282 avg= 0.375
9 max= -3.122 min= -3.226 avg= -3.174
I0 max= 0.497 min= 0.241 avg= 0.369
ENTER DATA 75+60M 78C
RT 4 EOA
'G 2 Sensor Values
* DONE
WD VALUE NAME
1 5400 Total Temp
2 4BOF Pitot Pressure
3 4CFC Long. Stick
4 128C Right TEF
5 1688 NWS
6 5800 Right LEF
7 5C00 Power Lever Cntl
8 22C7 Rudder Pedal
9 2432 Left Stabilator
i0 6BA8 Left Rudder
WD VALUE NAME
360.000 DegR -->FAULT UTrav
61.525 Hg -->FAULT OSlew UPwr
-0.264 In -->FAULT OSlew
1.112 In
20.015 Deg
-7.000 Deg -->FAULT UTrav OSlew
0.000 Deg -->FAULT UTrav OSlew
0.293 In
-3.212 In
0.552 In -->FAULT OSlew
3 max= -0.246 min= -0.367 avg= -0.307
4 max= 1.374 min= 1.033 avg= 1.204
5 max= 22.507 min= 16.642 avg= 19.575
7 max= 97.468 min= 97.341 avg= 97.405
8 max= 0.294 min= 0.282 avg= 0.288
9 max= -3.191 min= -3.226 avg= -3.209
i0 max= -0.387 min= -0.387 avg= -0.387
ENTER DATA 70C, 75C
A-309
i/i/<ili_}i











NAME WD VALUE NAME
1 4800 Total Temp
2 4ACF Pitot Pressure
3 0CF4 Long. Stick
4 527E Right TEF
5 569B NWS
6 5800 Right LEF
7 5C00 Power Lever Cntl
8 22C7 Rudder Pedal
9 2432 Left Stabilator
i0 6B7D Left Rudder
360.000 DegR -->FAULT UTrav
56.598 Hg -->FAULT OSlew UPwr
-0.287 In
1.002 In -->FAULT OSlew
22.801 Deg -->FAULT OSlew
-7.000 Deg -->FAULT UTrav OSlew
0.000 Deg -->FAULT UTrav
0.293 In
-3.212 In
0.496 In -I>FAULT OSlew
3 max= -0.222 min= -0.403 avg= -0.312
4 max= 1.437 min= 0.986 avg= 1.211
5 max= 25.000 min= 14.883 avg= 19.941
7 max= 97.468 min= 89.971 avg= 93.719
8 max= 0.468 min= 0.282 avg= 0.375
9 max= 3.212 min= -3.226 avg= -0.007
I0 max= 0.562 min= -0.493 avg= 0.034







G 2 Sensor Values
WD VALUE NAME
1 E900 Total Temp
2 4ABF Pitot Pressure
3 0CC6 Long. Stick
4 127C Right TEF
5 566B NWS
6 5BFF Right LEF
7 5EFF Power Lever Cntl
8 22C7 Rudder Pedal
9 64CD Left Stabilator











3 max= -0.358 min= -0.504 avg= -0.431
4 max= 1.136 min= 0.843 avg= 0.990










6 max= 4.223 min= 4.223 avg= 4.223
7 max= 97.468 min= 97.214 avg= 97.341
8 max= 0.464 min= 0.282 avg= 0.373
9 max= -3.191 min= -3.226 avg= -3.209
i0 max= 0.557 min= -0.401 avg= 0.078
ENTER DATA 60C, 68C
A-310
J ::/< _..... < • • : • < > ••••• •>:•• ••••••••• •••i:••:< <•: •_••••/••_::%!:•i::%_•j:_•iC<i_ <_ _•i_iii!_ii_iii_iii_iii_i!_i_i_!_i_i_iz!_iiii_ii:ii_iiii_!_iii_iiiii_iiiii_i_iii_i_i
RT 4 EOA




1 4000 Total Temp
2 4A54 Pitot Pressure
3 0C9C Long. Stick
4 126F Right TEF
5 564E NWS
6 5800 Right LEF
7 5C00 Power Lever Cntl
8 22C6 Rudder Pedal
9 2432 Left Stabilator











3 max= -0.412 min= -0.575 avg= -0.493
4 max= 1.002 min= 0.629 avg= 0.816











6 max= 4.223 min= 4.223 avg= 4.223
7 max= 98.485 min= 97.214 avg= 97.849
8 max= 0.468 min= 0.282 avg= 0.375
9 max= -3.191 min= -3.226 avg= -3.209
i0 max= 0.557 min= -0.496 avg= 0.031






1 73FF Total Temp
2 4A56 Pitot Pressure
3 0C85 Long. Stick
4 523A Right TEF
5 163E NWS
6 5800 Right LEF
7 IEFF Power Lever Cntl
8 22C7 Rudder Pedal
9 2432 Left Stabilator











3 max= -0.578 min= -0.678 avg= -0.628
4 max= 0.487 min= 0.281 avg= 0.384







6 max= 4.223 min= 4.223 avg= 4.223
7 max= 97.468 min= 97.341 avg= 97.405
8 max= 0.458 min= 0.282 avg= 0.370
9 max= -3.191 min= -3.247 avg= -3.219
i0 max= 0.253 min= -0.496 avg= -0.122








1 7C00 Total Temp
2 4A69 Pitot Pressure
3 0C79 Long. Stick
4 1220 Right TEF
5 5628 NWS
6 5800 Right LEF
7 IEFF Power Lever Cntl
8 22C7 Rudder Pedal
9 2432 Left Stabilator











3 max= -0.598 min= -0.705 avg= -0.652
4 max= 0.313 min= 0.051 avg= 0.182







6 max= 4.223 min= 4.223 avg= 4.223
7 max= 97.468 min= 97.214 avg= 97.341
8 max= 0.294 min= 0.282 avg= 0.288
9 max= -3.191 min= -3.226 avg= -3.209
i0 max= -0.376 min= -0.496 avg= -0.436
ENTER DATA 45C, 58C
RT 4 EOA
"SG 2 Sensor Values
* DONE
WD VALUE NAME
1 55FF Total Temp
2 4A79 Pitot Pressure
3 4C7B Long. Stick
4 120B Right TEF
5 5627 NWS
6 5BFF Right LEF
7 IEFF Power Lever Cntl
8 22C8 Rudder Pedal
9 2432 Left Stabilator











3 max= -0.616 min= -0.717 avg= -0.666
4 max= 0.234 min= -0.036 avg= 0.099










6 max= 4.223 min= 4.223 avg= 4.223
7 max= 97.468 min= 97.087 avg= 97.278
8 max= 0.294 min= 0.282 avg= 0.288
9 max= -3.191 min= -3.212 avg= -3.202
I0 max= -0.376 min= -0.497 avg= -0.437
ENTER DATA 40C, 53C
A-312
RT 4 EOA
_SG 2 Sensor Values
* DONE
WD VALUE NAME WD VALUE NAME
1 EFFF Total Temp
2 4A37 Pitot Pressure
3 4C7C Long. Stick
4 5234 Right TEF
5 1652 NWS
6 5BFF Right LEF
7 IEFF Power Lever Cntl
8 22C7 Rudder Pedal
9 2432 Left Stabilator
















3 max= -0.548 min= -0.714 avg= -0.631
4 max= 0.337 min= -0.099 avg= 0.119
5 max= 15.909 min= 6.085 avg= 10.997
7 max= 97.468 min= 96.960 avg= 97.214
8 max= 0.294 min= 0.282 avg= 0.288
9 max= -3.191 min= -3.212 avg= -3.202
i0 max= -0.376 min= -0.497 avg= -0.437
ENTER DATA 35C, 49C
RT 4 EOA
MSG 2 Sensor Values
WD VALUE NAME
1 7000 Total Temp
2 4996 Pitot Pressure
3 4CB0 Long. Stick
4 126D Right TEF
5 5671 NWS
6 5800 Right LEF
7 IEFF Power Lever Cntl
8 22C7 Rudder Pedal
9 2432 Left Stabilator











3 max= -0.483 min= -0.572 avg= -0.527
4 max= 0.867 min= 0.614 avg= 0.740









6 max= 4.223 min= 4.223 avg= 4.223
7 max= 98.358 min= 97.214 avg= 97.786
8 max= 0.294 min= 0.282 avg= 0.288
9 max= -3.191 min= -3.226 avg= -3.209
i0 max= -0.376 min= -0.514 avg= -0.445







1 7000 Total Temp
2 4A07 Pitot Pressure
3 4C9C Long. Stick
4 522A Right TEF
5 163E NWS
6 5800 Right LEF
7 IEFF Power Lever Cntl
8 22C0 Rudder Pedal
9 2432 Left Stabilator











3 max= -0.474 min= -0.589 avg= -0.532
4 max= 0.606 min= 0.265 avg= 0.435













6 max= 4.223 min= 4.223 avg= 4.223
7 max= 98.485 min= 97.341 avg= 97.913
8 max= 0.294 min= 0.282 avg= 0.288
9 max= -3.191 min= -3.212 avg= -3.202
I0 max= -0.491 min= -0.496 avg= -0.493
ENTERDATA 25C, 33C
RT 4 EOA
G 2 Sensor Values
* DONE
WDVALUE NAME
1 7C00 Total Temp
2 4B03 Pitot Pressure
3 0CC0 Long. Stick
4 125E Right TEF
5 167F NWS
6 5800 Right LEF
7 IEFF Power Lever Cntl
8 22C7 Rudder Pedal
9 64CD Left Stabilator











3 max= -0.397 min= -0.506 avg= -0.452
4 max= 0.994 min= 0.645 avg= 0.820







6 max= 4.223 min= 4.223 avg=, 4.223
7 max= 97.468 min= 97.341 avg= 97.405
8 max= 0.294 min= 0.285 avg= 0.290
9 max= -3.191 min= -3.212 avg= -3.202




SC _ Sensor Values-
* DONE
D VALUE NAME WD VALUE NAME
1 6EFF Total Temp
2 4BFF Pitot Pressure
3 4CBC Long. Stick
4 5292 Right TEF
5 5688 NWS
6 590B Right LEF
7 IEFF Power Lever Cntl
8 22C7 Rudder Pedal
9 2432 Left Stabilator











3 max= -0.326 min= -0.456 avg= -0.391
4 max= 1.097 min= 0.748 avg= 0.922














6 max= 4.223 min= 4.223 avg= 4.223
7 max= 97.468 min= 97.214 avg= 97.341
8 max= 0.294 min= 0.293 avg= 0.293
9 max= -3.191 min= -3.212 avg= -3.202
i0 max= -0.495 min= -0.496 avg = -0.495
ENTER DATA 25+IOM 31C
:T 4 EOA
[S_ 2 Sensor Values
;D VALUE NAME
1 7DFF Total Temp
2 4BD8 Pitot Pressure
30CCl Long. Stick
4 1272 Right TEF
5 5683 NWS
6 590B Right LEF
7 IEFF Power Lever Cntl
8 22C7 Rudder Pedal
9 2432 Left Stabilator


















3 max= -0.320 min= -0.438 avg= -0.379
4 max= 1.089 min= 0.812 avg= 0.950
5 max= 23.680 min= 17.815 avg= 20.748
7 max= 97.468 min= 97.214 avg= 97.341
8 max= 0.294 min= 0.282 avg= 0.288
9 max= -3.212 min= -3.212 avg= -3.212
i0 max= -0.495 min= -0.496 avg= -0.495





15.3 ALTITUDE TEST DATA SHEET
15.3.1_U_t_deTest_14.5_ _,12_/_'3a,-,,,_ ,t,,- P_'/_an.[_
..._78°c
WARNING: Observe the EOA Maximum Internal Operating TeTmperature listed in the
Thermal Test Plan Data Sheet as approaching the upper limit of safe temperatures.
EOA Initial Stabilized TemperaturJ _30.2 °C I EOA Maximum Tempi q/. 50C @ '
15.3.1.1 Print each of the sensor data files for the constant values and attach them behind this data sheet.
All of the Sensors values are constant YE_NOE_ Expect Yes.
15.3.1.2 Altitude results will be in a technical report; attach it behind the Altitude Test data sheets.
Comments: p___._ _ s/_ '-{oso-_z- 01 r_ _ +L _I_L __,- .L_.+:_ ,_- _,,..,.o_ _ _ _.
A-316
i¸ I _:i




TITLE: FOCSI ALTITUDE TEST OF EOA AVIONICS BOX
MODEL NO: CRAD MODEL TYPE: CRAD
REQ DOC: TR 705-284






SET-UP START: 28 JUN 93
TEST START: 28 JUN 93
TEST COMP.: 28 JUN 93
TEARDOWN COMP. : 29 JUN 93
(DEPT.YR.TM.SEQ)
TECH MEMO: 257.93.0105.01




D. J. Williams 318
A. E. Dillard 260W
J. L. Williford 260W
R. W. Jordan 260W
T. L. Pulliam * 260W
TR Control **
• Page 1 Only
•* Original Report
TEST ARTICLE DESCRIPTION: Avionics development
package for fiber optics control sensor
integration
MANUFACTURER: MDA-EAST
TEST ARTICLE DISPOSITION: Return to D318
TEST LOCATION/FACILITY/NO.: BI03, ST. LOUIS
TEST CATEGORY: DESIGN DEVELOPMENT
TUNNEL OCCUPANCY HOURS: N/A TEST RUNS/DATA POINTS: 1/250
TYPE OF DATA ACQUIRED: PRESSURE, TEMPERATURE
NO OF DATA CHANNELS: 3
TEST VARIABLES AND CONDITIONS: Pressure altitude vs. time









I. TEST OBJECTIVE: The purpose of the test was to verify the performance
of the EOA when exposed to a simulated altitude of 50,000 feet.
2. ABSTRACT OF RESULTS: The EOA was exposed to a simulated altitude of
50,000 feet while operating for a one hour period. One anomaly occurred
during the test. The unit was reset and operated properly for the
balance of the test.
PREPARED BY: RYW. JORDAN
LEAD TECHNICIAN
ENVlORNMENTAL & SYSTEMS LAB
_PI BY: J. L. WILLIFORD
TECHNICAL SPECIALIST
ENVIRONMENTAL & SYSTEMS LAB




. The test article was an Electro Optics Assembly (EOA) package which is
part of the Fiber Optics Control Sensor Integration (FOCSI) program.
The test article was placed in the MDA Combined Environmental Test (CET)
chamber on a laboratory supplied support fixture. The cabling required
to operate the EOA was brought out of the chamber on a feed-through port
to the ground support equipment. One type T thermocouple was routed
inside the EOA to measure internal air temperature. A second type T
thermocouple was used to measure chamber air temperature. Chamber air
was measured and recorded, but was not controlled. The test article
installation in the CET chamber is shown in Figure i.
4. Following a checkout at laboratory ambient pressure, the chamber was
evacuated to a pressure altitude of 50,000 feet at a rate of 30,000 feet
per minute. This pressure was maintained for one hour with the EOA
operating. At approximately 35 minutes into the altitude test, the EOA
operator reported that the unit had stopped updating. The unit was
reset and functioned normally for the remainder of the test. It was not
readily apparent whether the anomaly was related to the altitude
exposure. At the completion of the one-hour test, the chamber pressure
was adjusted to laboratory ambient at a rate of 60,000 feet per minute.
The recorded pressure altitude and temperature data are presented in
Figure 2.






















TABLE I LIST OF EQUIPMENT AND INSTRUMENTS
Equipment and instruments used in this test are listed below. Applicable
calibration records are available for inspection. All calibration
maintenance and certification of MCAIR electrical, electronic and mechanical
equipment is conducted in accordance with MIL-C-45662 and MDC Process
Specification 20503.
Manufacturer Serial or
Item & Model No Laboratory_ No.
Data System MDC T-056168-7 090627
Tape Recorder Tektronix 4923 078924
Digital Meter Doric 400 B198486
Video Display Hazeltine 1510 006864
Digital Printer Epson FX 80 107123-1
Capacitance Manometer MKS 122AA 691753




RT 4 EOA _I
MSG 2 Sensor Values
_× _ _
WD VALUE NAME _VALUE NAME
1 D2FD Total Temp
2 4800 Pitot Pressure
3 0ED3 Long. Stick
4 52BE Right TEF
5 570E NWS
6 5800 Right LEF
7 5C00 Power Lever Cntl
8 2252 Rudder Pedal
9 64D5 Left Stabilator






























3 max= 1.211 min= 1.049 avg= 1.130
4 max= 1.754 min= 1.239 avg= 1.496
5 max= 40.689 min= 30.279 avg= 35.484
8 max= 0.137 min= 0.054 avg= 0.095
9 max= -2.078 min= -2.224 avg= -2.151
i0 max= -0.001 min= -0.164 avg= -0.083
ENTER DATA:start ALT.
RT 4 EOA
_qG 2 Sensor Values
* DONE
WD VALUE NAME
1 57FE Total Temp
2 4800 Pitot Pressure
3 0ED5 Long. Stick
4 52D5 Right TEF
5 1708 NWS
6 5BFF Right LEF
7 5C00 Power Lever Cntl
8 2253 Rudder Pedal
9 64C2 Left Stabilator











3 max= 1.182 min= 1.019 avg= I.i00
4 max= 1.667 min= 1.160 avg= 1.413
















6 max= 5.610 min= 5.274 avg= 5.442
8 max= 0. 137 min= -0. 054 avg= 0. 042
9 max= -2. 078 min= -2. 210 avg= -2. 144
I0 max= -0.116 min= -0.164 avg= -0.140








1 E7FE Total Temp
2 4800 Pitot Pressure
3 4E91 Long. Stick
4 1290 Right TEF
5 572B NWS
6 5800 Right LEF
7 5C00 Power Lever Cntl
8 2252 Rudder Pedal
9 64C2 Left Stabilator
I0 29A5 Left Rudder
WD VALUE NAME
909.462 DegR -->FAULT UTrav
1.250 Hg -->FAULT UTrav UPwr
0.936 In -->FAULT OSlew
1.144 In
43.915 Deg -->FAULT OSlew
-7.000 Deg -->FAULT UTrav OSlew




3 max= 0.954 min= 0.841 avg= 0.897
4 max= 1.809 min= 1.057 avg= 1.433
5 max= 41.422 min= 35.557 avg= 38.490
4 EOA
2 Sensor Values
8 max= 0.137 min= 0.098 avg= 0.117
9 max= -2.078 min= -2.210 avg= -2.144




1 D2FD Total Temp
2 4800 Pitot Pressure
3 4E74 Long. Stick
4 5294 Right TEF
5 571F NWS
6 58A7 Right LEF
7 5C00 Power Lever Cntl
8 625D Rudder Pedal
9 24C2 Left Stabilator











3 max= 0.930 min= 0.815 avg= 0.872
4 max= 1.738 min= 1.271 avg= 1.504



















6 max= 0.020 min= 0.020 avg= 0.020
8 max= 0.144 min= 0.096 avg= 0.120
9 max= -2.078 min= -2.224 avg= -2.151
i0 max= -0.116 min= -0.118 avg= -0.117
ENTER DATA:EOA@30.2C
A-323









NAME WD VALUE NAME
1 D2FD Total Temp
2 4800 Pitot Pressure
3 0E77 Long. Stick
4 5297 Right TEF
5 56FE NWS
6 5BFF Right LEF
7 5C00 Power Lever Cntl
8 6252 Rudder Pedal
9 24D5 Left Stabilator











3 max= 0.974 min= 0.829 avg= 0.902
4 max= 1.722 min= 1.263 avg= 1.493
5 max= 42.302 min= 36.144 avg= 39.223
RT 4 EOA
















6 max= 0.020 min= 0.020 avg= 0.020
8 max= 0.137 min= 0.096 avg= 0.117
9 max= -2.078 min= -2.224 avg= -2.151
i0 max= -0.116 min= -0.164 avg= -0.140
ENTER DATA:UP IN ALT
* DONE
: :J
:, WD VALUE NAME
1 F4F9 Total Temp
2 4800 Pitot Pressure
3 4FOF Long. Stick
4 52A5 Right TEF
5 570F NWS
6 5800 Right LEF
7 5C00 Power Lever Cntl
8 625D Rudder Pedal
9 24C2 Left Stabilator











3 max= 1.451 min= 1.250 avg= 1.351
4 max= 1.801 min= 1.255 avg= 1.528



















6 max= 5.610 min= 5.610 avg= 5.610
8 max= 0.137 min= -0.054 avg= 0.042
9 max= -2.078 min= -2.224 avg= -2.151
i0 max= -0.116 min= -0.164 avg= -0.140
ENTER DATAIUP+I5SEC
A-324
i!iii!_ii!ii!i!iiii!_....................................................................< _ ?<_ <? _ <_< _ _ <__i_<_iiii_/iill!< <<_i_iiii_i_/<<ii!iili< ilii <ililili_i_ _ _ i_ii_i_iii_iiiii_iiiiiiiiiiii!ii_iiii_iiiiiii_iiiiiii_iiiiiiiii_i_iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii_ii_i_i_iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii_iiiiii_iiiii
C :!<






WD VALUE NAME WD VALUE NAME
1 D2FD Total Temp
2 4800 Pitot Pressure
3 4F26 Long. Stick
4 52F8 Right TEF
5 572B NWS
6 5800 Right LEF
7 5C00 Power Lever Cntl
8 625D Rudder Pedal
9 24C2 Left Stabilator
i0 29A5 Left Rudder
771.290 DegR -->FAULT UTrav
1.250 Hg -->FAULT UTrav UPwr
1.377 In -->FAULT OSlew
1.968 In -->FAULT OSlew
43.915 Deg -->FAULT OSlew
-7.000 Deg -->FAULT UTrav
0.000 Deg -->FAULT UTrav UPwr
0.137 In -->FAULT OSlew
-2.210 In
-0.118 In
3 max= 1.442 min= 1.309 avg= 1.376
4 max= 1.762 min= 1.366 avg= 1.564
5 max= 42.595 min= 37.757 avg= 40.176
8 max= 0.137 min= 0.121 avg= 0.129
9 max= -2.078 min= -2.210 avg= -2.144
i0 max= -0.023 min= -0.164 avg= -0.094
ENTER DATA UP+30SEC
RT 4 EOA
"'qG 2 Sensor Values
WD VALUE NAME
1 72FD Total Temp
2 4800 Pitot Pressure
3 4F31 Long. Stick
4 12DC Right TEF
5 1717 NWS
6 5800 Right LEF
7 5C00 Power Lever Cntl
8 625D Rudder Pedal
9 24C0 Left Stabilator
I0 29A6 Left Rudder
WD VALUE NAME
771.290 DegR -->FAULT UTrav
1.250 Hg -->FAULT UTrav UPwr
1.410 In -->FAULT OSlew
1.746 In
40.982 Deg
-7.000 Deg -->FAULT UTrav
0.000 Deg -->FAULT UTrav OSlew UPwr




3 max= 1.439 min= 1.277 avg = 1.358
4 max= 1.880 min= 1.271 avg= 1.576
5 max= 44.795 min= 37.170 avg= 40.982
6 max= 0.020 min= 0.020 avg= 0.020
8 max= 0.146 min= 0.096 avg= 0.121
9 max= -2.133 min= -2.224 avg= -2.178











1 E7FE Total Temp
2 4800 Pitot Pressure
3 0FIE Long. Stick
4 52D8 Right TEF
5 1718 NWS
6 5800 Right LEF
7 5C00 Power Lever Cntl
8 225D Rudder Pedal
9 24C2 Left Stabilator











3 max= 1.380 min= 1.277 avg= 1.328
4 max= 1.873 min= 1.287 avg= 1.580
5 max= 45.235 min= 37.610 avg= 41.422
RT 4 EOA














6 max= 0.020 min= 0.020 avg= 0.020
8 max= 0.137 min= 0.098 avg= 0.117
9 max= -2.078 min= -2.210 avg= -2.144




1 D2FD Total Temp
2 4800 Pitot Pressure
3 0EF7 Long. Stick
4 12BA Right TEF
5 570B NWS
6 5800 Right LEF
7 5C00 Power Lever Cntl
8 6242 Rudder Pedal
9 24C2 Left Stabilator
















-->FAULT UTrav OSlew UPwr
-->FAULT OSlew
3 max= 1.407 min= 1.238 avg= 1.322
4 max= 1.706 min= 1.326 avg= 1.516
5 max= 44.062 min= 37.170 avg= 40.616
8 max= 0.137 min= 0.098 avg= 0.117
9 max= -2.078 min= -2.224 avg= -2.151
i0 max= -0.023 min= -0.164 avg= -0.094
ENTER DATA 50K+IOMIN
A-326








1 72FD Total Temp
2 4800 Pitot Pressure
3 0FI3 Long. Stick
4 529B Right TEF
5 1712 NWS
6 5800 Right LEF
7 5C00 Power Lever Cntl
8 225D Rudder Pedal
9 24C2 Left Stabilator























3 max= 1.321 min= 1.321 avg= 1.321
5 max= 40.249 min= 40.249 avg= 40.249
RT 4 EOA
"'qG 2 Sensor Values
8 max= 0.137 min= 0.137 avg= 0.137
9 max= -2.210 min= -2.210 avg= -2.210




1 72FD Total Temp
2 4800 Pitot Pressure
3 0FI3 Long. Stick
4 529B Right TEF
5 1712 NWS
6 5800 Right LEF
7 5C00 Power Lever Cntl
8 225D Rudder Pedal
9 24C2 Left Stabilator























3 max= 1.321 min= 1.321 avg= 1.321
5 max= 40.249 min= 40.249 avg= 40.249
8 max= 0.137 min= 0.137 avg= 0.137
9 max= -2.210 min= -2.210 avg= -2.210
i0 max= -0.561 min= -0.561 avg= -0.561
ENTER DATA 50K+20MIN
A-327
iili!iiii7_i............................_ ..................< _ <<_ .<__ __< _i__i__ _<!<<i! < <_<ii<< <_!<iL__AI>_i¸¸ ¸i_i i_i<<_ii_i<iiii<i!!!ii!_!<_ i!i<iii_!< ii!!_i! _iii_ii!_i_iii_!_i!_!_i_iiiiii_i_iiiii_ii!i_i_iiiiiiii_iii_i_i_!ii_!_ii_i_iiiii_ii_ii_iiii_i_iii_iiiii_i_iiii_iiiiiiiiiiii_iiiiii_iii]iiiiiiiii
u
_ RT 4 EOA
L
MSG 2 Sensor Values
wD VALU 
1 72FD Total Temp
• 2 4800 Pitot Pressure
_i 3 0FI3 Long. Stick
.... 4 529B Right TEF
5 1712 NWS
i_i 6 5800 Right LEF
7 5C00 Power Lever Cntl
8 225D Rudder Pedal
9 24C2 Left Stabilator

























3 max= 1.321 min= 1.321 avg= 1.321
5 max= 40.249 min= 40.249 avg= 40.249
8 max= 0.137 min= 0.137 avg= 0.137
9 max= -2.210 min= -2.210 avg= -2.210
I0 max= -0.561 min= -0.561 avg= -0.561
ENTER DATA 50K+25MIN
RT 4 EOA
"'gG 2 Sensor Values
WD VALUE NAME
1 72FD Total Temp
2 4800 Pitot Pressure
3 0FI3 Long. Stick
4 529B Right TEF
5 1712 NWS
6 5800 Right LEF
7 5C00 Power Lever Cntl
8 225D Rudder Pedal
9 24C2 Left Stabilator
























3 max= 1.321 min= 1.321 avg= 1.321
5 max= 40.249 min= 40.249 avg= 40.249
8 max= 0.137 min= 0.137 avg= 0.137
9 max= -2.210 min= -2.210 avg= -2.210




MSG 3 EOA Fault Management
* DONE
WD VALUE NAME
1 0000 Download Status
2 0001 Reference Level
3 0206 Reference Port 1
4 0288 Reference Port 2
5 0249 Reference Port 3
6 0171 Reference Port 4
7 0000 Reference Port 5
8 0000 DAC Test Results




"'qG 3 EOA Fault Management
* DONE
WD VALUE NAME
1 0000 Download Status
2 0001 Reference Level
3 0206 Reference Port 1
4 0288 Reference Port 2
5 0249 Reference Port 3
6 0171 Reference Port 4
7 0000 Reference Port 5
8 0000 DAC Test Results
9 0000 Feedback Results
WD VALUE NAME








1 0002 Error Total Temp
2 0012 Err Pitot Press.
3 0000 Err Long. Stick
4 0004 Error TEF
5 0000 Error NWS
6 0006 Error LEF
7 0016 Err Pwr Lev Cntl
8 0000 Err Rudder Pedal
9 0000 Error Stabilator
i0 0000 Error Rudder
WD VALUE NAME
ENTER DATA NO UPDATE
RT 4 EOA
"'_G 1 Selected Mode
* DONE
WD VALUE NAME
1 0003 Selected Mode
2 0000 Selected Submode
WD VALUE NAME
ENTER DATA NO UPDATE
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RT RT 4 EOA
MSG MSG 2 Sensor Values
* DONE











1 72FD Total Temp
2 4800 Pitot Pressure
3 0FI3 Long. Stick
4 529B Right TEF
5 1712 NWS
6 5800 Right LEF
7 5C00 Power Lever Cntl
8 225D Rudder Pedal
9 24C2 Left Stabilator


























3 max= 1.321 min= 1.321 avg= 1.321
5 max= 40.249 min= 40.249 avg= 40.249
8 max= 0.137 min= 0.137 avg= 0.137
9 max= -2.210 min= -2.210 avg= -2.210
i0 max= -0.561 min= -0.561 avg= -0.561
ENTER DATA 50K+35MIN
RT 4 EOA

















1 F2F9 Total Temp
2 4800 Pitot Pressure
3 4EFC Long. Stick
4 52B7 Right TEF
5 5707 NWS
6 58A7 Right LEF
7 5C00 Power Lever Cntl
8 627E Rudder Pedal
9 24C9 Left Stabilator











3 max= 1.336 min= 1.176 avg= 1.256
4 max= 1.722 min= 1.128 avg= 1.425



















6 max= 0.020 min= 0.020 avg= 0.020
8 max= 0.185 min= 0.096 avg= 0.141
9 max= -2.105 min= -2.224 avg= -2.165
i0 max= -0.001 min= -0.164 avg= -0.083
ENTER DATA 50K+40MIN
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4 RT 4 EOA
2 MSG 2 Sensor Values
* DONE
_AL[ WD VALUE NAME WD VALUE NAME
F4F_ 1 E7FE Total Temp 909.462 DegR -->FAULT
_80( 2 4800 Pitot Pressure 1.250 Hg -->FAULT
)FOE 3 4EA6 Long. Stick 0.998 In -->FAULT
_2A[ 4 5278 Right TEF 0.954 In -->FAULT
_6F_ 5 56F6 NWS 36.144 Deg -->FAULT
_80( 6 58C0 Right LEF 1.070 Deg -->FAULT
_C0f 7 5C00 Power Lever Cntl 0.000 Deg -->FAULT
_252 8 623E Rudder Pedal 0.092 In -->FAULT
!4C_ 9 24C9 Left Stabilator -2,161 In












3 max= 1.146 min= 1.057 avg= 1.102
4 max= 1.310 min= 1.192 avg= 1.251
5 max= 36.877 min= 33.358 avg= 35.117
RT 4 EOA
"'qG 2 Sensor Values
8 max= 0.134 min= 0.098 avg= 0.116
9 max= -2.105 min= -2.168 avg= -2.137
i0 max= -0.001 min= -0.164 avg= -0.083
ENTER DATA:DESC+5SEC
* DONE
ALl WD VALUE NAME
2F[ 1 E7FE Total Temp
80C 2 4800 Pitot Pressure
ED7 3 4EDI Long. Stick
29_ 4 52A6 Right TEF
72_ 5 56E6 NWS
8CC 6 5800 Right LEF
C0C 7 5C00 Power Lever Cntl
24_ 8 624D Rudder Pedal
4C8 9 24C8 Left Stabilator
9A6 I0 29FC Left Rudder
WD VALUE NAME
909.462 DegR -->FAULT UTrav
1.250 Hg -->FAULT UTrav UPwr
1.126 In -->FAULT OSlew
1.318 In -->FAULT OSlew
33.798 Deg -->FAULT OSlew
-7.000 Deg -->FAULT UTrav OSlew
0.000 Deg -->FAULT UTrav OSlew UPwr
0.114 In -->FAULT OSlew
-2.168 In
-0.005 In
_x= 3 max= 1.155 min= 1.063 avg= 1.109
ix= 4 max= 1.200 min= 1.200 avg= 1.200
_x= 5 max= 39.076 min= 31.745 avg= 35.411
8 max= 0.184 min= 0.051 avg= 0.117
9 max= -2.161 min= -2.168 avg= -2.165
I0 max= -0.001 min= -0.164 avg= -0.083
ENTER DATA DESC+I5SEC
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1 72FD Total Temp
2 4800 Pitot Pressure
3 0EEl Long. Stick
4 1290 Right TEF
5 56EB NWS
6 5800 Right LEF
7 5C00 Power Lever Cntl
8 223D Rudder Pedal
9 24C8 Left Stabilator





















3 max= 1.211 min= 1.078 avg= 1.145
4 max= 1.302 min= 0.962 avg= 1.132
5 max= 36.584 min= 30.132 avg= 33.358
6 max= 1.070 min= 1.070 avg= 1.070
8 max= 0.144 min= 0.043 avg= 0.094
9 max= -2.105 min= -2.224 avg= -2.165
i0 max= -0.001 min= -0.164 avg= -0.083
ENTER DATA DESC+60SEC
RT 4 EOA
"'qG 2 Sensor Values
WD VALUE NAME
1 E7FE Total Temp
2 4800 Pitot Pressure
3 4EE8 Long. Stick
4 528E Right TEF
5 16DD NWS
6 5800 Right LEF
7 5C00 Power Lever Cntl
8 6261 Rudder Pedal
9 24C9 Left Stabilator
i0 2981 Left Rudder
WD VALUE NAME
909.462 DegR -->FAULT UTrav
1.250 Hg -->FAULT UTrav UPwr
1.194 In -->FAULT OSlew
1.128 In -->FAULT OSlew
32.478 Deg
-7.000 Deg -->FAULT UTrav OSlew
0.000 Deg -->FAULT UTrav UPwr




3 max= 1.250 min= 1.128 avg= 1.189
4 max= 1.421 min= 0.820 avg= 1.120
5 max= 35.997 min= 28.812 avg= 32.405
6 max= 0.020 min= 0.020 avg= 0.020
8 max= 0.168 min= 0.027 avg= 0.098
9 max= -2.105 min= -2.168 avg= -2.137










1 D2FD Total Temp
2 4800 Pitot Pressure
3 4FOB Long. Stick
4 5264 Right TEF
5 56F9 NWS
6 5BFF Right LEF
7 5C00 Power Lever Cntl
8 626D Rudder Pedal
9 24C9 Left Stabilator
i0 69EE Left Rudder
WD VALUE NAME
771.290 DegR -->FAULT UTrav
1.250 Hg -->FAULT UTrav UPwr
1.297 In -->FAULT
0.796 In -->FAULT OSlew
36.584 Deg -->FAULT OSlew
36.000 Deg -->FAULT OTrav OSlew
0.000 Deg -->FAULT UTrav UPwr
0.161 In -->FAULT OSlew
-2.161 In
-0.023 In -->FAULT OSlew
3 max= 1.336 min= 1.235 avg= 1.285
4 max= 1.445 min= 0.756 avg= i. I01
5 max= 36.437 min= 31.598 avg= 34.018
8 max= 0.184 min= 0.049 avg= 0.117
9 max= -2.161 min= -2.168 avg= -2.165
I0 max= -0.116 min= -0.164 avg= -0.140
ENTER DATA_RMALT+SM
EOA
Sensor Values_ _@_ _
WD VALUE WD VALUE NAME
1 D2FD Total
2 4800 Pitot Pressu]
3 4FOB Long. Stick
4 5264 Right TEF
5 56F9 NWS







i 7 5C00 Power Lever Cntl 0.000
8 626D Rudder Pedal 0.j_ In
9 24C9 Left Stabilator _z_.161 In
i0 69EE Left Rudder//-0.023 In
i 3 max=/l_36 min= 1.235 avg= 1.285
4 m_y/ 1.445 min=0.756 avg= 1.101
/_ax= 36.437 min= 31.598 avg= 34.018










9 max= -2.161 min=










MSG 2 Sensor Values
* DONE
WDVALUE NAME WD VALUE NAME
1 CFF6 Total Temp
2 4800 Pitot Pressure
3 4FOD Long. Stick
4 128C Right TEF
5 16DF NWS
6 5800 Right LEF
7 5C00 Power Lever Cntl
8 6211 Rudder Pedal
9 24C8 Left Stabilator
i0 69EE Left Rudder
905.161 DegR -->FAULT UTrav
1.250 Hg -->FAULT UTrav UPwr
1.303 In -->FAULT OSlew
1.112 In
32.771 Deg
-7.000 Deg -->FAULT UTrav OSlew
0.000 Deg -->FAULT UTrav UPwr
0.026 In -->FAULT OSlew
-2.168 In
-0.023 In -->FAULT OSlew
3 max= 1.333 min= 1.238 avg= 1.285
4 max= 1.342 min= 1.033 avg= 1.188
5 max= 35.704 min= 32.771 avg= 34.238
8 max= 0.168 min= 0.045 avg= 0.106
9 max= -2.161 min= -2.168 avg= -2.165
i0 max= -0.003 min= -0.164 avg= -0.084
ENTER DATA RMALT+IOM
RT 4 EOA
_SG 2 Sensor Values
* DONE
WD VALUE NAME
1 E7FB Total Temp
2 4800 Pitot Pressure
3 4EF5 Long. Stick
4 5286 Right TEF
5 56FA NWS
6 5800 Right LEF
7 5C00 Power Lever Cntl
8 6222 Rudder Pedal
9 24C9 Left Stabilator
i0 29A5 Left Rudder
WD VALUE NAME
907.849 DegR -->FAULT UTrav
1.250 Hg -->FAULT UTrav UPwr
1.232 In -->FAULT OSlew
1.065 In -->FAULT OSlew
36.730 Deg -->FAULT OSlew
-7.000 Deg -->FAULT UTrav OSlew




3 max= 1.294 min= 1.226 avg= 1.260
4 max= 1.374 min= 0.938 avg= 1.156
5 max= 35.557 min= 31.305 avg= 33.431
8 max= 0.098 min= 0.004 avg= 0.051
9 max= -2.161 min= -2.168 avg= -2.165
i0 max= -0.001 min= -0.119 avg= -0.060
ENTER DATA:RMALT+I5M
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18.4.1Electromag-netic Test (14.6) #2_/q3 B_,_R_s_--/Ck_;sA_, PAS_ FAU_
15.4.1.1 Attach the report containing the graphs of the EOA EM radiation and conduction behind this data
sheet.
Expected:
The conducted emissions will meet the requirements of _1C (class A1) CE03.
CE03: See figures 2-2 and 2-3 of MIb-STD461C
Comments:




The radiated emissions will meet the requirements of _1C (class A1) REOZ













MIL-STD-461C CE03 and RE02 testing was performed on the Fiber Optic
Control System Integration (FOCSI) in an informal qualification test. CE07
testing was originally intended to be tested but was deferred because of
questions regarding applicability.
CE03 (Conducted Emissions on Power Leads: 15 kHz to 50 MHz)
The CE03 test consisted of measuring the narrowband and broadband
conducted emissions on the 28 VDC high and return power lines of the
FOCSI. Testing was performed to determine compliance with emission levels
identified in MIL-STD-461C Part 2 for aircraft equipment.
The FOCSI was bonded to the ground plane with a lead weight placed on top
of the unit. This weight provided sufficient bonding through the front feet of
the unit. Bonding measured to be 1.5 m_. Power required for the operation
of the FOCSI was 28 VDC and was provided through 10 uFd feed through
capacitors as identified in MIL-STD-462. Bonding of the 10 uFd capacitors to
the ground plane was measured to be 0.25 m_.
The FOCS! was in a full up configuration with the LEDs illuminated. The
power and signal lines were in considerable excess of the two meters
necessary to perform RE02. Because RE02 was performed prior to CE03,
most of the power and signal bundles were shielded with aluminum foil. The
foil shields were then grounded to the ground plane. Two meters of both
power and signal lines were left unshieided. A resistive load was used to
terminate the signal line output containing MUX data. This was monitored
prior to testing as a functional test of the FOCSi.
The test setup consisted of using a Solar 6741 current probe transducer to
detect the emissions on the power lines and an HP 85685A preselector and
an HP 8566B spectrum analyzer to measure the emission amplitude and
frequency. A computer controller is used to automate the test applying
necessary transducer factors and cable losses, and displaying, storing, and
plotting the results. The copy of the customized test file used for automating
CE03 testing of the FOCSI is included in Enclosure 1. The current probe
transducer and cable loss tables are also included.
Ambient levels were measured on both the 28 VDC high and return to
confirm that the test set up provided emission levels well below the required
specification. The 28 VDC power leads were then checked individually with
the FOCSI powered on. Plots from these tests can be found in Enclosure 2.
As the test results indicate, the FOCSI does not meet MIL-STD-461C Part 2
CE03 limits. Narrowband and broadband emissions for each line were
plotted in addition to the limit lines. Outages were printed for any peak above
this limit. Those emissions that exceeded one limit but not the other (i.e. out
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of specification on the narrowband specification but passes the broadband
specification and vice versa) were examined individually to determine
whether it was a narrowband or broadband emission. The change in
amplitude of greater or less than 3 dB at two impulse bandwidths away from
the peak center frequencytest was used to make this distinction. These are





RE02 (Radiated Emissions from Electric Field: 14 kHz to 10 GHz)
The RE02 test consisted of measuring the narrowband and broadband
emissions from the FOCSI. Because we are testing to MIL-STD-461C, testing
was performed to 10 GHz.
The FOCSI was bonded to the ground plane with a lead weight placed on top
of the unit. This weight provided sufficient bonding through the front feet of
the unit. Bonding measured to be 1_5 m_. Power required for the operation
of the FOCSI was 28 VDC and was provided through 10 uFd feed through
capacitors as identified in MIL-STD-462. Bonding of the 10 uFd capacitors to
the ground plane was measured to be 0.25 m_.
The FOCSI was in a full up configuration with the LEDs illuminated.
Operation of the FOCSI was stand alone so no wires into or out of the
anechoic chamber were necessary. The power and signal lines were in
considerable excess of the two meters necessary to perform RE02.
Preliminary RE02 measurements were taken with the power and signal
bundles unshielded. These emissions were well out of specification.
Because of this, most of the power and signal bundles were shielded with
aluminum foil. The foil shields were then grounded to the ground plane. Two
meters of both power and signal lines were left unshielded. A resistive load
was used to terminate the signal line output containing MUX data. This
resistive load was also shielded.
For the RE02 test, the test set, spectrum analyzer, preselector, computer, hard
drive, and plotter were all located outside of the shielded anechoic room to
prevent test equipment noise from corrupting the radiated emission
measurements during testing of the FOCSI. The only equipment in the room
during testing was the FOCSl, associated cabling, and the required receiving
antennas. The EMI software and computer were used to control the test,
store and plot the results, and calculate the broadband and narrow band
emission levels. The setup table, antenna factors, impulse bandwidths, and
cable losses used by the EMI software are all included in Enclosure 3.
Ambient levels were measured to be well below the required radiated
emission specification. Power was then applied to the FOCSI and radiated
emissions from the unit were measured. Plots from these tests can be found
in Enclosure 4.
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3.6 As the test results indicate, the FOCSl does not meet MIL-STD-461C Part 2
RE02 limits. Narrowband and broadband emissions for each line were
plotted in addition to the limit lines. Outages were printed for any peak above
this limit. Those emissions that exceeded one limit but not the other (i.e. out
of specification on the narrowband specification but passes the broadband
specification and vice versa) were examined individually to determine
whether it was a narrowband or broadband emission. The change in
amplitude of greater or less than 3 dB at two impulse bandwidths away from
the peak center frequency test was used to make this distinction. These are
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Peaks above 0 dB of Licit Line #1
peak criteria = 6 dB
PEAK# FREQ (MHz) (dBuA/MHz) DELTA
1 4.29L 53 3.0
2 15.07 50.4 .4
3 22.08 53.7 3.7
4 23.92" 5G.S G.5
5 3G.IG 58.2 8.2
6 46.86 57.5 7.5
7 48.01 63.8 13,8
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Peak_ above @ dB of Limit Line #I
peak crileria = 6 dB
PEhK# FREQ (MHz) (dBuAtMHz) DELTA
1 4.2gl 53 3.0
2 IS.07 5@.4 ,4
3 22.06 $8,7 5,?
4 23.g2" 56.S _.S
S 3G.IG SB.2 8.2
6 48.86 g7.5 7.5
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Peaks above @ dB of Limit Line #1
peak criteria = B dB
PEAK# FREQ (MHz) (dBuA/MHz) DELTA
i 4.2B1 53 3._
2 15.07 50.4 ,4
3 22.0G 53.7 3.7
4 23.92" 56.5 ft.5
S 36.16 58.2 8.2
G 4G.BG 57.5 7.5
7 48.@1 63,8 13,8
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Peaks above ¢ dB of Limi_ Line #I
peak criteria = B dB
PEAKt FREQ (MHz) (dBuA) DELTA
i 4,291 25,4 5,4 N_
2 12.01 24.2 4.2
_+ 13.5E 21 1,0 S_ I
_ 15.07 21.7 1.722.0B 2B.1 B.l
27.g 23.7 3,?J_ (_3
8 36.16 24.7 4.7
37,86 21.4 I1.4 ND (_)
+'I 45,74 32.8 12.8 t_
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Peaks above _ dB of Limit Line #1























23.7 3,7 J_ (_ f"_)
24.3 4.3 _ _/-/'_)
24.7 4.7
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Peak_ above 0 dB of Limll Line #!
peak cri_aria - B dB
PE_K# FREQ (MHz ) (dBu_ > DELT_
I _.291 2S.4 S.4 N_
2 1201 2_.2 _.2
is.o_ 2i.7 1.7
22.0B 2B.I B.I
27.9 23.7 _,7 _N_ (,_,I-_)34;72 24.3 4.3 _ C_4_)
8 3B.IB 24.7 4.7
_7.9B 21.4 1,4 NB C_)
I_0 45.7_ 32.8 12,B t_
ii 48.01 29.3 c2.3
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Peaks above ¢ dB of Limit Line #i
oeak criteria = 8 dB
PEAK# FREO (MHz) (dBuA/MHz) DELTA
1 4.2S1 52.6 2.B ND
2 12,_1 51.7 1.7 _
3 22.08 55 3,0
4 36.16 53.8 3.8
S 48.01 6_.2 10.2
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Peeks above 0 dB of Limit Line #i
geak criteria = G dB
PEAK# FREQ (MHz) (dBuA/MHz) DELTA
I 4.291 52.8 2.B N_
2 12.01 51.7 1.7 _
3 22.08 53 3,0
4 38.18 S_.8 3.8
S 48.01 SO.2 10.2
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Peaks above 0 dB of Limi_ Llne #1
oeak criteria - 6 dB
PE_K# FREQ (MHz) (dBu_/MHz} DELT_
i 4.291 S2.B 2.B N_
2 12.01 51.7 1.7 _
3 22.06 53 3.0
4 3B.IB 53,8 3.8
S 48.01 B0.2 10.2
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Peaks above @ dB of Limll Line #i
oeak criteria = B dB
PEAK# FREQ (MHz) (dBuUIM) DELTA
L_.- 4,923 34.9 1.3 _'
2 4.16 42.5 _._
3 12._2 33.8 2.4
4 28.@7 39.7 9.0
3B.2g 34.7 2.3 N_
B 47.98 3B 1.7
7 BB.I 3B.B 3.5
B¢.BB 40.B 4,B v_
_9_ 64,14 37.5 1.3__
_.0 67.@7 36.7 .2 N_
71.72 40.3 3.4 ,+
t¢7.2 43.2 3.B
.._ 128.17 44.2 3.4
:'_4: 22B.51 49 4.4 N_
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FREQ (MHz) (dBuV/M) DELTA




36.29 34.7 2.3 _
47.98 36 1.7
5G.1 38.8 3.5
8%.88 40.8 4.8 _
84,14 37,S 1.3_.
67.07 38.7 .2 NI_
71.72 40.3 3.4 _
107.2 43.2 3.8
128.17 44.2 3.4
226.51 49 4.4 N_
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Peaks above ¢ dB of Limit Line #I
peak criteria = B dB
PEAK_ FREQ (MHz ) (dBuV/M ) DELTA
i 47.98 41,3 7.@
2 51.88 39.5 4,7
3 56.i 46.8 11.5
4 58.01 41.3 5.8
5._ 59.99 43 ? 12
B2.73 3B.? .6 N_
;"t_ B4.14 38.3 2.1 i_l_,
8 ?.,1..72 41.5 4.B _,
:9' 83,85 38.9 .8 N_
1@ 167.55 43.3 .7
II 185,27 44.9 1.8
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Peaks above ¢ dB o? Limit Line #i
peak criteria = B dB
PEAK# FREQ (MHz) (dBuV/M) DELTA
I 47,98 41.3 7._
2 51.B8 3915 4.7
3 56.1 46.8 11.5
4 58._1 41.3 5.8
5 59.99 43 7,2
6_ 62.73 36.7 .G
_ 64.14 38.3 2.1
71.72 41.5 4.683,85 38.9 ,9
1-_ 167155 43.3 ,7
11 18Sl27 44.9 1.6
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above 8 dB of Limit Line #I
criteria = 8 d8
PE_K# FREQ (MHz> (dBuU/M) DELT_
I 47.98 41.3 ?.e
2 51.88 38.5 4.7
3 56.1 46.8 11,5
4 58.01 41.3 5.8
5 59.99 43 ?.2
6_ 62.73 3G.7 .fi
._ 64,14 38.3 2.1
.8 _1.72 41,S 4,s
8" 83,85 38,8 .8
i0 167.55 43.3 .?
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Peeks above 0 dB of Limit Line #I
peak criteria = _ dB
PE_K# FREQ (MHz) (dBuU/M/MHz) OELT_
1 4,16 89.5 6.3
2 i2.02 81.5 3,3
21.9E 75.6 ,3 _
4 28.07 76.5 2,3
5 47,98 71.8 ,i
6 56,1 74 5.1
58.01 72.2 1,4,q_59.99 76.9 B,3 _5
107,2 70.3 2,4
10 128,17 73 6,0
185.27 69.9 4.6 _
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Peaks above e dB of Limil Line #I
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Peaks above 0 dB of Limit Line #1
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Peak_ above 0 dB of Limit Line #i
oeak criteria = 8 dB
PEAK# FREQ (MHz) (dBuV/M/MHz) DELTA
I 47.98 78.I 8.4
2 EI.88 7S.3 4.0
3 5_.1 83.1 12.2
4 58.01 73.S 2.7
S $8.88 77.2 8.8
G 187.SS G8.8 4._
7 185.27 71.8 6.B
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Peaks above 0 dB of Limit Line #1
peak crllerlm = B dB
PERK# FREQ (MHz) <dBuU/M/MHz) DELTR
1 47.98 78.1 6.4
2 51.88 75.3 4.0
3 56.1 83.I 12.2
4 58.01 73.5 2.7
S 59.99 77,2 8.6
6 167.55 69.8 4.0
7 185.27 71.9 B.G
_;_ 191.58 68.7 3.5
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Peaks above 0 dB of Limit Line #1
oeak criteria = 6 dB
PEAK# FREe (MHz) (dBuU/M/MHz) DELTA
1 47.98 78.1 6.4
2 51.88 75.3 4.0
3 56.1 83.1 12.2
4 58.01 73.5 2.7
S 59.99 77.2 6.G
6 167.55 68.8 4.0
7 185.27 71.9 6.6
1 1.s8 68.7
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15.5 FINAL VERIFICATION TEST DATA SI-_,h_ (RUDDER PEDAL SENSOR)
15.5.1 Final Verification Test (14.7)
Pefformedby: E_I k___._- Date: 7/J_,]o_
I
15.5.2 Null Offset Test (9.6.2)
15.5.2.1 Record the PFS Test Set value during the test and the largest sensor value.
Sensor Null Offset [
PFS Test Set Value !
Comments:
ag. 0.0° oo.oo_ inches
2.000 ]inches
Test Article Serial Number:. 00 I
_',,..n4-..- / P_AII_
Expected: _<+/- 0.0045 in.
Expected: 0.000 in.
_m
15.5.3 Resolution Test (9.6.3) PA_FAILL..J
15.5.3.1 Record the PFS Test Set position and the smallest change in the sensor position.
PFS Test Set Initial Position [
Sensor Resolution [ o. o,_ z
O,$'0_ [in. and Ending Position ] o,5"o2 ]in.
in.
Comments: 7_ ___,,_
Expected: < +/- 0.0045 in.
Estimated: 2(0.75)/2 z0 -__0.0015 in.
Proc. Spec.: 0.00037in.
15.5.4 Range Test (9.6.4)
15.5.4.1 Record the sensor and PFS Test Set full stroke positions.
Sensor Positions - Full Stroke[
+ Full Stroke [
















0 to +Full Stroke
+Full Stroke to 0
0 to-Full Stroke -0.7,/0 -o.5,/_
-FuIIStroketoO ..o.75- 0 -o,57o
POSIllON AND FORCE SENSOR (PF-S)TEST SET POSITIONS
-0.750]-0.563 I-0.375 I-0.188 0.00 0.188 0.375 0.563




155.5.1 Print the spreadsheet containing the PFS Test Set vs. sensor positions and the linear regression and
standard deviation analysis on those points, and attach it behind this data sheet.





" Constantl °-°°V ] Expected: 0
Comments:
15.5-5.3 Calculate the linear regn_sed range of the null and full stroke values, and account for the
standard deviation to find the linear _ range of the null and full stroke values.
y = mx + b, where m = slope, b = constant, x = sensor positions
linear regressed range = (y- standard deviation) to (y + standard deviation)
. . O.O_(o
Actual Null PoslUon l /-o._,/L. Regressed Range ]-o.oo3
i 0.oll













































Least Squares Fit (y = mx + b)
Results Map
m b
se m se b









Least Square Fit Results Key
m = slope
b = y-intercept
se m = standard error for slope
se b = standard error for y-intercept
r squared = coefficient of determination
se y = standard error for the y estimate
( se y = standard deviation)
F = the F statistic
df = degrees of freedom
i ssreg = regression sum of squares














I l I I 0
-0.8 -0.6 -0.4 -0.2_ _
jy -0.2 I
-0.4
6
-0.8
I I I
0.2 0.4 0.6
Reference (inches)
I
0.8
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